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Abstract
Mappings between complex metadata structures like database schemas, XML schemas
or ontologies are needed in a number of domains such as data integration, ontology
alignment or web service composition. A mapping describes how elements of one
metadata structure correspond to elements of another metadata structure. Defining
such mappings is a complex and time-consuming process. It is often done manually,
with the help of point and click interfaces.
In the last 10 to 15 years a strong effort was made in research to partly automate
the mapping process. Many schema- and ontology matching systems were developed
to semi-automatically compute mapping suggestions for a user. Most systems are
build and tuned for a specific domain of mapping problems. They are often not
robust enough to be able to cope with different mapping problems without high
configuration effort. Moreover, existing sytems often face performance issues when
mapping large structures. This thesis investigates how to support the user in the task
of configuring schema matching systems and how to improve run-time performance.
Initially, fundamental concepts of schema matching are introduced and an
overview to the existing body of work is given. In a pre-evaluation of existing
approaches further research on the configuration aspect is motivated. In particular,
approaches that support manual tuning and that (partially) automate the configuration and construction of schema matching systems are reviewed.
The second part of the thesis then introduces a new matching process model that
supports adaptivity. It defines a set of operators for matching and filtering that can
be used to create domain-specific matching processes. A condition construct allows a
user to introduce adaptive behavior in a matching process. Such conditions help to
adapt the match processing to the specifics of the problem at hand based on features
of the input schemas or intermediate matching results.
A new tool for graphically constructing and tuning matching processes is introduced. It eases development of matching processes by using a drag and drop
metaphor. Furthermore, it provides visualizations for tuning and debugging matching
processes. From the experience that was made by modeling matching processes a
number of reappearing matching process design patterns are identified. They could
serve as a basic library of templates for constructing new matching processes.
In a third part, the thesis introduces a novel rule-based technique for automating
the construction and configuration of matching processes. The configuration of
5

run-time performance aspects is automated by rewriting matching processes. A
number of filter-based rewrite rules are presented. Based on a simple cost-model,
parallel combinations of matchers can be rewritten to sequential matching processes
containing filter operators. By sequentializing parallel matching processes with filterbased rewrite rules significant run-time performance improvements (up to a factor of
9) could be achieved. In particular together with a so-called dynamic filter strategy
improvements were achieved without changing the quality of a schema matching
process.
The rewrite-based approach is adopted for automatically constructing matching
processes that are tailored to a given mapping problem. Based on measured features
of the input schemas and intermediate results so-called matching rules can be defined.
These rewrite rules rely on analyzing the input schemas and intermediate results
while executing a process and rewrite the process to better fit to the problem at hand.
The evaluation shows that the approach behaves more robust than existing schema
matching approaches without involving the user in complex configuration tasks. The
final system is self-configuring so that is does not need other input than the input
schemas to compute a mapping.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

We are faced with an increasing number of heterogeneous corporate datasources
and datasources on the Web. Some people say that “data is the new oil” 1 which
refers to the increasing value of data for businesses to take decisions. But, similar to
crude oil that needs to be refined, data from different sources needs to be brought
into context, merged and transformed to allow for integrated analysis which finally
creates value. However, this process is complex and costly since datasources rely on
heterogeneous data formats within independently developed IT-systems. To exchange
data between different IT-systems or for integrating data, mappings between the
metadata structures that describe each datasource are needed. A mapping describes
how elements of one metadata structure correspond to elements of another metadata
structure. Within this thesis a mapping is soley a set of such correspondences.
Commonly used metadata structures are relational database schemas, XML schemas
or ontologies. Relational database schemas describe the attributes and relations of
entities in a database. XML Schemas are used to describe hierarchically structured
XML documents which can be stored or exchanged as messages. Ontologies are
similar to schemas but model data on a higher level of abstraction.
In the following, several classical application areas are described where mappings
between such metadata structures are needed:
• When companies merge, their IT-systems and underlying databases often need
to be integrated. In many cases databases are integrated by building a federated
system with a global schema [153, 96, 15]. Existing database schemas need to
be mapped to this global schema and queries posed to the federated system
are translated to the local databases. Due to the heterogeneity of the involved
schemas, creating the mappings is often complex.
• Data migration is often required when data is moved from a legacy system to a
new target system such as migrating from SAP R3 to SAP Business By Design.
1
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In that context a mapping between the legacy database and the new database
is required. With the help of the mapping, transformation code can be written.
This transformation code is executed once until all data is transferred correctly.
• Data is often explored and analyzed within central data warehouses. It is loaded
into the warehouse with the help of programmatic transformation scripts such
as ETL (Extract Transform Load). Again, for constructing transformation scripts,
mappings from source schemas to the warehouse schema are crucial.
Apart from database integration and migration a number of novel application areas recently evolved that also strongly rely on predefined mappings like catalog integration,
service oriented architectures and the semantic web:
• Catalog integration is faced with the problem of integrating product catalogs
from multiple market places such as Amazon or Ebay. Product catalogs rely on
hierarchies of categories to group offered products. In order to get an overview
to multiple catalogs, product catalogs need to be mapped and integrated [5,
81].
• In novel service oriented architectures, business processes cross the organizational boundaries and integrate services from external service providers.
Instances of such services can be payment, travel accounting or analytics. This
involves exchange of data and messages with external IT-systems. To implement the communication and exchange, outputs of internal services need to be
mapped to inputs of external ones. Even with standardized data schemas such
as the Unified Business Language (UBL) [27], the Core Components Specification (CCTS)[1, 83] or ebXML [92] the message mapping remains a complex
step when building business processes.
• According to the vision of the Semantic Web [21] information on the Web
should be represented and described in a form that simplifies processing and
integration. For that purpose, ontologies are commonly used. Ontologies help
to describe rules, processes and terminology in a human and machine readable
way. Examples for ontologies are the Semantic Web Service Ontology [172]
or the life science ontologies such as the Foundational Model of Anatomy
(FMA) [147] and the Gene Ontology (GO) [10]. The latter is used to describe
complex biological processes. In order to integrate information from sources
that where described by independently modeled ontologies, mappings between
ontologies need to be defined. Due to the large size of such ontologies (>34000
terms), this task is challenging.
All these different application areas have in common that they crucially rely on
mappings. Defining such mappings is in most cases a complex, time-consuming
process. It is often done manually with the help of point and click interfaces. Even
if two metadata descriptions, for example two database schemas intend to describe
4
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similar data, they often differ in the structure and naming of tables, attributes and
used types. Due to the involved heterogeneity expert knowledge is needed.
In the last 10 to 15 years a strong effort was made in research to partly automate
the mapping process. It turned out, that finding an executable mapping can be
splitted in three steps of first identifying corresponding elements (matching) then
defining an executable transformation specification and finally testing and executing
those transformation scripts (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Matching/Mapping Process
These steps can also be labeled mapping discovery, mapping representation and
execution [178]. Some mapping tools support the whole process like the well-known
research tool Clio [59]. It performs matching, helps to create transformation code
and executes transformations of instances by using XQuery. In some application areas
such as Ontology Alignment only the first step of finding correspondences is relevant
since no data needs to be transformed.
This thesis primarily focuses on the matching phase. In particular, improving
existing approaches that semi-automatically compute correspondences is of major
interest. There are already many of such matching systems often designed for specific domains and labeled accordingly as data base schema matching systems, XML
schema matching systems, ontology matching systems or model matching systems.
Surprisingly, every year a number of additional matching systems are proposed in
the OAEI Contests [54]. But, until now matching systems are only rarely applied
in practice with few exceptions of Microsoft BizTalk Mapper [24], IBM Clio [59] or
Altova Mapforce [9]. There are multiple reasons for that:
1. Matching systems are often build and tuned for a specific domain of mapping
problems. They are not robust enough to be able to cope with different mapping
problems without high configuration effort. Configuring and tuning an existing
schema matching system still seems more complex than rebuilding it from
scratch. In particular, user support in the configuration task is urgently needed.
According to Gal and Shvaiko self-tuning of matching systems is “largely unexplored” [63].
2. Existing systems are often monolithic and are not easy to extend. For instance,
COMA++ [11] and AgreementMaker [31] only provide binary versions of their
5
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matching tools (recently the COMA++ sources where made publicly available).
Extending them by additional components is cumbersome if not impossible.
3. Reusing and comparing parts of existing matching systems is complicated since
matching techniques are often bundled with system internal data structures.
Moreover, for many systems the sources are not available. But even if sources are
available, the wish for ownership and control of the code to simplify parameter
tuning seems to be strong.
4. New matching applications have additional run-time performance requirements
that are often not met by existing systems. In many cases an automatically
computed mapping only serves as suggestion which can be refined by a user.
Thus, matching systems need to compute mappings fast in order to not disrupt
the workflow of the user, even for large size mapping problems. However,
improving the performance of an existing matching system often breaks the
monolithic architecture and involves high programming effort.
All these points already highlight major challenges in schema matching. Some of
them were also discussed in a recent book on schema matching [18] and a paper
from Shvaiko and Euzenat [132].

1.2

Scientific Contribution

In this thesis, a number of contributions are made to alleviate some of the aforementioned problems:
1. A matching process model is introduced that allows designing domain specifc
matching processes with a set of standard operators. Through condition and
filter operators, the robustness of a matching process can be increased. Additionally, some operators help to improve run-time performance.
2. A matching framework is presented that can easily be extended by new or
existing matching techniques. The framework simplifies comparisons of existing
components in a common environment to help a user to select most appropriate
matching approaches for a given mapping problem.
3. A graphical user interface is used to ease development of matching processes by
using a drag and drop metaphor. It provides tools and visualizations for tuning
and debugging matching processes.
4. From the experience that was made by modeling matching processes a number
of reappearing matching process design patterns are identified. They could
serve as a basic library of templates for constructing new matching processes.
5. To further automate the configuration of run-time performance aspects, a
new approach is introduced that automatically rewrites matching processes to
6
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increase performance. A number of filter-based rewrite rules are presented that
are able to significantly improve the performance of a given matching process,
some without influencing the quality.
6. Finally, the rewrite-based approach is adopted for automatically constructing
matching processes that are tailored to a given mapping problem. Based on
measured features of the input schemas and intermediate results a matching
process is adaptively constructed and configured. The evaluation shows that
the approach behaves more robust than existing schema matching approaches
without involving the user in complex configuration tasks.

1.3

Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2 an overview to schema matching basics is given and further research for
supporting the configuration of matching systems is motivated. Chapter 3 reviews
approaches to support or to automate the configuration of schema matching processes
or to optimize performance in schema matching. The core of the thesis is then
structured in three parts. The first part - Process-based Schema Matching - introduces
a process model that allows a user to manually construct and execute matching
processes. It consists of the following chapters:
Chapter 4 introduces a new process model with a number of operators that can
be used to design adaptive matching processes. The chapter describes how
adaptive matching processes can be built by using conditions and features.
Features of the input schemas and intermediate results of a matching process
are presented. These features are later used to implement a self-configuring
matching system (see Chapter 7). A novel matching framework is described that
allows us to plug-in and compare existing matching components in a common
environment.
Chapter 5 introduces a tool for graphical modeling of matching processes. The
tool allows a user to investigate intermediate results of matching processes
which helps to interactively tune a matching process. Based on the modeling
experience, commonly used patterns for developing matching processes are
described and evaluated.
In the second part - Rewrite-based Process Tuning and Construction - an approach
is presented for automated tuning and construction of matching processes by using
rewrite rules. It consists of the following two chapters:
Chapter 6 introduces a rewrite-based approach to increase the performance of
given matching processes. The approach applies rules and filter operators to
significantly reduce element comparisons while matching.
7
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Chapter 7 adopts the idea of rewrite rules from Chapter 6 and presents an automatic
rule-based approach to create a matching process based on computed features
of the input schemas and intermediate matching results.
The last part - Evaluation - evaluates the approaches. The rewrite-based performance
optimization and the adaptive matching process construction approach are evaluated
in Chapter 8 on a heterogeneous set of mapping problems from different domains.
The goal is to show that the rewrite-based performance optimization approach is
able to significantly improve performance. The rule-based construction of matching
processes should result in a robust matching system that achieves good quality in
most test cases that are used for evaluation. Afterwards, the results are summarized
and future work is discussed in Chapter 9.

8

Chapter 2

Schema Matching Basics
2.1

Introduction

There is lively research in the context of matching metadata structures. With each
new application area additional matching requirements are identified and existing
approaches are adapted. Unfortunately, similar or equal concepts are often named
differently and sometimes terminologies conflict between research groups of a similar
domain. Even the mapping task itself has multiple names depending on the type of
metadata structure to be matched. It can be labeled XML- or relational schema matching, ontology alignment [57], (meta-) model matching [61], link discovery [124] or
process matching [184]. And still, further names can be found.
A review of related work on database schema, XML, meta-model and ontology
matching reveals that for all these domains similar matching techniques are actually
used with exceptions of some domain specific matching approaches like reasoningbased techniques in ontology matching [115, 116, 179] or meta model specific graph
matchers [170]. Shvaiko and Euzenat made similar observations in their book on
ontology matching that “Schemas and ontologies share similarity since they both
provide a vocabulary of terms and somewhat constrain the meaning of terms used in
the vocabulary. Hence, they often share similar matching solutions” [132]. To simplify
the review of related work, the term schema is relaxed in this thesis to refer to any
metadata structure that can be matched. It could also be named “model” as proposed
by Bernstein and Melnik [22] but since schema matching is the older research field,
the term “schema” is used. One can easily argue about relaxing the schema term
given the obvious differences of the described metadata representations. However,
abstracting from individual representations into a common generic representation
can help to foster reuse of matching techniques across domains as is later shown in
the contributions of this thesis. In the following, the key terminology and building
blocks of schema matching systems are introduced.
Most metadata structures can be abstracted to a common representation that we
call a Schema:
9
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Definition 1. (Schema) A Schema S consists of |S| Schema Elements s1 , . . . , s|S| . Each
schema element is described by a number of attributes such as name, type, annotation,
instances or cardinality. With s.n, s.t, s.a, s.i and s.c the name, type, annotation,
instances and cardinality of an element s is referred to. Schema elements are connected
with each other and build a directed acyclic graph structure. Schema elements can have
a number of children and possibly multiple parent elements. Moreover, instances can be
attached to schema elements which adhere to the structure of the schema element graph.
This definition of a schema is generic and allows representing the most important
information of existing structures that is needed for matching.
Definition 2. (Schema Matching) Schema Matching is the process of discovering
semantic correspondences between schema elements. It takes at least a source schema S
and a target schema T as input and results in a Mapping M.
The task of matching more than two schemas is often called holistic schema
matching [74, 159]. This thesis focusses on matching only two schemas at a time.
Definition 3. (Mapping) A Mapping M between two schemas S and T consists of a
set of correspondences. Correspondences are triples (s, t, v) with s ∈ S and t ∈ T and
v representing the similarity between s and t as a value in the interval [0, 1]. With
sim (s, t) the similarity value v of a schema element pair (s, t) is referenced.
The defintion of correspondences within this thesis only allows having one source
and one target element per correspondence and a correspondence type is left out.
Complexer mapping models could be used to represent mapping hierarchies, n:m
correspondences and transformation functions. Such complex mapping models are
typically valuable when post-processing computed mappings as often done in ontology matching systems like ASMOV [86] or S-MATCH[66]. In this thesis, the primary
focus was set onto the match processing so that pre- and postprocessing and therefore
a complex mapping model was not needed. Moreover, most existing matching techniques are not able to identify complex correspondences that map multiple source
elements to a single target element or vice versa.
Nevertheless, elements of the source or target schema could be part in no, one or
many correspondences which creates mappings of different cardinalities. Within this
thesis, the UML notation to refer to cardinalities [118, 117] is used. A mapping in
which every source element and every target element can only find no or one partner
is represented as [0,1][0,1] mapping meaning that elements in the source take part
in 0 or 1 correspondence and elements of the target also take part in 0 or 1 correspondence. Such a mapping can also be called a one-to-one mapping. Mappings that
contain multiple partners for source or target elements are called multi-mappings.
There can be different kinds of multi-mappings such as one-to-many [0,1][0,*], many
to one [0,*][0,1] or many-to-many [0,*][0,*] mappings.
In literature also other terms are used to refer to a mapping such as Matchings [62], Alignment [52, 51, 126] or Matching Result [170]. Some also refer
10
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Figure 2.1: Schema and mapping example
to sets of Matches instead of correspondences. Within this thesis, a distinction between a mapping and an executable transformation specification is made. This is
important since a number of groups refer to transformation specifications also with
the term “Mapping” [59, 112]. These specifications consist of logical expressions that
can be translated to executable queries or transformation scripts (see Clio for an
example [59]).
In Figure 2.1 two exemplary schemas are shown that describe purchase orders.
The left schema contains elements with partly abbreviated names. Some elements
contain additional information such as cardinality, type or annotation. The schema
on the right is similarly structured. The names of elements are abbreviated to three
letters as was often done within legacy database schemas. The dotted lines between
the individual schema elements are corresponding elements. To improve readability,
correspondences between parent elements are not visualized.
A large body of work in schema matching tries to automate the matching process.
This is done by schema matching systems, which could also be named differently
depending on the type of metadata structure to be matched as discussed above. The
definition within this thesis is as follows:
Definition 4. (Schema Matching System) A Schema Matching System automates the
schema matching task. It relies on a set of matching operations (matcher, combination
and selection) to compute a mapping.
Definition 5. (Matcher) The Matcher operation gets two input schemas and optionally
a mapping as input and computes a mapping as output. It maps pairs of elements of
the input schemas on values between 0 and 1: s × t → [0, 1] with s ∈ S and t ∈ T .
This value represents the confidence assigned by the matcher operation to the pair (s, t),
which is called similarity value.
In literature, matchers are sometimes also called matching technique [57], similarity measure [45, 88], matching algorithm, learner, matching approach, voter [152],
11
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Figure 2.2: Example mapping and similarity matrix
or even distance metric [124]. Within this thesis, these terms are sometimes used
interchangeably. Implementations of matchers mostly rely on heuristics which will
be explained in detail in Section 2.2. Many matching systems internally represent a
mapping as a so-called similarity matrix:
Definition 6. (Similarity Matrix) A similarity matrix SM is a matrix that consists
of |S| × |T | cells. Each entry smi,j references a pair of the i-th element of the source
schema and the j-th element of the target schema and represents the
n degree of osimilarity
between them. Each similarity matrix SM consists of |S| rows r1 , . . . , r|S| and |T |
n

o

columns c1 , . . . , c|T | .
An exemplary mapping and corresponding similarity matrix is shown in Figure
2.2
Typically multiple matchers are used and their results are combined. For that
purpose a Combination operation can be used.
Definition 7. (Combination) The Combination operation takes multiple mappings
m1 , . . . , mK as input and computes a mapping as output. It relies on some combination
strategy that maps multiple similarity values for a given pair of elements to a single
similarity value.
The combination result still contains similarity values for each pair of schema
elements from the source and target schema. In order to extract the most probable
correspondences a Selection operation is applied.
Definition 8. (Selection) The Selection takes a mapping as input and extracts the most
probable correspondences for an output mapping. It relies on a selection strategy to
compute a new mapping M 0 .
For evaluating the behaviour of a schema matching system and the quality of
computed results the f-measure value is typcially used. Given a correct mapping
which could be called gold standard, reference mapping or reference alignment the
f-measure can be computed. It relies on the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
f -measure = 2 ·

precision · recall
precision + recall
12
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Figure 2.3: Common internal workflow of a schema matching system
Precision is defined as the ratio of found correct correspondences to the number
of found correspondences in a result mapping. Recall computes the ratio of found
correct correspondences to the number of all correct correspondences.
Figure 2.3 summarizes the workflow of a generic matching system as it was
proposed in COMA [35]. Initially, source and target schemas are imported and
transformed into some internal representation. Then a number of matchers are
executed that each compute similarities for each pair of source and target schema
elements. Results from individual matchers are combined and the most probable
correspondences are selected. Finally, the computed mapping is transformed to some
external format. The workflow can be very different in existing matching systems
but the operations (matcher, combination and selection) are commonly used. In the
following sections, existing matchers as well as combination and selection strategies
are reviewed and key approaches are explained.

2.2

Matchers

Many matching techniques were proposed in the literature and still additional approaches are added. In order to get an overview multiple classifications of existing
techniques were created [57, 155, 141]. Rahm and Bernstein first introduced a classification separating individual matching techniques from compositions of matching
techniques [141]. The classification of individual matching techniques was later
extended by Euzenat and Shvaiko to include ontology-specific approaches [155, 57].
There are many criteria that can be used for classification. Most of the existing ones
rely on two orthogonal criteria that are the kind of input and the granularity of the
input:
• Kind of Input describes what input a matcher uses for computing similarities.
Among others, Rahm and Bernstein [141] distinguished between schema-based
and instance-based information.
• Granularity describes the difference between element-level and structure-level
matchers. Element-level matchers only compute similarities based on individual
elements whereas structure-level matchers incorporate neighboring elements
into the similarity computation.
A simplified version of the classification from Rahm and Bernstein is shown in Figure
2.4. It also lists the most important classes of basic matching techniques with some
13
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Figure 2.4: Simplified classification of matching techniques from [141] with adaptations
sample approaches as was proposed by [57]. In the following, each of these classes
is described in more detail.

2.2.1

String-based Techniques

Most string-based techniques interpret the input syntactically. Element names, typenames or annotations are solely treated as sequences of characters. For computing the
similarity of character sequences a number of so-called string similarity functions or
string distance functions where proposed in the area of record linkage [93], similarity
search [180], information retrieval [144] and schema matching. The simplest string
similarity measure performs exact string matching. However, in schema matching
approximate string matching techniques are more relevant. They can be classified as
edit-distance like, token-based and hybrid approaches [29].
• Edit-based techniques compute the distance between strings based on the
number of edit operations that are needed to transform a string A into a
string B. Popular measures are the Levenshtein (often referred to as EditDistance) [73], Jaro [84] and Jaro-Winkler metric [174]. The latter rely on the
number and order of common characters as well as the longest common prefix.
Further representatives are Monge-Elkan [122], and Smith-Waterman [158].
• Token-based techniques split a string into tokens or words and compute a
similarity based on the set of tokens/words. The set comparison is often done
using the Jaccard-similarity which is computed with S∩T
S∪T for two sets of tokens
S and T . The set of tokens can be built as N-grams which are all character
sequences of length N within a string [103]. For annotations, which are typically
longer strings the TFIDF [146] measure from information retrieval is often
used. TFIDF counts exactly matching words and gives each match a weight.
The weights are computed from word frequencies within a text compared to
frequencies within a whole text corpus. In other words, TFIDF identifies the
most characteristic words in an annotation.
14
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• Hybrid techniques combine multiple string similarity techniques. For example
TFIDF can be extended to include not exactly matching word pairs which is
called Soft-TFIDF [29]. Also the Name matcher from COMA [35] is a hybrid
technique since it splits strings into word tokens, computes pairwise word-token
similarities and combines these word-similarities back to a single similarity
value. In the preparatory phase of this thesis the Name matcher was extended by
a TFIDF-like word token weighting [138] which solves problems of repeating
word tokens of multi-word schema element names within a single schema.
Similar token weighting was also proposed for object matching [165].
Some techniques (often called linguistic techniques) rely on a language model that
treat strings as natural language objects that can be interpreted and translated. There
are intrinsic methods that mainly cope with normalization of strings like tokenization,
term extraction, stop-word removal or stemming. Extrinsic methods rely on thesauri,
lexicons and dictionaries such as Wordnet [119] that can be used for translation or
expansion of abbreviations. Language-based techniques are often performed before
applying string-based techniques to correct, normalize and expand element names
and annotations.

2.2.2

Constraint-based Techniques

When defining schema elements, additional constraints can be added such as types,
allowed values, restrictions of value ranges, optionality or cardinalities. Euzenat and
Shvaiko [57] refer to internal structure when talking about such constraints. Often, a
comparison table approach is used with fixed similarities for simple types [35, 57, 96].
More advanced techniques directly compare cardinalities, restriction entries and value
ranges by intersection and containment computation. Constraint-based techniques
are particularly useful for restricting the search space since they do not serve well as a
standalone matching technique [36]. In some matching systems constraint matching
is used as a post processing step such as removing wrong type matches [66].

2.2.3

Mapping and Structure Reuse

A promising set of new techniques relies on mapping and structure reuse. A recent
overview from Rahm to existing techniques can be found in [140]. Existing mappings
are typically stored in a repository for later reuse. They can either be retrieved directly
or new mappings can be derived. For deriving mappings, transitivity of mapping
paths [35] are often exploited. But also learning-based [39, 38], probabilistic [125]
and reasoning-based techniques were proposed.
Schema-based approaches save complete mappings along with their source and
target schemas which builds a repository of mappings [182, 130]. To retrieve mappings the source and target schemas are entered as input and the stored mapping is
returned. The approach can be extended by exploiting transitivity of mapping paths
as described in [35, 4].
15
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Element-based approaches store schemas and mappings on element level. The
structure of schemas is mostly ignored. Simple examples of that kind are synonym
dictionaries that are used in a number of systems [35, 39, 66, 152, 150]. Again, transitivity can be exploited or machine learning derivation techniques are used [102]
that use element mappings as training data to tune a set of matchers.
Global schema approaches store mappings from source schemas to a global mediated schema. To solve a new matching problem between two schemas the transitive
relation passing through the global schema is exploited. A global schema can be
fixed or constructed automatically based on some merging algorithm [40, 143, 150].
The process of mapping schemas to a global schema can also be called anchoring, contextualization or lifting when dealing with upper-level ontologies [57]. If
multiple ontologies are used as background knowledge composition paths can be
constructed [70].
Fragment-based approaches decompose schemas and mappings into fragments [149].
This is beneficial in large scale schema matching where schemas often reuse existing fragments of a domain or type system. Only fragments are matched and the
resulting fragment mappings are combined. For instance, Saha et al. [149] stores
fragments (concepts) in a repository together with mappings between them to exploit
transitivity.

2.2.4

Instance-based Techniques

For matching two elements, their instances can be compared. Proposed techniques either rely on the overlap of instances in the source and target schema or on similarities
of statistics and patterns in sets of instances.
Comparing elements based on the overlapping instances is commonly applied in
existing systems. Simple approaches rely on exact matches of instances as done in
QuickMig [41] and many systems that participated in the OAEI-Benchmark [54] such
as RiMOM [99], Falcon [77] or AgreementMaker [31]. More advanced techniques
where proposed for matching web-directories [110] or for matching ontologies with
instances [91, 166]. They evaluate how strong the intersection of instance sets is,
compared to the overall number of instances in the source and target. Commonly
used metrics are Jaccard or Dice [82]. Recently, a first approach was described
that is able to derive subtype relations between elements from comparing instance
sets [28]. Only little work analyzes statistics and patterns of instance sets to compute
similarities. For instance, Li and Clifton [100] extract data patterns and distributions
to compute similarities of attributes in database schemas.

2.2.5

Graph-based Techniques

Many matching techniques were proposed that rely on structural information, i.e. the
graph of elements. The underlying assumption is that similar concepts are positioned
similarly in a schema and have similar relations to other elements. Often, schemas
are special graphs such as directed acyclic graphs or trees. Such trees can be derived
16
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from containment or inheritance relationships or through a computation of a minimal
spanning tree [170]. An advantage of trees or DAGs is that algorithms operating
on trees often have lower complexity than comparable algorithms operating on
general graphs. Graph-based matching techniques can be classified as global, local or
taxonomy-based, which refers to the context of elements that is used for computing
similarities.
Global techniques rely on the complete graph when computing similarities. Exact
algorithms compute an exact mapping between vertices and edges of a source and
target graph done by subgraph isomorphism algorithms. Inexact algorithms like graph
edit distance [65], maximum common subgraph [164] or tree edit distance [181]
may only find matches in the target schema for some source elements.
Local techniques solely rely on neighboring elements when computing the similarity of two elements. Often used techniques are Children, Path (Tokenpath), Leaf,
Parent or the Sibling matcher that rely on the direct context of elements in a tree.
For instance, the Children matcher takes as input the pair wise similarities of all
children elements of the source and target element to be compared. The resulting
children-similarities are combined to a single similiarty value by computing the average. More advanced propagation-based techniques compute similarities iteratively
as done by Similarity Flooding [118, 117] or in the system DIKE [129]. Similarities
from similar elements are propagated to neighboring elements in an iterative fashion
until a fix-point or a maximal number of iterations is reached. The approach is reused
in many matching systems such as GUMM [61] or within RiMOM [99].
A similar iterative technique was presented with GMO [75]. It transforms the
input schemas into a bipartite graph which splits vertices into disjoint sets. Additional
edges connect elements of each set and represent the similarity. Similarities of two
elements are updated iteratively by combining similarities to all adjacent elements in
the source and target graph.
Taxonomy-based techniques form a special class of graph-based matching techniques. They primarily rely on taxonomic relations i.e. the specialization hierarchy to perform the structural matching. Dedicated taxonomic matching techniques,
that exploit such hierarchies where proposed with Leacock-Chodorow [97] or WuPalmer [175].

2.2.6

Logic-based Techniques

Logic-based techniques rely on a formal logical model to describe elements, their
relations and additional constraints. The assumption is that two elements are similar
if they share the same logical interpretations. Based on logical expressions, reasoning
can be performed to derive new mappings. In most cases these techniques are used in
a post processing step when a mapping was already computed. Logic-based techniques
are not restricted to ontologies. Also in meta models or database schemas formal
constraints can be defined for example by using the Object Constraint Language
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Figure 2.5: Example combination of three input mappings

(OCL) [14]. These constraints can then be used to reason about similarities of
elements.

2.3

Combination of Matcher Results

In most matching systems the results of a set of matchers (also sometimes called
matcher ensembles [107]) are combined to improve quality. As defined above, a
combination operation computes a single mapping result from a number of result
mappings. In Figure 2.5 an exemplary combination of three input mappings from a
Name matcher(a), Path matcher(b) and Instance matcher(c) is combined to a single
similarity matrix(d).
A multitude of techniques can be found in literature. In contrast to matching
techniques, classifications and overviews of combination strategies [57] [137] are
still incomplete. Euzenat and Shvaiko [57] distinguish three operator classes which
are triangular norms, minkovski distances and weighted adjusted sum. However,
additional classes can be identified that are based on heuristics such as majority voting
or that are based on learning. Learning-based approaches are introduced in detail
within Chapter 3 when approaches for automatic matching system configuration are
discussed.
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2.3.1

Triangular Norms & Minkovski Distances

Triangular Norms (T-Norms) are used for combining values of several dimensions so
that they can also be applied for combining mappings [57]. Well known representatives of T-Norms are MIN, MAX and WEIGHTED PRODUCT. MIN always chooses the
minimum value of a set of values that were computed by different matchers. This
approach is very pessimistic, since it requires all matchers to return high similarity
values for a pair to later “survive” a selection. MAX in comparison behaves very optimistically since only one matcher needs to return a high similarity value, no matter
what other matchers compute. WEIGHTED PRODUCT is often used in multi-criteria
decision making by building a product of similarity values. The drawback is that with
increasing number of matchers the combined similarity values get very small.
In [57] an alternative combination method is presented with Minkovski Distances
that better balance individual dimensions and do not have the mentioned problems
of the WEIGHTED PRODUCT. Instead of distances, k similarity values simk (s, t) are
combined so that the the adapted Minkovsky Distance can be defined as follows:
v
uK
u
X
p
mink (s, t) = t
(simk (s, t))p

(2.2)

k=1

Minkovski Distance is a generalization of popular distance metrics like MANHATTAN
Distance with p = 1 and the EUCLIDEAN Distance with p = 2.

2.3.2

Weighted Combination

Most combination approaches rely on a special case of the weighted adjusted sum of
input similarities [50]. The weighted adjusted sum is defined as follows:
P

combineweighted−adjusted (s, t) =

k=1...n wk

· adjk (simk (s, t))
k=1...n wk

P

(2.3)

with (s, t) being a source and target element pair, simk (s, t) the similarity computed by the k-th matcher, wk a weight for each individual matcher and function
adj : [0, 1] → [0, 1] beeing an adjustment function to transform the original similarities. The adjustment function is a continuous, not necessarily diffentiable function
such as a sigmoid function. The following approaches are special cases of the weighted
adjusted sum. They mainly differ in the way how the weights are defined.
The AVERAGE strategy is the simplest version of the weighted approaches that
assumes equal weights for every matcher and an identity function as adjustment
function. AVERAGE is very often used by existing matching systems. It does not
impose any additional parameters and often returns good results since it levels out
individual weaknesses and strength of the input matchers. AVERAGE showed good
results in former evaluations [36] and was also the most robust one in preliminary
evaluations for this doctoral work [137].
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The WEIGHTED strategy additionally sets weights for each input matcher result
and is often used instead of AVERAGE. In weighted combinations the additional
definition of the weights is problematic. It can be observed, that by setting the wrong
weights the result quality decreases significantly more than it could increase by setting
the right weights [137]. Most system designers fix those weights by manual testing or
from experience. Manual definition of weights can also be supported by given matcher
credibilities [168]. Often, machine learning techniques are used [51, 50, 109] to
automate the definition of these weights. Since the machine learning assumes to
have correct mappings as training data these approaches can often not be used. Gold
standards are rare and the learned parameters could then be invalid due to the
differences of the training schemas and the schemas to be matched. This happens
since also weaknesses of matchers might get overweighted. In Section 3.2.1 machine
learning approaches are reviewed in more detail.
Special combination approaches find alternatives to define weights as done in the
OPENII-System [152]. The approach uses the absolute value of a so-called voter score
as a weight to compute a confidence score. Voter scores are values between [−1, 1]
and are similar to similarity values. Values higher 0 get higher confidence and values
lower 0 get lower confidence. Voter scores can easily be transformed to similarity
values. The NON-LINEAR strategy from Algergawy [7] extends the weighted sum
approach to include interdependencies of similarity measures into the combination of
similarities for different matchers. The problem with the NON-LINEAR strategy is, that
there are additional parameters introduced that are hard to set manually. Moreover,
this additional effort must pay off in terms of quality and robustness in order to be a
valuable alternative. The OWA (Ordered Weighted Combination) strategy [177, 88]
tries to adaptively assign different weights for each pair of matched elements based on
their similarity values. It automates the process of determining weights of individual
matchers. The n similarity values for each compared element pair are treated as a
list of similarity values. The list is ordered and each position gets a weight assigned.
The weights are computed with fuzzy linguistic quantifiers (see [177] for details).
Similarity values computed by a matcher may have different positions and weights
for different element comparisons. According to the evaluations from [88] the At
Least Half (ALH) and the MOST quantifiers performed best on ontology matching
tasks. ALH only sets weights to the top half of similarity values ensuring that only
these similarity values are combined. OWA MOST underweights the highest and the
lowest similarity values but takes all others into account.

2.3.3

Majority Voting

Voting mechanism recently gained interest [74, 49]. They can be used to combine
the results of multiple matchers. Eckert et al. [49] observed that a majority voting
on the result of a set of matchers is a valuable combination technique. So called
matcher votes indicate what percentage of a set of matchers found correspondences.
Unfortunately, details about how the resulting similarity value of the combined
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Figure 2.6: Selection example
correspondence can be computed are missing in their work. Similar observations
were made in the area of large scale schema matching in the web where voting
mechanisms were proposed to combine results of multiple schema matchers [74].

2.4

Selection of Correspondences

The presented combination techniques create a single mapping from a set of input
matcher results. The result of the mapping combination still contains up to |S| × |T |
correspondences. From these correspondences the most probable ones need to be
selected. In Figure 2.6 an exemplary similarity matrix is selected.
A number of strategies were described by Melnik et al. [117] as well as Do
et. al [35] for schema matching. Meilicke and Stuckenschmidt [114] later added
strategies for ontology matching. In addition, Marie and Gal [108] gave an overview
to stable marriage based selection techniques. Recall from the definition above that
selection extracts the most probable correspondences from a mapping M using
some selection strategy. In the following, four general classes of selection strategies
are described, that are threshold-based, maximum-based, optimization-based and
schema-dependent strategies.

2.4.1

Threshold-based Strategies

The simplest selection strategies used in schema matching are threshold-based. Given
a threshold th in the interval [0,1], the threshold selection function selectthres extracts
correspondences from a mapping M as follows:
selectthres (M, th) = {(s, t, v) ∈ M | v ≥ th}

(2.4)

The threshold th in equation 2.4 above is often an absolute threshold. However,
the threshold could also be given as a delta value relative to the correspondence
with highest similarity value, or as a proportional threshold that is defined as the
percentage of highest similarity values. The problem with threshold-based strategies
is that they are static for all correspondences of a schema. High absolute thresholds
typically increase precision whereas lower thresholds decrease precision. The values
of an optimal threshold strongly depend on the similarities of the input mappings.
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2.4.2

Maximum-based Strategies

To solve the problems of threshold-based strategies, maximum-based strategies
where proposed. It turned out that a similarity value should be interpreted relative
to the value of other correspondences. In particular the relative value compared
to the correspondence with maximal similarity is crucial. Popular maximum-based
strategies are MAX-N and MAX-DELTA that were proposed by Do and Rahm [35] and
Melnik et al. with different names [117].
MAX-N was recently also called “Dominants Algorithm” [108]. It extracts the
maximum N correspondences for each source element (or alternatively target element) from a mapping M . The maximum N correspondences are collected differently
depending on the so-called selection direction as proposed by Do and Rahm [35].
Collecting maximum correspondences for the source elements is called forward selection (fwd) and for the target elements it is called backward selection (bwd). Based
on the topN match candidates for a source or target element a in a mapping M the
forward selection can be defined as:
selectmaxN (M, N, f wd) = {(s, t, v) ∈ M | (s, t, v) ∈ topN (s, M, N )}

(2.5)

Analogously, the MAX-N selection in backward direction can be defined. Note
that the result of topN is a set that can contain more than N values if there are
correspondences with equal similarity value in the set of match candidates. The
results of forward and backward direction can be intersected which is called both.
MAX-N with N = 1 and direction both do not ensure that [0,1][0,1]-mappings are
created which is sometimes desired.
MAX-DELTA differs from MAX-N in that it does not rely on a fixed N-value but
relies on a delta value [35]. MAX-DELTA takes the MAX-N (N = 1) correspondences
and includes correspondences that are within a delta-environment of the maximal
correspondence. The size of the delta environment depends on the value of the
maximal element for each row or column respectively. MAX-DELTA relaxes the
strict specification of the number of match candidates an element can have in a
result mapping. MAX-DELTA also proved to be the most robust selection strategy
in COMA++ [11]. With the MAX-DELTA and bigger delta-values often [0,*][0,*]mappings are created. A Similar strategy was proposed by Melnik et al. [117] that
they called Perfectionist Egalitarian Polygamy (EGALITARIAN).
It is sometimes desired that every element is only contained in one or no correspondence which leads to a [0,1][0,1]-mapping. In order to restrict the selection
result to such a cardinality Melnik et al. also proposed the EXACT strategy [118]. It
restricts a selection result to only [0,1][0,1]-mappings. Certainly this selection should
only be used in combination with other selection techniques since for a non-selected
mapping consisting of |S| ∗ |T | correspondences the resulting mapping of the EXACT
selection would be empty. In addition to that also a N-N selection can be defined
that tries to restrict a result to an [0,N][0,N] mapping. This is sometimes useful if
multi-mappings are expected as result.
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2.4.3

Optimization-based Strategies

Optimization-based strategies are very different to the selection techniques described
above. They transform the mapping problem to a graph matching problem so that
graph matching algorithms can be applied. Most of these algorithms strive for a
[0,1][0,1]-mapping using some optimization criteria [101]. Popular representatives
are STABLE MARRIAGE and ASSIGNMENT strategies. Discussions and comparisons
of both can be found in [108].
STABLE MARRIAGE is often used - also by RiMOM [99] and Falcon [79] in the
OAEI contest. It relies on the stable matching (SM) between two sets of elements
given a set of preferences for each element [71]. A stable matching is a complete
one-to-one matching of two sets of elements (originally man and women) with the
property that there a no two couples (x, y) and (x0 , y 0 ) such that x prefers y 0 over
y and y 0 prefers x over x0 . Gale and Shapkley prove that it is possible to make all
marriages stable if |S| = |T | [64]. Meilicke et al. [114] as well as Marie and Gal [108]
describe an algorithm called NaiveDescending/Royal Couples to compute the stable
marriage. Stable Marriage strives for a local optimum that tries to make all marriages
locally stable. However, striving for the local optimum could sacrifice quality. Some
pairs, even with low similarity are only included because they follow the stable
marriage property. Stable mappings are [0,1][0,1]-mappings so that every source
element finds only one or no partner.
ASSIGNMENT strategies like Maximum Weighted Bipartite Graph Matching
(MWBM) strive for a global optimum. MWBM maximizes the sum of all similarity
values and ensures that a [0,1][0,1]-mapping is created. The ASSIGNMENT problem
can be solved in polynomial time by using the Hungarian algorithm [94]. In an assignment not every partner is finally in its most optimal coupling. Individual partners
may be less happy so that the result may not be a stable matching. Similar to the
STABLE MARRIAGE the maximization of similarity values could lead to quality losses
since optimizing the total sum of similarities not necessarily improves quality. In order
to achieve the maximal sum, correspondences with low similarity are sometimes
incorrectly included. In particular the restriction to [0,1][0,1]-mappings often leads
to such situations.

2.4.4

Selection with Background Knowledge

There are a number of matching systems that rely on the schema information and
additional background knowledge to correct correspondences of a given mapping.
These selection approaches are mostly domain dependent. For instance, Meilicke
et al. discuss a number of approaches for ontology matching [114]. They rely on
the rules and relations of the source and target ontology to rule out wrong matches
in a mapping. For instance, a mapping could break the consistency of the source
and target ontology and make concepts unsatisfiable. Reasoning can then be used to
discover and repair such logical inconsistencies [113] which was evaluated in [115].
For example, in the ASMOV ontology matching system [86] a number of domain
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specific heuristics are applied to correct and validate output mappings. Among others
they remove multi-mappings (they call multiple entity correspondence) which is an
assumption on the result being a [0,1][0,1]-mapping. They also remove crisscross
correspondences where two correspondences are in conflict so that a child matches to
a parent and vice versa. Disjointness contradictions occur if concepts in one ontology
are disjoint but are in subsumption hierarchy in the other ontology. In such cases the
correspondence is most probably incorrect. Other domain specific heuristics were
proposed for filtering and rewriting links of generated transformations in model
matching [34]. And also for matching relational schemas, correction rules are used
to correct generated mappings [26]. Unfortunately, such selection strategies cannot
be generically used since the rules differ strongly for each problem domain.

2.4.5

Combining Selection Strategies

In many systems multiple selection approaches are hybridly combined or are applied
in sequence. That means the output of one selection serves as the input to another
selection. Often, the THRESHOLD selection is combined with others such as MAXDELTA or MAX-N [35]. This is reasonable, since low valued similarity values can be
pruned out before selecting the maximum values. This ensures that only values with
a minimal similarity can be contained in the result of the final selection. The EXACT
selection is also combined with other selection approaches as done in [118] to create
a [0,1][0,1]-mapping. Finally, selections that rely on background knowledge are
often combined with other selection strategies often within a post processing step.

2.5

Comparing Combination and Selection Strategies

It already got obvious, that the number of matching techniques as well as different
selection and combination strategies is high. To simplify the decision what approaches
to apply for a given problem a number of evaluations were performed. Matchers
or complete matching systems were already compared extensively [56, 36, 54].
In contrast to that, evaluations of selection and combination strategies are still
rare. Do [36] evaluated THRESHOLD, MAX-N and MAX-Delta in his doctoral thesis.
Euzenat et al. [57], Meilicke et al. [114], Melnik et al. [117] as well as Marie and
Gal [108] gave introductions to combination and selection techniques but evaluations
were either not existing or restricted to only few strategies and the used data sets
were rather simple.
In the context of this doctoral work a broader evaluation of combination strategies [137] and also selection strategies was performed on heterogeneous sets of
mapping problems. The findings are summarized briefly. They serve as motivation for
further work on process-based schema matching and adaptivity in schema matching.
In the evaluations three different data sets were taken, that consist of 10 smaller
mapping problems from the COMA++ Evaluation [11], from an SAP Enterprise
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Service Repository (ES) and from the OAEI Benchmark 2010. As quality measure the
commonly used precision, recall and f-measure were used.
In Figure 2.7 and 2.8 the result of comparing the set of implemented selection
and combination operators is visualized. Average values are computed over all 30
mapping tasks.

Figure 2.7: Comparing selection strategies

Figure 2.8: Comparing combination strategies
The results show that the choice of the most appropriate selection or combination
approach highly influences the result quality. The most robust selection strategies
were MAX-DELTA and MAX-N from COMA++ together with the EGALITARIAN
strategy from [117]. Most other strategies have problems to compete. The Figure 2.8
illustrates that there are huge differences between the quality of the given mapping
combination techniques. As was already shown in [137] the AVERAGE combination
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Figure 2.9: Comparing selection strategies to the best possible strategy
performs best together with NON-LINEAR [7]. But also the OWA strategy was able to
perform a robust combination of similarity values.
In the evaluations from [137] also the individual performance of strategies per
mapping problem was analyzed. Figures were created that contain series for each
strategy and one series that captures the maximum possible result for each mapping
problem (see Figure 2.9 and 2.10). The X-Axis enumerates the mapping test cases
and orders them by achieved quality. On the Y-Axis the f-measure is used. The figures
illustrate that there is some deviation from the maximum possible result for each of
the strategies. No strategy is able to achieve the best possible quality in all cases. For
instance, in some cases MAX-N performs better than MAX-DELTA. For combination
strategies, AVERAGE is often very close to the optimum with rare outliers. Thus,
AVERAGE is a very robust combination technique. It was surprising to observe, that
choosing the wrong selection strategy from a set of good performing ones can have a
stronger effect on the result quality. Therefore it would be desirable to automatically
identify those cases where a specific selection (or combination) strategy is better
suited.
Finally, in the influence of the number of matchers in a combination was analyzed
(see Figure 2.11). The figure shows for each combination strategy the maximum
achieved quality for a combination of matchers from 1 to 8 matchers on the given
data set. The figure illustrates that with increasing number of matchers the result first
increases but with some combination strategies also decreases if more than 5 matchers
are involved. Obviously, some combination strategies are better at combining bigger
sets of matchers than others. With increasing number of matchers the probability
that a matcher returns 0 as similarity value in one dimension leads to problems with
the product of values. Interestingly, the OWA strategy seems to be able to better cope
with 8 matchers. The reason is that OWA prunes results of the lowest and highest
similarities and thus reduces the number of similarity values to combine. It seems
that matchers that cannot contribute to improve the mapping quality do reduce the
quality.
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Figure 2.10: Comparing combination strategies to best possible combination strategy

Figure 2.11: Comparison for ES mapping set
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2.5.1

Conclusions

From these pre-evaluations a number of observations can be made. First, there are
huge differences in the quality and robustness of the existing strategies. Most robust
strategies are the AVERAGE combination and the MAX-DELTA selection. However,
there is no combination and selection technique that is able to be better in all
use cases. Automatically identifying weights as proposed by OWA and others is
problematic and only in some rare cases does improve quality.
It can be observed that with increasing number of matchers the quality of combinations decreases as could already be shown by Do [36]. Obviously, 5 matchers seem
to be a good choice. However, if one would like to include more than these 5 matchers
then alternatives to the standard parallel combination of matchers would be needed.
For instance, structural matchers could be combined separately from element-based
matchers and finally results could be combined again. In order to achieve that, more
flexibility in describing the order of matchers, selection and combinations would be
needed. Moreover, finding parameters of selection operators automatically like the
threshold of the THRESHOLD selection or the delta of MAX-DELTA is problematic.
In related work on selection techniques some groups combine different selection
strategies often implemented as hybrid additional selection strategy. However, a flexible combination of different selection and combination strategies is not yet possible.
What would be helpful is to automatically identify from the input schemas and input
mappings what strategy of selection and combination would fit best. This requires
analyzing the input schemas or intermediate mapping results to support the choice
of strategies or to change the execution order of matchers.

2.6

Strategies used in this Thesis

In the remainder of this thesis only a subset of generic selection and combination
strategies as well as matchers is relevant. In Table 2.1 the most important selection
and combination strategies are listed and shortly described. In Table 2.2 the most
relevant matchers are listed. Most of the matchers, combination and selection strategies were already used by COMA [35] as standard strategies. The OWA-combination
strategies were added since they performed well in the pre-evaluations of this thesis.
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Operation

Strategy

Description

Selection

THRESHOLD

It extracts element pairs that have similarity values
greater than a given threshold. This creates
[0,*][0,*]-mappings.

MAX-N

It extracts N best target elements for each source
element intersected with the N best target elements for
each source element (both-strategy). It results in a
[0,*][0,*]-mapping. For N=1, most correspondences are
in an 1:1 relationship.

EXACT

It extracts those element pairs that are only similar with
a single partner. It results in a [0,1][0,1]-mapping.

MAX-DELTA

It extracts the N best target elements for each source
plus all elements that are within a delta environment.
This is intersected with the N best source elements for
each target plus all elements that are within a delta
environment (both-strategy). This results in a
[0,*][0,*]-mapping.

Combination

AVERAGE

It computes the average similarity from all input
similarities for a given pair of elements.

OWA-MOST

It orders input similarities by their value and
automatically assigns weights to each position. Almost
all positions get a weight > 0 assigned.

OWA-ALH

It orders input similarities by their value and
automatically assigns weights to each position. Only half
of the positions get a weight > 0 assigned. All other
similaritiy values are ignored.

Table 2.1: Most relevant selection and combination strategies
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Matcher

Description

Name

It tokenizes the names of both input schemas and computes token
similarities with the help of tri-gram, edit-distance and a synonym
similarity measure that relies on a dictionary. All three similarity values
and the token similarities are combined, which results in a single
similarity value per element pair.

NameWeighted

Similar to the Name matcher the names are tokenized. However, the
computed token-similarities are weighted by a TFIDF-like approach that
was presented in [138]

Annotation

It takes the descriptions/annotations of the source and target elements,
removes stop-words and applies stemming. Finally, Soft-TFIDF [29] is
used to compute a similarity value.

Type

It computes data-type similarity based on a lookup table that stores
similarity values for standard types.

Statistics

It computes the similarity of child and parent counts as well as the
path-length.

Instance

All instances for a source and a target element are flattened to a string
and Soft-TFIDF is applied to compute the similarity of the two instance
strings. For larger instance sizes an overlap between instances is
computed with the Jaccard-measure.

(Name)Path

The Path matcher takes as input the pair wise similarities of all elements
in the paths of the source and target element to be compared. These
constituent similarities are combined to a single similarity using the
SimAverage combination (see COMA [35]). If no constituent similarity is
given, the Name matcher is used by default to compute input similarities.

Token-Path

All element-names in the paths of the two elements to be compared are
tokenized. For each pair of tokens a similarity value is computed with the
tri-gram measure. The resulting token similarities are combined with
SimAverage to compute a single result similarity value.

Children

The Children matcher takes as input the pair wise similarities of all
children elements of the source and target element to be compared. The
resulting children-similarities are combined with SimAverage to compute
a single result similarity value.

Leaf

The Leaf matcher takes as input the pair wise similarities of all leave
elements that can be reached from the source and target element to be
compared. The resulting leave similarities are combined with
SimAverage to compute a single result similarity value.

Siblings

The Sibling matcher takes as input the pair wise similarities of all
elements that are siblings of the the source and target element to be
compared. The resulting sibling similarities are combined with
SimAverage to compute a single result similarity value.

Table 2.2: Most relevant matchers
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Configuration of Matching
Systems and Adaptivity
Up to now only the individual operations of schema matching (Matcher, Selection and
Combination) were discussed. From these basic operators, complex matching systems
can be built. In the last 10 to 15 years hundreds of such systems were introduced
and every year new systems are presented (in the OAEI Contest from 2011 12 out
of 14 participating systems where newly build [54], in 2012 7 out of 21 where new
participants [55]). Many attempts were made to collect and compare systems based
on some criteria such as their internal data model, types of user interfaces, schema
input types, storage, cardinality of mapping results, user effort and used matching
techniques to name a few [36, 18, 56]. These comparisons intend to help a user
finding the most appropriate matching system for a mapping problem at hand. Still, it
remains hard to rate what a strong system constitutes of. If an appropriate matching
system is found, it needs to be configured to achieve good quality with an acceptable
run-time performance. This configuration step is often cumbersome and in many
cases involves changes on the code level.
In the following, relevant related work is presented that tries to support matching
system configuration to increase quality or performance. Initially, commonly used
matching system topologies are described in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 reviews work
that tries to partly automate system construction and configuration. A major focus is
set onto adaptive approaches that may lead to fully self-tuning matching systems. In
Section 3.3 approaches are described that try to reduce the configuration effort by
supporting the user. And finally, existing approaches for improving the performance
of matching systems are described in detail in Section 3.4.

3.1

Matching System Topologies

As already discussed, currently promoted matching systems use a combination of
different matching techniques for improving the quality of matching results. But,
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Figure 3.1: Topologies of schema matching systems
not all of them do rely on the basic matcher-combination-selection approach from
above which is called parallel composition [57, 18] but also sequential and iterative
processes are commonly used. Most systems are hybrid in nature [141] since they
combine parallel, sequential and also iterative elements. Figure 3.1 visualizes the
different topologies. Each of them is described in more detail below.

3.1.1

Parallel

In systems that use parallel composition matchers are executed independently which
also allows for distributed execution. Results of individual matchers, often represented as similarity matrices, are combined to a single similarity matrix and a selection
operator cuts off similarity values by using one of the mentioned selection strategies
from Section 2.4. Typically, matchers are executed on the whole cross product of
source and target schema elements which can lead to problems of run-time and
memory consumption. Popular representatives are the COMA++ system [11] and
AgreementMaker [31]. They allow a user to manually choose matchers, combination
and selection strategies to construct arbitrary parallel schema matching processes.
However, such kind of configuration support is not provided by the majority of
systems. The choice of matchers and used combination and selection strategies are
mostly fixed.

3.1.2

Sequential

Sequential combination systems rely on a sequence of matchers to narrow down a
set of mapping candidates as done in CUPID [103] or within the ontology matching
systems Falcon [77] and RiMOM [99]. In CUPID, first linguistic matchers are executed that are based on names and type constraints. In a second step the result is
refined using a structural matching based on neighboring similar schema elements.
The results of both steps are combined with a WEIGHTED combination. Also the
Falcon system first executes name- and label-based matchers and then executes the
structural graph matcher GMO to identify further correspondences. The order of
matchers within sequential systems is mostly fixed. A step towards simplifying the
construction of sequential matching strategies was done with the refine operator from
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COMA++ [37]. It allows putting a mapping result as input to a matcher that can
then refine the found correspondences. The performance of sequentially executing
matchers is often better then parallel execution since after the first step, comparisons
can be filtered.

3.1.3

Iterative

As discussed in Section 2.2 a number of matching approaches exist that exploit
structural information. They primarily rely on heuristics that directly compute similarity values based on the similarity of the paths, parents, siblings, children or
leaves [127, 35]. Some approaches extend these heuristics and iteratively change
the similarity of elements based on neighboring elements. For instance, the DIKESystem [129] and Similarity Flooding [117, 118] use a fix-point computation internally to recursively compute similarity values between two input schemas. Similarity
Flooding constructs a so-called propagation graph from the input schemas. That
graph describes in what directions similarity values can be propagated. In each iteration, a portion of similarity of a given pair is propagated to its neighboring nodes in
the propagation graph. After a couple of iterations the graph converges to a fix-point
where similarity values do not change significantly with the next propagation. From
the set of similarities the pairs with highest similarity are extracted by using some
selection strategy. Another more recent representative is the ASMOV-System [86].
It initially computes similarity values for all pairs of source and target elements
using a number of similarity measures. The results of these similarity measures
are combined using the WEIGHTED combination. A pre-alignment is extracted and
a semantic verification is performed which corrects correspondences and adjusts
weights of input matchers based on heuristics that depend on the input ontologies.
The whole process runs iteratively. Similarity values are recomputed and combined.
The iteration stops when the extracted alignment does not change significantly thus
a fix-point is reached. Iterative approaches often have performance issues due to
the recomputation of similarity values. ASMOV took more than 3 hours to compute
a result in the OAEI contest for matching ANATOMY schemas [85] whereas others
completed in less than 20 minutes.

3.1.4

Hybrid Approaches and Workflows

Many schema matching systems mix the aforementioned topologies in their internal
process. For instance, Falcon and RiMOM have both a parallel and a sequential
part. RiMOM also applies Similarity Flooding as structural matcher which adds the
iterative bit. Still, the internal processes of such systems are mostly fixed.
Some groups began to collect standard components of matching processes [104,
178]. The goal is to simplify the construction of matching processes to foster reuse
of existing components or to treat the tuning problem separate from the chosen
topology as done by Lee et al. for the eTuner systems [98]. The eTuner approach
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treats a matching system as a graph of matching components with knobs that represent their parameters that can be tuned. Also with LISTOMS [183], a reference
model for ontology matching systems was introduced. It separates preprocessor,
dispatcher, matcher, aggregator, pruner and user interface also for tuning purposes.
The dispatcher refers to a kind of controller that selects and executes the subsequent
matchers, aggregators and pruners. Bernstein et al. [24] propose a system that supports a user in defining matching system behavior as so-called strategy scripts. Those
strategies try to standardize components of a matching system.
Similar initiatives can be found in the entity matching field where a set of operators
is used for defining match workflows [167] for matching sets of entities.
Within this thesis, a framework is introduced that also relies on a standardized
set of operators (so-called matching processes) for schema matching that can be used
to construct a variety of hybrid matching processes. Moreover, such processes can be
graphically modeled. They are further used for automatic tuning.

3.2

Automating the Configuration

Obviously, the construction and configuration of a matching system is complex as it
involves many different aspects like choosing the topology of the matching system,
selecting matchers as well as combination and selection strategies. Each of these
components then need to be parameterized and the overall run-time should also be
small.
A common strategy to build a robust matching system is based on finding an
optimal set of matchers and parameterizations for selection and combination. A
given set of test schemas and mappings is used as reference data. A huge space of
configurations is tested and the best one is chosen as default strategy as done in
COMA. Such default strategies are quite robust as could be shown in a number of use
cases where systems compared to COMA [66, 12, 90]. One reason is that the parallel
composition itself shows to be robust. However, for new use-cases that differ strongly
from the mappings that were used for building the default strategy this approach can
have problems. To alleviate that, Lee et al. [98] proposed to synthetically generate a
gold standard from the input schemas which can then be used to tune the system.
The gold standard is generated with a set of transformation rules that perturb a given
schema. However, their approach currently ignores the target schema and only the
source schema is used to generate a synthetic workload (see eTuner architecture in
Figure 3.2). It therefore sacrifices some of its potential.
Robust matching systems can also be built by generating multiple mappings
with different system configurations. Correspondences that more often appear in
generated mappings are more likely to be correct. This basic assumption is exploited
by Gal et al. in their work on top-k schema matchings [107, 62] and also within the
ensemble matching approach from Bin et al. [74].
Most other existing approaches either rely on (1) machine learning techniques
that require correct mappings as training data or (2) they rely on the analysis of
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Figure 3.2: eTuner architecture [98]
input schemas and intermediate results to change parameters that can also be used
to manually define rules or conditions. Each of these two classes of approaches is
described in the following subsections.

3.2.1

Machine Learning Approaches

There is a huge body of work to support the configuration of matching systems by
supervised learning techniques. A recent overview and a comparison of techniques
can be found in [123]. Some systems primarily focus on learning weights for a
WEIGHTED combination of different matchers as was done in APFEL [51], LSD [39]
or the system presented in [19]. For instance, LSD learns weights of a so-called
Meta Learner that combines Base Learners. A set of user provided mappings serves
as training data. In the Meta Learner a linear regression is performed to compute
weights of the WEIGHTED combination. Other systems focus on learning a classifier
based on a training sample of mappings as done within Automatch [20] which trains
a Bayes classifier or by Hariri et al. [13] where data mining techniques are applied.
Some use decision tree classifiers [49, 2, 43] or rely on Boosting [109]. A problem of
learning-based approaches is the dependency on a given set of mappings for training.
The heterogeneity of mapping problems is very high so that a trained model often
does not fit to a new unknown schema mapping problem.
To cope with that problem and to increase adaptivity, some first approaches
include so-called schema features in the learning process. For instance, the MetaLevel Learning approach from Eckert et al. [49] measures a set of features of the
input schemas like the number of concepts, schema-depth or other statistics. Those
features are included when learning a decision tree. This could improve adaptivity of
the learned classifier towards new mapping problems. However, even the authors
acknowledge that the learned classifier still quickly overfits to the provided mapping
problems. Recently, Cruz et al. [30] proposed to profile the input schemas and learn a
classifier that selects the most appropriate matching system configuration from a set
of predefined configurations. The configuration selection process is shown in Figure
3.3. The input ontologies are profiled, the configuration is selected and then the
actual ontology matching is performed. The idea is to exploit correlations between
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Figure 3.3: Automatic configuration selection process [30]
features and matching system configurations and to reuse fine-tuned strategies. Still,
some user provided mappings are needed to train that classifier and the mapping
problem must fit to one configuration in the set of predefined ones. Within YAM [46] a
similar approach was proposed. It tries to help the user to select the most appropriate
classifier for a mapping problem. The selection is done based on a set of input
mappings, user preferences and a knowledge base of historic matching results. YAM
does not rely on features or profiles.
Even though a number of groups promote learning-based solutions for schema
matching, the missing reference mappings for training remains a major drawback.
This is the reason, why learning-based approaches are not further investigated within
this thesis.

3.2.2

Feature- and Rule-based Approaches

Adapting matching processes to the given input schemas can also be achieved without
learning, mainly with the help of features. Do et al. stated in 2002 that the impact of
features of the input and their opportunities for tuning has rarely been investigated.
Since then, some attempts were made to automatically find weights of the WEIGHTED
combination strategy or to define conditions and rules.
RiMOM and Falcon [99, 77] where the first to rely on features (which are also
called factors) within their fixed matching process to select or unselect certain
matchers. They compute Structural Similarity, Label Similarity as well as a Label
Meaning to decide at run-time if a structural matcher or a Wordnet-based matcher
should be executed. That helped them to better adapt to different use-cases of the
OAEI-campaign and achieve better overall results. However, these conditions where
fixed in the code and not generic.
Also others, like Berkovsky et al. argued that “factors such as the size of schema,
application domain, and the types of schema attributes (free text, selection of predefined values, yes/no mark etc.) might determine the suitability of a particular
matcher” [19]. They analyzed the relative performance of various matchers and the
relation to given weights. Based on that, they proposed to introduce general rules
to assign weights to schema matchers based on given features. An approach that
implements their idea is the UFOMe system [139]. It defines a flexible workflow of
matching, combination and selection supported by a graphical tool. In each phase,
different modules can be used. In a so-called strategy prediction component, rules are
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used to select or unselect matchers based on features. Unfortunately they mainly rely
on the process structure and the conditions that were used by RiMOM and Falcon.
Details about when rules trigger and how they are implemented were not discussed.
The HADAPT combination [106] within the PRIOR+ system [105] was the first to
analyze the intermediate mapping results while matching. Weights are automatically
determined based on the so-called Harmony measure. This measure can be computed
from the similarity values of the individual input mappings. The Harmony value for a
mapping M between a source schema S and a target schema T is defined as
harmony(M ) =

count(M )
min(|S|, |T |)

(3.1)

with a function count() that counts all correspondences (s, t) ∈ M within a mapping
M that carry the maximum similarity for the source element s and the maximum
similarity for the target element t. It can be defined as follows:
count(M ) = {(s, t) ∈ M | ∀i∈T sim (s, i) ∈ M : sim (s, t) ≥ sim (s, i)

(3.2)

∧∀j∈S sim (j, t) ∈ M : sim (s, t) ≥ sim (j, t)}
The resulting Harmony value is then directly taken as weight for the WEIGHTED
combination:
· (simk (s, t))
k=1...n harmony(Mk )

P

combineweighted (s, t) =

k=1...n harmony(Mk )

P

(3.3)

Results with higher Harmony get more weight. Interestingly, Harmony showed some
correlation with a computed f-measure. The problem with Harmony is, that it gives
higher Harmony values to [0,1][0,1]-mappings. If a mapping does not primarily
provide such one-to-one results then the weighting with Harmony could lead to
problems. In the evaluations from Peukert et al. [137] the results from [106] could
not be reproduced. However, the idea of the Harmony measure had a major influence
on building a feature-based matching approach that is presented within this thesis. It
will serve as input to a new measure that is called Monogamy in Section 4.3.3.
A second approach to automatically define weights was proposed with OWA
(Ordered Weighted Combination) that was described above. It is used within the
FOAM system [177, 88]. It tries to adaptively assign different weights for each pair
of elements to be matched based on the output of the used matchers. OWA was
originally proposed in multi-criteria decision making [177] and has also been applied
to ontology matching as combination approach within [89].
An alternative work by Mochol and Jentzsch [120, 56] focusses on recommending
which matching system to use for a given mapping problem. The work is relevant
since the selection is based on a number of information sources like matcher metadata
and schema metadata (which includes features). The information can be collected
from a literature review and consulting with matching engineers. A knowledge
base is built as a hierarchical tree of features that is then exploited with a formal
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methodology to recommend a matching system that best fits to a mapping problem.
The formal process relies on predefined rules. Selecting a matching system instead of
adaptively selecting or unselecting components of a system seems unpractical since a
user does not want to install multiple matching systems and change them (including
the GUI) for every new mapping problem. In particular the knowledge-base will
likely be empty for most available and new matching systems since gathering that
information is extremely cumbersome. Similar to the proposal from Mochol et al. the
OntoMas mapping assistant [80] tries to help a matching system designer to build a
matching system for a given use case. It also relies on a knowledge base and a set of
so-called decision rules expressed as textual if-then expressions like “If both schemas
are OWL ontologies then choose methods from the library that are able to match
OWL ontologies”.
Another rule-based approach was recently advertised in the similarity search
domain by Ryu et al. [148]. Similarity search copes with finding similar entities
in a huge set of entities given an entity to search for. Ryu et al. also rely on background knowledge about usage contexts of distance functions and recommend
functions based on user-given rules. With usage context they refer to the kind of
entity that is matched and the attributes an entity provides. A rule consists of rule
predicates like exists(), valueOf Lenght(), contains() that can be combined as conV
V
junctions. An example rule looks like: ”M essage” exist(title) exist(author) →
(title, EditDistance), (author, Jaro). It says that for matching message entities that
have a title and an author attribute the EditDistance and Jaro measures should be
used.
In this thesis, a novel approach is developed for schema matching that relies
on features and so-called rewrite rules to construct a matching process while it is
executed. The defined rewrite rules contain relevance functions that have some
commonality to the predicates from Ryu et. al.

3.3

UI Support for Matching and Configuration

Up to now, all presented approaches mainly automated the configuration in order to
simplify automatic schema matching. Another direction of schema matching research
tries to bring the UI and the user interaction into the main focus when improving
matching systems. This is crucial, since most existing schema matching UIs make it
hard for a user to efficiently process schema matching results. Tools generate many
wrong correspondences which are displayed as lines or entries in tables. Within
large schemas and matching results, users loose overview and context. Moreover,
UI-support for configuring and tuning a matching system is weak or not existing.
In the following, a short overview to already proposed techniques will be given.
Improvements for mapping visualizations are described. Then, interactive schema
matching techniques are presented and finally approaches that support the tuning
and construction of matching systems are introduced.
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Figure 3.4: Mapping visualization from Clio [72]

3.3.1

Schema- and Mapping Visualization

There are already some well-known schema matching systems like COMA++, Clio
or AgreementMaker with GUI support for interacting with matchers and visualizing
mapping results (see mapping visualizations in Figure 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). They mostly
apply a line-based visualization that connects two schema trees.
Such visualizations have a number of problems. The number of lines can be confusing. In particular for large problems users typically have difficulties in determining
what has been mapped automatically and what is left unmapped. Often, there is no
difference between confirmed and unconfirmed matches. Bad matching algorithms
undermine confidence in automated matching and computed similarity values are
not easy to interpret by users.
Falconer et al. collected requirements for future mapping visualizations [60].
These include better schema and mapping navigation, suggestion lists of matching
candidates, self-explaining results and feedback about the matching process execution. Robertson et al. [145] introduced some techniques that try to tackle some
of the mentioned problems within the commercial mapping tool Biztalk Mapper
(see mapping visualization in Figure 3.7). Selected or relevant mapping lines are
highlighted while non-relevant lines are deemphasized. Selecting lines triggers an
auto-scrolling of the source and target schema so that both the source and the target
elements involved in a correspondence are visible. Trees are coalesced to reduce visible information. Matching results can be analyzed incrementally, by selecting source
elements and showing suggestion lists. A filter field allows a user to only display
relevant items. Lanzenberger and Sampson [95] focused on getting an overview to
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Figure 3.5: Mapping visualization COMA++ [11]

Figure 3.6: Mapping visualization from AgreementMaker [31]
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Figure 3.7: Mapping visualization from BizTalk Mapper [145]
large ontologies by relying on a cluster graph visualization that is synchronized with
a tree visualization. Highlighted clusters in a mapping represent similarity (see Figure
3.8).
Falconer and Storey further propose some new techniques in their cognitive
support framework for ontology matching [60]. A tree-map of the source and target
ontologies as shown in Figure 3.9 helps to get an overview and to identify candidate
heavy regions. The mapping line view is extended by fisheye and zooming techniques
that further help the user to keep the context of elements and candidates.
Some of the presented techniques like auto-scroll, filtering, mapping suggestion lists and highlighting are also supported by the mapping visualization of SAP
Netweaver CE Process Composer which is used as a mapping visualization within
this thesis in Chapter 5. Further contributions to mapping visualizations are out of
the scope of this thesis. However, some contribution was made by synchronizing
line-based and table-based visualizations as well as suggestion lists which improves
the ability of the user to navigate large-size mapping results.

3.3.2

Interactive Schema Matching

Different techniques were proposed that treat user feedback “as a first class citizen” [17]. They intend to better involve the user in the matching process. Existing
approaches differ by the choice of candidates that are presented to the user and the
way user input is further exploited to improve the matching process.
Prompt [128] was one of the first matching systems that allowed the user to
correct initial sets of mapping candidates which are then used for structural matching.
It also provided a first concept of candidate suggestion lists. Later, these candidate lists
were extended by Bernstein et al. in their work on incremental schema matching [23].
In particular, the results of confirmed matches are used for further processing. Xue
et al. [176] adjust priorities of measures based on user given information and also
Duan et al. [42] exploit such user input to guide the structural match propagation
in Similarity Flooding. The user input influences in which direction similarities
are propagated. There is much work on the question how user input can be used
to improve a learning process. As was discussed in Section 3.2.1, some systems
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Figure 3.8: Cluster visualization from Lanzenberger and Sampson [95]

Figure 3.9: Tree-map from Falconer and Storey [60]
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already perform an iterative learning process that involves the user for correcting
mappings. Recent work then focusses on finding the most informative candidate
mappings for user interactions [154]. The idea is to only present a selected set of
correspondences to the user. Corrected matches are then again propagated by using
Similarity Flooding [117]. A similar approach was proposed for pay as you go data
integration systems [87] where user confirmations of candidate mappings are ordered
by a criteria that measures importance. Only important candidates are presented
to the user. Also Cruz et al. [32] cluster correspondences of different matchers and
identify most beneficial ones that are presented to the user for correction based
on a newly introduced measure they call Disagreement. The top-k Disagreement
correspondences are the ones with highest variance of computed similarity values.
The reduction of user input is also a topic for systems that derive mappings from
provided sample instances as done by Alexe et. al.[6].

3.3.3

Visualization Support at Design-Time

Most of the proposed visualization techniques are primarily supporting the user when
performing a mapping task at run-time. In contrast to that, design-time support for
configuration and tuning of matching systems is still rare.
COMA++ was one of the first that provided an advanced interface to construct a
parallel matching process by selecting, combining and parameterizing matchers. But
also others subsequently provided similar features such as AgreementMaker [31].
Both tools allow creating various parallel matching processes and also support
manual chaining of matcher results into a new matching process which builds trees
of matchers. The overall parallel process is not visualized and cannot be changed
graphically. Individual matcher development is still primarily done on the code level.
The Protoplasm system from Bernstein et al. [24] tries to support a user in
defining matching system behavior as so called strategy scripts. They also introduce
a graphical notation which is shown in Figure 3.10. Operators like Traverse, Filter
and Match operate on the individual similarity values and similarity matrix cells
which easily creates very complex configuration scripts. The UFOMe system [139]
supports the visualization of a matching process on a higher level and allows a user
to graphically model matching processes. The visualization represents a process
as a graph of matching modules. However, the process structure is fixed to the
order of matcher, combination and selection. Figure 3.11 shows the graphical user
interface of UFOMe. It consists of a tab ”matching task designer” (a) that allows to
construct simple matching processes. A number of so-called modules (b) with editable
properties (c) can be selected and connected on a surface (d). When executing the
process a logging output is provided (e).
For tuning, it can be beneficial to analyze intermediate results of matchers and
matching processes. Up to now only one approach could be found in literature
(except for the contribution from Peukert et al. that is presented in Chapter 5 [135])
that supports such analysis [32]. Cruz et al. [32] introduce alternatives to the line43
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Figure 3.10: Protoplasm strategy scripts [24]

Figure 3.11: UFOMe graphical matching process construction [139]
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based mapping visualization for analyzing the behavior and intermediate results of
matchers. Furthermore, a visual analytic panel shows similarity values of a matcher
in a matrix that marks correct and incorrect matches with respect to a gold standard.
In this thesis, a major focus is set on the design time of matching processes.
In Chapter 4 a process model with a standard set of operators is introduced and
in Chapter 5 graphical means for constructing a matching process are presented.
Tuning of matching processes is supported by forward-backward stepping and a novel
cube-based visualization is described that helps to analyze intermediate results.

3.4

Improving Performance in Schema Matching

All presented matching techniques that involve a user need to be fast in order to not
disrupt the workflow of a user. In particular for large size schemas this can be challenging. The reasons for these performance problems are obvious. Schema matching
is a combinatorial problem with at least quadratic complexity w.r.t. schema sizes.
Even naive algorithms can be highly inefficient on large-sized schemas. Matching two
schemas of average size N using k match algorithms results in a run time complexity
of O(kN 2 ). Thus, schema matching complexity can easily explode if multiple matchers are applied on bigger-sized schemas. If an execution of a matching process takes
too much time a user will be tempted to skip automatic matching altogether. Also,
when tuning matching processes, fast processing is valuable. Hence, improving the
performance of schema matching is as important as improving the quality. Still, only
few systems have addressed the performance problem for schema matching. And
most of the proposed techniques are built for individual matchers or are hard-wired
within specific matching processes.
In this section existing approaches for improving the performance of matching
systems and their matchers are introduced. A good overview was also given by Rahm
in [140]. Existing techniques can be grouped into approaches that partition the
problem (divide and conquer), filter schema parts, avoid repetitions, optimize data
structures and optimize the overall process. Each of these groups is described briefly
below.

3.4.1

Divide and Conquer

Systems that apply a divide and conquer strategy first try to manually or automatically
identify relevant fragments [142, 37], blocks [78, 76], partitions [3, 131, 77] or
clusters [150, 157, 156]. The further matching is then performed on these identified
schema parts, which reduces the search space. Unfortunately, this approach could also
worsen the overall result quality due to losses in recall. Different schema matching
sub-tasks can also be executed in a distributed fashion as proposed by Gross et al. [69],
Bock et.al [25] and Tenschert et al. [163].
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3.4.2

Filtering Schema Parts

Many systems apply a schema reduction upfront by filtering out the relevant context [37] or by involving the user through a questionnaire [41]. Some automatically
identify non-needed edges in the schema-graph structure [24] or apply heuristics to
reduce the number of comparisons at the cost of quality [50]. Also the famous editdistance algorithm can be improved by early pruning of comparisons [67]. Further
strategies for reducing the search space were proposed in the record-linkage area.
These strategies are called blocking [16] and try to reduce the number of candidate
record comparison pairs while still maintaining a reasonable linkage accuracy. A
technique that is particularly used within the similarity search domain is metricsbased optimization. Since the used similarity measures in that domain are often
metrics the triangular inequality constraint can be exploited to filter out unnecessary
comparisons [180].

3.4.3

Avoiding Repetitions

A generally used performance improvement technique is to avoid the repeated
execution of the same subtask. For example, a pre-matching step such as tokenizing
all labels avoids the repeated tokenization in later match comparisons [150]. Also
Algergawy et. al. precompute so-called Prüfer Sequences that encapsulate structural
relationships between elements. This saves repeated and expensive tree-traversals
later in the matching process [8].

3.4.4

Improved Data Structures

A number of techniques use special data structures such as indexes or hash tables
to improve performance. Indexing helps to quickly identify the right elements to
compare with. For instance, the B-Match-Approach [44, 45] indexes tokens and its
labels. That saves string comparisons based on the assumption that two similar labels
share at least one common token. Others remove the nested looping effort since
each element in the source needs to be compared to each element in the target by
introducing a hash-join like method [24]. They also cache already computed results
for later reuse.

3.4.5

Process-based Performance Optimization

Most performance improvement techniques mentioned so far are hard wired into
fixed matching processes or act on the level of individual matchers. The topology of
the matching process has a major impact on the performance and the quality of a
mapping task. As already discussed, parallel combination approaches may result in
performance problems if all matchers are executed for all comparisons. Sequencing
the execution of matchers can improve performance since the search space is reduced
by the first matchers. However, the performance improvement is achieved at the
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risk of losing possible mapping results. Iterative processes can have a strong impact
on performance due to repeated recomputations. Up to now, no work can be found
in literature that tries to construct a matching process in a way to reduce run-time.
Many performance issues are only tackled indirectly. For instance, given some quality
and performance requirements collected in questionnaires, some systems support
the automatic selection of appropriate matchers [121] or whole matching processes
out of a set of given ones [161]. Other systems like RiMOM and Falcon [99, 77]
automatically select or unselect label-based or structure-based matchers depending on
the specifics of the input schemas. Decision tree approaches like MatchPlanner [43]
could influence performance by restricting the number of matchers and the deepness
of the tree at the cost of result quality. Unfortunately, the effort of executing the
matchers of a given tree for every source/target element pair is still high.
In this thesis, an approach is described that is able to automatically find the
best order of matchers within a given matching process to improve run-time performance (see Chapter 6). A rule-based approach is used to optimize the performance of
matching processes by rewriting it. The approach relies on filter operators that offer
functionality similar to the refine operator from COMA++. With some rules, parallel combinations of matchers are automatically transformed into faster sequential
combinations without changing precision and recall.

3.5

Comparative Summary of Matching Systems

To close the review of configuration approaches, a comparison of most influential
matching systems and approaches is done in Table 3.1. It summarizes matching
systems that partly automate the configuration of a matching system with respect to
quality or performance or that support a user in the manual configuration task.
The table collects (1) what type of topology the internal matching process of a
matching system employs, (2) whether UIs are present that support the design of the
matching process and (3) if a matching process is automatically constructed or (4)
automatically parameterized to increase quality.
In order to better differentiate what parts of a system are automatically tuned a
difference is made between the ability to parameterize the combination, selection or
to automate the choice of matchers (5). Furthermore the table collects (6) if a system
relies on features of the input schemas to tune a system. The last column reflects the
ability of a system to automatically tune a system towards performance.
The table lists most important schema matching systems that were already mentioned above. Cupid and COMA++ are included as well known representatives for
classical matching systems that do not support automatic configuration. In Cupid,
the choice of matchers as well as the choice of selection- and combination strategies
is fixed. The matching process consists of parallel as well as sequential parts. There is
no automatic tuning of quality or performance aspects possible. COMA++ offers a
GUI that allows a matching expert to flexibly configure a parallel matching process
by manually selecting and parameterizing matchers, selection- and combination
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Cupid

p&s

-

-

-

fixed/fixed/fixed

-

-

COMA++

p&s

(X)

-

-

fixed/fixed/fixed

-

-

OpenII

p&s

(X)

-

-

auto/fixed/fixed

-

-

PRIOR+ (HADAPT)

s

-

-

(X)

auto/fixed/fixed

X

-

FOAM (OWA)

p&i

-

-

(X)

auto/fixed/fixed

-

-

RiMOM

p&s

-

-

(X)

fixed/fixed/auto

X

-

Falcon

p&s

-

-

(X)

fixed/fixed/auto

X

-

YAM++

p&s

-

-

(X) weights

auto/fixed/fixed

-

-

APFEL

p&i

-

-

(X) weights

auto/fixed/fixed

-

-

MatchPlanner

s

-

X

(X) train

fixed/fixed/auto

-

(X)

YAM

n.a.

-

X

(X) train

n.a

-

(X)

Meta-Level Learning

s

-

X

(X) train

fixed/fixed/auto

X

(X)

AgreementMaker

p&s

(X)

-

(X) train

fixed/fixed/fixed

X

-

eTuner

p&s&i

-

-

(X) synth. gold

auto/auto/fixed

(X)

-

UFOMe

p&s

(X)

-

X

auto/auto/auto

X

-

Thesis contributions

p&s&i

X

X

X

auto/auto/auto

X

X

Table 3.1: Comparing support for automatic and manual configuration of current
systems
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strategies. There is no support for changing and constructing the underlying matching process even though manually plugging matching results together is possible
by using a refinement operator. COMA++ also offers a mapping view that allows
inspecting results of matchers and computed similarities. Since further tools for
analyzing intermediate results are not provided the marker is put in parenthesis.
The same holds for the OpenII system which contains a matching tool with features
similar to COMA+. However, within the OpenII matching system, a basic adaptive
combination technique is applied that uses the similarity value of pairs as weight in a
weighted combination.
Then, a group of systems is listed that introduce some kind of automatic configuration of either the choice of matchers, selection parameters or weights of the combination. These systems are PRIOR+, FOAM (OWA), RiMOM and Falcon. PRIOR+
and FOAM rely on a fixed matching process. They introduce adaptive combination
techniques with the HADAPT or the OWA strategy. HADAPT can be seen as the first
strategy that relies on a feature of intermediate mapping results which is called
Harmony. RiMOM and Falcon also have a fixed internal matching process. They were
the first systems that are able to change the used set of matchers based on features
of the input schemas.
The next group consists of learning-based systems that are APFEL, MatchPlanner,
YAM, Meta-Level Learning and AgreementMaker. APFEL relies on user input to train
weights of the combination in an iterative fashion which introduces some adaptivity.
The internal matching process which is parallel and iterative cannot be changed.
The training does not rely on features of the input schemas. MatchPlanner relies
on learning a decision tree. At run-time it is able to select the most appropriate
matchers. By restricting the depth of the tree the performance of the process can
be influenced which leads to a partial support for automatic performance tuning.
YAM automatically recommends a trained classifier from a set of predefined ones
based on user preferences and a knowledge-base of former matching results. Since
classifiers not rely on a matching process with matcher, combination, selection some
entries do not apply. YAM++ has a similar name but rather is a classical type of
matching system. It relies on a process as described by Cupid with element-level
matchers and a propagation-based structural matcher. What is novel about YAM++
is that is compares the results of element level and propagation-based matchers
during execution and derives thresholds and weights from this comparison. MetaLevel-Learning is actually not a matching system and rather an approach. It is the
first learning-based approach that relies on features of the input schemas when
constructing a decision tree. Since the approach strongly relies on training data the
system is not fully self-tuning. The AgreementMaker system was recently extended
by an approach that learns from features what matching process to use from a set of
predefined matching processes. In that respect the approach is similar to YAM that
also relies on predefined processes (classifiers). However, YAM did not incorporate
schema features into the automatic selection. In contrast to many other existing
systems, AgreementMaker introduces advanced visualizations and UI support for
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analyzing matcher results. Still, the actual underlying parallel matching process is
fixed as it was in COMA++ where also a reuse of former matching results was
possible.
eTuner forms a separate group of systems as it does not rely on learning and does
only indirectly incorporate schema features to automate the quality tuning. The goal
of eTuner is to tune a given arbitrary matching process. The tuning is restricted to
parameters of existing components such as combination and selection of a process.
The actual choice of matchers is fixed.
Finally, rule-based approaches are described with UFOMe and the approach that
is introduced within this thesis. UFOMe introduces a tool for graphically modeling a
matching process. Still, the process is fixed to a sequence of matcher, combination
and selection. The system tries to automate the parameterization of the selection,
combination and the choice of matchers by relying on a small set of rules. The
constructed process can then be executed and intermediate results can be analyzed
with respect to precision/recall. Further tools for analyzing intermediate results are
not provided. Moreover, performance tuning is not supported. Still, UFOMe is the
work closest to the contributions that are described in the following chapters.
In this thesis, several approachs are presented that allow constructing various
types of matching processes by using a graphical process visualization and a drag
and drop metaphor. Furthermore techniques for intermediate result visualization
are introduced that can be used for interactive tuning. Modeled matching processes
can be automatically optimized to improve performance by rewriting the process
structure. A novel approach for automatic process construction relies on features and
rules to create matching processes specifically suited for a given mapping problem.
The rules adaptively change combination and selection strategies as well as the choice
of matchers by rewriting a matching process.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Matching Process Model
The review of approaches supporting the user in the matching system construction
task revealed a common research direction. Many groups try to abstract from specific
matching systems and introduce sets of operators and process-like descriptions of the
configuration of a matching system for tuning [98], graphical modeling [139, 24]
or standardization [183, 104, 178]. Such abstraction is also valuable for supporting reuse of existing matching system components or for building problem specific
matching processes. Unfortunately, existing process models are either too complex
like the Protoplasm strategy scripts [24] or are missing crucial operators and control structures to model adaptivity and performance of a matching system such as
conditions, partitioning, filtering or looping.
In the following, a new matching process model with its operators is described.
The model forms the basis for manual process modeling, automated process-based
performance optimization as well as adaptive process construction.

4.1

Matching Process Definition

The matching process contains all steps necessary to produce a mapping from two input schemas. The basic matching process model that was introduced by Lee et al. [98]
is extended within the following definitions. In particular, the idea of a comparison
matrix is newly introduced to the process model.
Definition 9. (Comparison Matrix) A Comparison Matrix CM defines which elements
of a source schema need to be compared with elements of the target schema. CM is a
matrix with |S| × |T | cells. Each cell cmij contains a Boolean value that defines whether
the comparison between two elements si and tj should be performed in a following
matcher operation.
The Comparison Matrix is introduced for modeling performance aspects on the
process level. Its role will be described later in detail.
Definition 10. (Matching Process) A Matching Process MP is a triple (O, G, P) with
O representing a set of process operators that are organized in a directed acyclic graph
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Figure 4.1: Notation for Import and Initialize operators
G. Edges within the graph determine the execution order of operators from O and the
data flow between operators (exchange of schemas, similarity matrices, and comparison
matrices). P consists of a set parameters that are assigned to each operator in O. Process
operators in the graph take schemas, comparison matrices or similarity matrices as
input and return comparison matrices, similarity matrices or schemas as output. The
output of one operator can be used as input for another one.
The input to a schema matching process consists of two schemas S and T or a
precomputed mapping M . Intermediate mapping results within the matching process
are represented as similarity matrices (see definitions from Chapter 2). The output of
a schema matching process is a mapping.

4.2

Operators of the Matching Process

In the following, a basic set of process operators is introduced. The goal is to allow
users to model the internal configuration of most existing schema matching systems
explicitly as matching processes with a limited set of operators.

4.2.1

Import/Export Operators

The import and export operators form the interface to a matching process. The
matching process contains operators for importing and exporting different metadata
structures and existing mappings into process specific data formats which are schemas
and similarity matrices. The notation for all such operators is shown in Figure 4.1.
Schema-Import
The Schema-Import operator is parameterized with a reference to a metadata structure such as an ontology, meta model, XSD schema or relational schema. It imports
such structures into the generic schema representation which was introduced in
Chapter 2. It consists of schema elements, structural relationships and attributes. On
the left of Figure 4.2 the Schema-Import operator is shown with an exemplary XSD
schema that is imported into the internal schema representation.
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Figure 4.2: Schema-Import operator: Importing an XSD schema into an internal
schema representation (left), Mapping-Import operator: Importing GEFEG-mapping
to internal mapping representation (right)
Mapping-Import
Similar to Schema-Import, the Mapping-Import operator is parameterized with a
reference to an existing mapping in some external mapping format which could
be the AlignmentAPI1 , the GEFEG 2 or transformation code like ATL 3 mapping
format . The output is a generic mapping that consists of a set of correspondences as
was defined in Section 2.1. An exemplary import of the a GEFEG-mapping into the
internal mapping format is shown on the right of Figure 4.2.
Initialize
The Initialize operator gets two schemas and an optional mapping as input and
generates a similarity matrix and a comparison matrix as output. If a mapping is
given the respective entries in the similarity matrix are set to 1. Again, an example is
given in the left of Figure 4.3.
Create-Mapping
The Create-Mapping operator gets a similarity matrix as well as the source and target
schema as input and generates a mapping as output (see Figure 4.3 on the right for
an example). The difference to the Mapping-Import operator is that the mapping is
created from a similarity matrix instead of an existing mapping file in some external
format. The mapping can be further processed by post-processing operators to remove
conflicting entries in a mapping or to create multi-mappings.
1

Standard API for expression and sharing ontology alignments - http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/
Gesellschaft fuer Elektronischen Geschaeftsverkehr - http://www.gefeg.com/de/gefeg.fx/fx kurz.htm
3
ATL transformation language - http://www.eclipse.org/atl/
2
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Figure 4.3: Initialize operator: Importing a schema into similarity and comparison
matrix (left), Create-Mapping operator: Exemplary similarity matrix SM and mapping
(right) M

Figure 4.4: Match processing operators notation
Mapping-Export
Finally, the Mapping-Export operator exports the final mapping into some external
mapping format such as AlignmentAPI or GEFEG-mappings or transformation rules.

4.2.2

Match Processing Operators

The match processing operators are the most crucial operators since they perform
the actual matching task that involves similarity computation, selection, combination
and filtering. The match processing operators and their notation are shown in Figure
4.4
Match
The Match operator is defined as a function that takes a source schema S, a target
schema T , an optional similarity matrix SM and a comparison matrix CM as input
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Figure 4.5: Match operator: Example comparison and similarity matrix
and computes a similarity matrix SM 0 as output: M atch : S, T, SM, CM, fmatch →
SM ’ (see Figure 4.5 for an example).
It is parameterized with a matching algorithm fmatch that is executed by the Match
operator. The operator only computes similarity values for element pairs where the
comparison matrix entry is set to true. In addition to the schema input and comparison
matrix, a similarity matrix can be provided as input to the Match operator. This can
be used in particular for structural matchers to compute similarity values from a
combination of precomputed similarity matrices as supported in COMA [35]. This
optional mapping is also referred to as constituent similarity matrix. Other authors
alternatively refer to first line and second line matchers in that context [109]. An
entry smij ∈ SM 0 is computed by fmatch (si , tj , SM ) if cmij = true with cmij ∈ CM .

Combine
A Combine operator combines multiple similarity matrices to a single combined
similarity matrix. The input matrices can result from executing Match operators but
also from previous Select or Combine operators. For each pair of schema elements a
combined similarity value is computed. The Combine operator is defined as a function
Combine : SM 1 , . . . , SM n , CM 1 , . . . , CM n , fcombi , P → SM 0 , CM 0 . It takes n
similarity matrices SM 1 , . . . , SM n and n comparison matrices CM 1 , . . . , CM n and a
combination strategy fcombi as input and computes a similarity matrix SM 0 and a comparison matrix CM 0 as output. The entries smij ∈ SM 0 are computed by calling the
combination function fcombi for each set of input values: smij = fcombi (sm1i,j , . . . , smni,j ).
fcombi implements one of the mentioned combination strategies from Section 2.3.
Some strategies like WEIGHTED require weights to be set for each input mapping.
These can be specified as additional parameters P . The input comparison matrices
0
CM 1 , . . . , CM n are combined to a single output comparison matrix CM as follows.
An entry cmi,j is true if one of the n input entries is true: ∃cma,b ∈ {cm1i,j , . . . , cmni,j } :
cma,b = true. This ensures that comparisons are only filtered explicitly by Compar57
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Figure 4.6: Combine operator: Example input and output

Figure 4.7: Select operator: Example THRESHOLD selection result
ison Filter operators (see below). The notation of the operator and an exemplary
combination of similarity and comparison matrices is shown in Figure 4.6. In the
example, the AVERAGE combination is used.
Select
The Select operator is defined as a function Select : S, T, SM, fselect , P → SM 0 .
It gets a source and target schema S and T as well as a similarity matrix SM as
input and computes a similarity matrix as output. It extracts the most promising
entries using some selection function fselect that implements a selection strategy from
Section 2.4. Again, a set of additional parameters P can be provided. If an entry
smij ∈ SM is not extracted then the entry smij ∈ SM 0 is set to zero. The result
can be a sparse similarity matrix where similarity values are often only set for few
element pairs per schema element. The notation and an exemplary selection result is
shown in Figure 4.7. In the example a THRESHOLD selection is applied.
Filter
The Filter operator is defined as a function
F ilter : SM, CM, ff ilter , P → CM 0 . It takes as input a similarity matrix SM , a
comparison matrix CM and a filter function ff ilter . Also additional parameters
can be provided with P . The function output is a comparison matrix CM 0 . The
operator filters comparisons for later executions of the Match operator by setting
entries in the comparison matrix to false. The filter function ff ilter takes SM as
input and computes a comparison matrix CM f ilter . A Boolean entry cm0i,j ∈ CM 0
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Figure 4.8: Filter operator: Exemplary threshold-based filtering
is computed from the input comparison matrix CM and CM f ilter as follows: if
0
0
cmfijilter = true ∧ cmi,j = true then cmi,j = true; otherwise cmi,j = f alse;
The difference of the Filter operator to the Select operator is, that the Filter
operator computes a new comparison matrix whereas the Select operator computes
a new similarity matrix. The Filter operator can be used to reduce the number of
comparisons for subsequent operators in a matching process. It directly influences the
flow of comparisons in a matching process to the appropriate operators. A number of
filter strategies can be defined, that either rely on the input similarity matrix or the
input schemas. Known strategies identify the relevant context and non-needed edges
in a schema graph and remove such comparisons [37] or apply heuristics to reduce
the number of comparisons, sometimes at the cost of quality [50]. More details on
the Filter operator are given in Chapter 6.

4.2.3

Control Structures

Recently, schema matching systems introduced features to automatically adjust
parameters of the combination or the choice of matchers (see Section 3.2.2). This is
done to improve robustness as well as performance of a matching system. In order
to be able to represent such behavior within a matching process, control structures
similar to programming languages are needed that allow for conditional execution,
and iteration. Furthermore, blocking approaches should be supported by an operator
to improve performance of a matching process.
In the following, the Condition, Loop and For-Each constructs are described.
Condition
A Condition evaluates features to decide which branch to take in the subsequent
matching process part. The Condition is an important novel construct to make
a matching process adaptive to the matching problem at hand. Features can be
computed from the input schemas as well as from intermediate similarity matrices.
For example Falcon [77] and RiMOM [99] compute the structural or linguistic
similarity of the input schemas to select matchers. Linguistic similarity is computed
by counting the number of similar names of two schemas wheras structural similarity
(structuralSim) looks substructures with similar child-counts. Both features will be
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Figure 4.9: Condition construct: Example with computing structural similarity

Figure 4.10: Conjunction of conditions in a matching process
discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2 and Section A.2.3. Conditions can be used
to let a process automatically adapt to the concrete mapping problem. A Condition
operator gets a source and target schema, a similarity matrix and a comparison
matrix as input. Furthermore, the operator is parameterized with a function fexp
which evaluates a simple condition expression that is based on feature values. An
expression consists of a feature, the mathematical operators ≤ and ≥ and a constant
value c. Example feature values could be the linguistic or structural similarity of the
input schemas. The Condition construct forwards the input to one of two possible
outputs. If the expression fexp evaluates to true the input is forwarded to the positive
output. If the expression evaluates to false then the input is forwarded to the negative
output. Figure 4.9 shows the notation of the Condition with two example input
schemas. If the structural similarity of the two input schemas is high the expression
fstructuralSim (S, T ) > 0.5 would evaluate to true. By chaining multiple Conditions a
conjunction and disjunction of Conditions can be modeled. In Figure 4.10 the output
of Condition A is input to Condition B. If the expression of A and B evaluate to true
then operator X is executed: A ∧ B → C. Similarly, a disjunction is modeled.
The Condition construct is needed for modeling adaptive matching processes.
In Section 4.3 more details about features are given. It is important to note that
the condition construct can not only be used to increase quality but also to increase
performance by choosing appropriate matchers and other operators for a given
schema size.
Loop
Some matching systems execute single matchers or a whole process repeatedly until
some condition is met. For instance, the fix-point computation in Similarity-Flooding
repeats a propagation algorithm until a fix point is reached. The input to a Loop can
be a source and target schema, a comparison matrix as well as an optional similarity
matrix. The Loop takes as parameter an expression function over a computed feature
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Figure 4.11: Loop construct: Notation and example

of the result of the current and previous iterations. In addition, it is parameterized
with a matching process M P 0 . This process is repeatedly executed within the Loop.
In the example of Figure 4.11 the matching process M P 0 only consists of a Match
operator that implements the propagation from Similarity Flooding. However, also
more complex matching processes can be repeatedly executed. When the condition
expression fexp evaluates to true the looping stops. In Similarity Flooding the euclidean distance of the current result SMn to the previous result matrix SMn−1
should be smaller than a given . The output the Loop is the result matrix of last
execution of the given matching process M P 0 .

For-Each
The For-Each construct is similar to the Loop. However, its primary goal is to reduce
the size of mappings in memory. The input to the For-Each operator is a source
and target schema, a similarity matrix and a comparison matrix. The operator is
parameterized with a splitting function fsplit that creates small possibly intersecting
mapping problems from the input problem. fsplit gets as input two schemas and a
comparison matrix and an optional similarity matrix. It computes as output a number
of partially empty comparison matrices. Each comparison matrix represents a smaller
matching problem or block of comparisons that needs to be matched. For identifying
these smaller mapping problems, blocks, clusters or partitions can be built as was
discussed in Section 3.4. A well known implementation of such splitting function was
presented with Falcon [77]. However, also other approaches can be used that first
identify schema fragments in the source that are then only compared with few other
fragments in the target (see [37]). Each of the identified blocks of comparisons is
executed with the given matching process MP’. The results of matching the blocks are
combined with a MAX-N (N=1) combination. In Figure 4.12 the For-Each notation
is visualized. In the Figure, the mapping problem of matching S with T is splitted
into multiple smaller mapping problems represented by partly empty comparison
matrices. Not all input comparisons within CM need to be included in one of the
comparison matrices CM1 , ..., CMn . In the example, a sequence of a Match and a
Select operator is executed for each block.
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Figure 4.12: For-Each construct: Notation and example

Figure 4.13: Additional operators: Notation and example

4.2.4

Further Operators

The operators above form a basis for constructing most internal matching processes
of existing systems and offer means to easily design and test new kinds of processes.
However, additional operators could be defined to be able to represent special
behavior. The basic set of operators could be completed by an Invert and Difference
operator that would help to return all those pairs from a similarity matrix that were
not matched (have no similarity value greater 0).
Most matching systems perform a number or preprocessing steps after importing
the input schemas and post-processing before writing the output mappings. For
instance, matching systems preprocess the schema while importing them to some
internal data structure. Strings are stemmed and frequent terms are removed to
increase string matching quality. In order to represent such behavior a SchemaTransform operator could be included. The operator can be parameterized with a
transformation function ftransf orm that can change attributes of a schema but could
also remove and add elements and structural relationships to normalize structures.
For instance, some relational schemas implicitly include structure into the names of
elements (i.e. “AddressName”, “AddressStreet”). Such schemas can be transformed to
include an “Address” element as a new parent for “Name” and “Street”. Making the
structure explicit could increase the matching quality of structural matchers.
After executing the Create-Mapping operator, post-processing operators could be
applied. Mappings could be corrected and changed by a Mapping-Rewrite operator as
often done in ontology matching systems. However, in this thesis the primary focus
was set onto the match processing so that pre- and postprocessing operators are not
further discussed.
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An increasingly important aspect of a matching system is the user interaction. As
was described in Section 3.3, some systems allow a user to investigate intermediate
results and let him correct partial mappings while the matching process is executed.
User-corrected mappings can be used to parametrize matching algorithms or do
serve as training data for learning. A User-Interaction operator could help here. This
operator defines when a user is consulted and what correspondences are presented
for correction. The input to the operator is a similarity matrix and the output is a
similarity matrix with corrected entries.

4.3

Features and the Condition Operator

The major improvement over existing process models for schema matching is the
Condition operator that introduces adaptivity. Adaptivity implies that the matching
system is able to analyze the input schemas and intermediate results to adapt the
execution of the matching process. This is crucial since in practice, schema matching
systems are applied onto fully unknown mapping problems. Default configurations,
i.e. a predetermined selection of matchers and combination of their match results, are
often not robust enough to cope with largely differing mapping problems of diverse
domains. In the state of the art literature on schema and ontology matching there
are already some attempts to achieve such adaptivity as was discussed in Section 3.2.
For instance, the ontology alignment systems RiMOM [99] and Falon [77] compute
properties of the input schemas to later select or unselect a structural and a namebased matcher. However, these adaptations are fixed in the code and only deal with
a small part of the tuning problem. For generalizing such adaptive behavior of a
matching process, the Condition construct was introduced above. It relies on so-called
features that are measured from the schemas as well as from intermediate similarity
matrices. In the following, different types of features are described in detail.
With features, properties of schemas and intermediate results of a matching
process can be computed. In general, features formalize the results of a manual
analysis step that a matching expert would do before or while constructing a matching
process, e.g. to select and add matchers. A feature is a function that takes one or
several schemas and/or similarity matrices as input and computes a positive real
value. Most features compute values between 0 and 1 as output. Two general types of
features can be distinguished which are schema and matrix features. Schema features
try to describe properties of a schema and can be computed in a preprocessing step
before actually executing a matching process.
Definition 11. (Schema Feature) A schema feature is a function
f : S → R+ that takes a schema S as input and computes a positive real value as
output.
In simple cases, schema features reflect the schema size or the relative frequency
of schema element attribute values such as the availability of element annotations
or type information. More complex features rely on value distributions of schema
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elements or structural properties. For instance, the average length of paths in a
schema tree gives some indication on when to use a Path matcher evaluating the
name similarity of elements and their predecessors.
Some schema features evaluate the degree of similarity between multiple input
schemas. These are called Schema Similarity Features.
Definition 12. (Schema Similarity Feature) A schema similarity feature is a function
f : S1 , . . . , SN → R+ that takes multiple (N ) schemas as input and computes a positive
real value as output.
These features characterize commonalities and differences of schemas. They help
to select appropriate matching operators for a specific problem. For example, the
structural and linguistic schema similarity feature from RiMOM can be used to decide
about the appropriateness of applying a structure-based or name-based matcher.
Matrix features represent properties of an intermediate similarity matrix that is
the output of matching operators in the matching process. Matrix features are defined
as follows:
Definition 13. (Matrix Feature) A matrix feature is a function f : SM, S, T → R+
that takes a similarity matrix and the source and target schema as input and computes
a positive real value as output.
They are used to evaluate properties of a similarity matrix. With a reference
mapping at hand, the actual quality of an intermediate result could be assessed.
However, also without a reference mapping, similarity value distributions or averages
of similarity values in a matrix can help to project the quality of a matrix. For instance,
a so-called Noise-Feature computes the number of low valued entries in a similarity
matrix in relation to the top values in each row and column. The resulting featurevalue can be used to assess the quality of a matrix and thus the operator that has
generated it. Again, there are matrix features that have more than two matrices as
input.
Definition 14. (Matrix Similarity Feature) A matrix similarity feature is a function
f : SM1 , . . . , SMN , S, T → R+ that takes multiple (N) similarity matrices and the
source and target schema as input and computes a positive real value as output.
Features with multiple matrices as input often describe the degree of commonalities and differences between these matrices. For instance, a feature could measure
the overlap of top-1 values of different similarity matrices. If the overlap is high,
more confidence could be put in the different matrices. Matrix similarity features are
particularly useful for selecting appropriate combination strategies.
A number of features were already introduced in literature for improving the adaptivity of decision trees [49], for profiling mapping tasks while automatic configuration
selection [30], for ontology evaluation [162], for finding combination weights [106]
or within Falcon [77] and RiMOM [99] for selecting or unselecting matchers. Most
of the proposed features are schema and schema similarity features. Some of them
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Type

Strategy

S

Attribute-Existence

Description
Specifies the percentage of elements, that carry a {name,
type, annotation, instance, cardinality} similar to metrics
proposed in [162]

Attribute-Variance

Measures how strong {name, type, annotation, instance,
cardinality}- values of different schema elements differ,
computed by the entropy of values.

String-Meaningfulness

Meaningfulness of {name, annotation}-values in a
schema is measured from querying a search engine such
as Google similar to the ideas of probing Wordnet within
RiMOM [99].

Element-Token-Ratio

Measures the number of {name, annotation}-tokens per
schema element in relation to the overall number of
schema elements

Repeating-Elements

Measures how strong element names and their attribute
values are repeated within a schema.

Repeating-Fragments

Measures how strong small schema fragments are being
reused within a schema

Schema-Depth

Measures the average path length of all leaves in a
schema relative to some maximal length value.

Path-Variance

Specifies the ratio of all distinct paths to the number of
all leaves

Table 4.1: Schema features used or introduced in this thesis

are being reused within this thesis. This is different for matrix and matrix similarity features. Until now, there were not many of such features proposed except
for the harmony value for finding weights in a combination [106] or the DICE and
SIM-AVERAGE values that were used to assess schema similarity in COMA [11].

4.3.1

Schema Features

In Table 4.1 all schema features are listed, that are used within this thesis. Some
of them are very simple features like Attribute-Existence that checks availability of
certain attributes. But, also more advanced features are contained like StructuralSimilarity or String-Token-Overlap. An important property of a feature is that the
computational complexity should be low to minimize the impact on the overall
execution time. In the table, each feature is described briefly. Only selected features
are introduced in more detail below. A complete definition of all listed features can
be found in the Appendix A.
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Figure 4.14: Two schema examples
Attribute-Existence Feature
The Attribute-Existence features are simple to compute but are very important for
selecting or unselecting matchers. They specify the percentage of elements that carry
an attribute x such as name, type, annotation, instance, restriction or cardinality
within a schema S:

AttributeExistence(S, x) =

{s ∈ S | s.x 6= ∅}
with x ∈ {t, i, a, n, c}
|S|

(4.1)

Similar metrics where proposed in ontology evaluation by Tartir et. al. [162]
with so-called Richness Metrics. They measure the percentage of Attributes, or
Object-Properties to Sub-Class relations (Relationship-Richness) or the number of
classes for which instances exist (Class-Richness). Tartir et al. also introduce a
Null-Label and Null-Comment metric which measures the number of terms that
have no label or no comment in relation to the number of terms used in an ontology. Example: In Figure 4.14 two examplary schemas are shown that will be used
to give example feature values. The Attribute-Existence for the first schema and
its attributes annoation and instances computes as AttributeExistence(Ord, a) =
4
0
6 = 0.66 and AttributeExistence(Ord, i) = 6 = 0. The same feature values
for the second schema compute as AttributeExistence(Order, a) = 55 = 1 and
AttributeExistence(Order, i) = 15 = 0.2. Obviously, this basic feature does give
some valuable insights into the properties of the given schemas. One could think that
an Annotation matcher would be a better choice than an instance-based matcher.
However, the Attribute-Existence does not say anything about the quality of existing
attribute values.
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Attribute-Variance Feature
The Attribute-Variance feature [48] tries to assess the quality of existing attribute
values. It measures how well attributes help to disambiguate schema elements while
matching. The more attribute values differ, the more information they carry in an
information theoretic sense. In order to compute the amount of information contained
in a set of attribute values the entropy is commonly used. The entropy originally
measures the information contained in a message. It relies on the probability that an
item from a set of items is chosen. When adopting this idea for analyzing schemas
and attributes the following can be defined: p(S, x, z) refers to the probability that
elements in S carry a specific attribute value z for an attribute x. With s.x the value
of the attribute x of a schema element s is referred to.
p(S, x, z) =

{s ∈ S | z = s.x}
|S|

(4.2)

The entropy then computes the sum of the product of probabilities p multiplied
with the log of p. Y (S, x) refers to the set {s1 .x, ..., s|S| .x} of possible values of an
attribute x in a schema S. We then define Attribute-Variance as follows:
AttributeV ariance(S, x) =

−

P

y∈Y (S,x) p(S, x, y)ld p(S, x, y)
1
−ld |S|

(4.3)

with x ∈ {t, i, a, n, c}
The entropy value needs to be normalized by the maximum possible entropy for
the schema S that assumes equal probabilities for every s.x.
Example: The probability p for the Order schema that an element has the annotation text ”auto-generated” is p(Order, a, ”auto generated”) = 45 . The probability
of carrying ”refers to..” is p(Order, a, ”ref ers to..”) = 51 . This leads to the following computation of the Annotation-Variance. (( 45 · ld 45 ) + ( 51 · ld 51 ))/ld 51 = 0.31. The
Annotation-Variance for the Ord schema computes as: (( 62 · ld 26 ) + ( 16 · ld 16 ) + ( 16 ·
ld 61 ) + ( 16 · ld 16 ) + ( 61 · ld 16 ))/ld 61 = 0.87. Obviously the Annotation-Variance for the
Order schema is low so that an Annotation matcher might have problems to compute
reasonable similarity values.
Other Features
Other schema features that are introduced in this thesis are the String-Meaningfulness
that is based on Google searches (see Section A.1.1), the Element-Token-Ratio that can
be used to select or unselect token-based Name matchers with token-weighting [138]
(see Section A.1.2), Repeating-Elements (Section A.1.3) and Repeating-Fragments for
identifying reuse within schemas which may lead to n:m mappings (Section A.1.4)
as well as Schema-Depth and Path-Variance (Section A.1.5 and A.1.6) that indicate
the relevance of a Path matcher.
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Type

Strategy

Description

S*

Feature-Similarity

Computes the similarity of two schema features as
proposed by Cruz et al. [30].

Feature-Average

Computes the average of two schema features.

Name-Similarity

Specifies the ratio of similar/equal {name,
annotation}-values to non-equal ones within two
schemas similar to the linguistic comparability [77],
label similarity factor [99] and lexical affinity
coefficient [139].

String-Token-Overlap

String-Token-Overlap tries to determine how similar the
set of {name, annotation}-values from the two input
schemas S and T are.

Similar-Language

Computes the similarity of the used schema language
based on language profiles. (see Section A.2.2)

Structural-Similarity

Computes the structural similarity of two schemas by
counting elements with similar structural statistics as
proposed in RiMOM [99], Falcon [77] and
UFOMe [139]. (see Section A.2.3)

Table 4.2: Schema similarity features used or introduced in this thesis

4.3.2

Schema Similarity Features

Schema similarity features can be built from combining existing schema features.
For that purpose, Cruz et al. introduced the Feature-Similarity (FS) and the FeatureAverage (AVG) [30]. Feature-Similarity has higher value if the two input feature
values are similar whereas the Feature-Average simply computes an average. The
Feature-Similarity can also be found in the Appendix Section A.2.1. To illustrate the
usefulness of the Feature-Similarity the example from Figure 4.14 is picked up again.
The average of the computed Annotation-Variance for the Ord and the Order schema
could be misleading in having a relatively high value: 0.87+0.31
= 0.59. In contrast to
2
that, the Feature-Similarity would compute a value of 0.24 which tells that the two
feature values are quite different. Therefore, choosing an Annotation matcher might
not be recommended.
In addition to the two combination features, there are also schema similarity
features in the literature that directly compute a single feature value from two input
schemas. Some of them are also newly defined in this thesis. Table 4.2 lists all schema
similarity features that were used in this thesis. Some of them are described in detail
whereas others can be found in the Appendix A.2.
Name-Similarity and String-Token-Overlap Feature
The Name-Similarity and the String-Token-Overlap feature can be used for choosing
the most appropriate Name matcher. Name-Similarity computes a ratio of similar/e68
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qual {name, annotation}-values to non-equal ones within two schemas. It was already
proposed as Linguistic Comparability within [77], the Label Similarity Factor within
Rimom [99] and the Lexical Affinity Coefficient in [139]. Since the number of similar names is often low in real world mapping problems a token-based feature is
introduced. String-Token-Overlap tries to project the future quality of a token- or
term-based matcher by computing the overlap of token-sets of the two schemas that
are to be matched. It determines how similar the set of names or annotations from
the two input schemas S and T are:
StringT okenOverlap =

|ts(S) ∩ ts(T )|
|ts(S) ∪ ts(T )|

(4.4)

with ts(S) being the set of all tokens from all element names or annotations of a
schema S. High overlap values indicate that a {name, annotation}-based matcher
could provide good matching results.
Example: The String-Token-Overlap for the element names of the Ord and Order
schema computes as follows:
{num,name}
|{phone,num,tnum,hdr,cnt,order,address,name,addr,number,date}| = 0.18 which is quite low. The
1
= 0.16 since only one element name matches
Name-Similarity computes to max(6,5)
directly.
Similar-Language
Similar-Language tries to compute how similar the used language of two schemas
is. This could help deciding to use background knowledge such as Wordnet or
dictionaries. Moreover, string matching approaches do only make sense if the matched
strings are from a similar language. Names and annotations from different languages
possess a profile of character probabilities and word structures which can be exploited
to derive the language with high accuracy as done in [47, 111]. By reusing such
language profiles, a new feature for schema matching can be defined. More details
can be found in the Appendix Section A.2.2.
Structural-Similarity
Structural-Similarity is commonly used to assess how similar the structure of two
schemas is. All proposed instances of Structural-Similarity from RiMOM [99], Falcon [77] and UFOMe [139] rely on collecting elements with similar structural
statistics. They all ignore name or annotation attributes. More details can be found
in the Appendix Section A.2.3.

4.3.3

Matrix Features

All matrix and matrix similarity features that are collected in Table 4.3 are newly
proposed in this thesis. They can be used to analyze intermediate similarity matrices
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within the Condition operator to adapt the execution of the matching process while
run-time.
Type

Strategy

Description

SM*

Selectivity

Evaluates the confidence of a result matrix. It relies on
the distance of the top-1 entry in a row or column to the
next highest entry in the same row and column.

CrossMatches

Computes how structurally consistent a computed
mapping is, i.e. how structurally close the matching
target elements of structurally close source elements are.

Node-Position

Computes how structurally consistent a computed
similarity matrix is based on comparing the path-length
of corresponding elements.

Multi-Matches

Specifies the ratio of n:m matches to the number of 1:1
matches within a similarity matrix.

Monogamy

Measures how close the result is to a 1:1 mapping where
element pairs are in monogamic relationships.

Noise

Measures the amount of noise in a matrix based on
analyzing a histogram of similarity values.

Sibling-Distribution

Measures the amount of correspondence pairs that link
sibling elements in the source schema and also link to
sibling elements in the target schema.

Match-Count-Ratio

Measures the amount of correspondence pairs compared
to the size of the smaller schema. in the target schema.

Table 4.3: Matrix features introduced within this thesis

Monogamy
Monogamy was inspired by the Harmony feature. Harmony has problems to cope
with matchers that may return many multi matches. Also the actual similarity values
are not included in the computation. Monogamy changes this and is able to measure
how close the result is to a one-to-one mapping. It assesses how “monogamic” each
element pair of a similarity matrix is. A pair is monogamic if each partner of a pair
is not involved with other partners of other similarity pairs. A stable marriage is
monogamic since every element only has one partner. For each pair of elements in
the similarity matrix the number of other pairings is counted where each of the two
partners is involved in. The resulting partner matrix P is computed as follows:

P (SM ) = (pi,j ) with pi,j =




sim(i,j)
|R(SM,i)|+|C(SM,j)|−1

sim(i, j) > 0
sim(i, j) = 0

0
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Figure 4.15: Monogamy example with almost perfect mapping
R(SM, x) collects all elements of a row x that have similarity values greater than
0. C(SM, x) does the same for a column x.
R(SM, i) = {(i, j) ∈ SM | j ∈ {1, . . . , |T |} ∧ sim (i, j) > 0}|

(4.6)

C(SM, j) = {(i, j) ∈ SM | i ∈ {1, . . . , |S|} ∧ sim (i, j) > 0}

(4.7)

Using these functions and a function Avg(Y) that computes the average of all
non-zero values of a set of element pairs Y, the Monogamy feature can be computed:
P

Avg(Y ) =

(a,b)∈|Y | sim(a, b)

|{(a, b) ∈ Y | sim (i, j) > 0}|

(4.8)

P

M onogamy(SM, S, T ) =

i∈{1,..,|S|} Avg(R(P (SM ), i))

|S|

(4.9)

Depending on the size of input schemas either the column or the row can be
averaged.
Example: Figure 4.15 illustrates how the Monogamy feature is computed. At the
top the initial matrix and the corresponding mapping is visualized. To compute the
Monogamy all entries of the matrix are iterated and the number of partners (entries
with similarity >0) in the row and column are counted (1). The partner matrix
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Figure 4.16: Monogamy example with lower quality mapping

P(SM) is constructed by dividing each similarity value by its partner count. The
weighted similarities are then summed up and averaged by row. Finally, these values
are averaged to the resulting Monogamy value of 0.41. In the second example from
Figure 4.15 additional correspondences are included in the mapping. The Monogamy
for that matrix is 0.17 which is lower than before as expected.

Noise Feature
The Noise feature was defined for the following purpose: When analyzing intermediate results it could be observed that many matchers produce low valued similarity
values for many element pairs while only few pairs get much higher similarity values
assigned. This is particularly problematic if many match results of such kind are
combined with a WEIGHTED combination strategy that takes the weighted average
of input values. Many small similarity values for one pair could let a pair win against
another pair with only few but high similarity values. This could either be solved by
introducing a weighting into the combination or by filtering such noise beforehand.
Noise is measured with the help of a histogram h(SM ) of input values that consists
of B histogram buckets {h(SM )1 , . . . , h(SM )B }. The b-th bucket spans an interval
and is filled with element pairs as follows:

h(SM )b = {(i, j) ∈ SM | sim(i, j) ∈ [(b − 1)

1
1
, b · ]}
B
B

(4.10)

From the distribution of values within that histogram the Noise feature value
is computed. All bucket sizes are summed up starting with the bucket b = 1 until
50% of all pairs are collected. The index of the last summed bucket is kept as low.
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Then, the number of needed buckets is computed to summarize the highest 10% of
similarity values which results in the bucket index high.

low = b ∈ B |

b
X

|h(SM )x | > 0.5 · |S × T | ∧

b−1
X

x

high = b ∈ B |

|h(SM )x | < 0.5 · |S × T |

(4.11)

x

b
X

|h(SM )x | > 0.9 · |S × T | ∧

x

b−1
X

|h(SM )x | < 0.9 · |S × T | (4.12)

x

The higher the distance between the low and the high bucket index is the more
probable it is that the matrix contains noise. Therefore, the Noise feature value is
finally computed as:
N oise(SM, S, T ) =

high − low
if high > low
high

(4.13)

In the best case only two buckets are filled which is the first and the |B|-th bucket. In
that case the distance between the two buckets is high so that also the Noise-value
is high. In the worst case only one bucket is filled. In that case high and low bucket
indices are similar and the Noise feature value would be 0.
Other Matrix Features
The remaining Matrix features Multi-Matches, Cross-Matches, Node-Position, SiblingDistribution and Match-Count-Ratio, are only described briefly. A detailed definition
can be found in the Appendix A.3. Multi-Matches is introduced to measure ambiguity
within a similarity matrix. This ambiguity could result from reused tokens and
elements within a schema which often leads to multi-mappings. In scenarios where
mainly 1:1 matches should be contained in the final result the precision would drop.
The Multi-Matches feature computes the ratio of n:m matches to the number of
1:1 matches within a similarity matrix. The feature is helpful for implementing the
refinement strategy from COMA++. If there are many multi-matches in a mapping
then a Path matcher could be used to reduce the number of multi-matches.
Selectivity tries to evaluate the confidence of a result matrix that was computed
by a matcher or subprocess. It computes the distance of the top-1 entry in a row or
column to the next highest entry in the same row and column. The rationale is that
a high distance of the best candidate match to the next possible matches implies
that the candidate match is certain. A low distance on the other hand shows more
uncertainty.
Sibling Distribution can be used to decide when to use a Sibling matcher. It also
gives a good indication about structural similarities. With respect to the siblings of
elements a so-called distribution of matches can be observed. If two correspondences
link sibling elements in the source schema and also link to sibling elements in the
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Type

Strategy

Description

SM*

Commonality

Rate how common a set of input matrices is based on
computing and comparing most trustful correspondences
from each input matrix.

Complementarity

Measures how strong two matrices complement each
other by computing the ratio of conflicting and
non-conflicting pairs.

Table 4.4: Matrix similarity features introduced within this thesis
target schema than a structural similarity of the respective fragments can be assumed.
If many such sibling correspondences exist within a mapping then a high structural
similarity is present. Based on that observation the Sibling-Distribution feature is
defined.
The Cross-Matches feature computes how structurally consistent a computed
mapping is, i.e. how structurally close the matching target elements of structurally
close source elements are. A low structural consistency is an indicator for low precision mappings. In order to increase structural consistency constraint-based selection
approaches as proposed in ASMOV [86] could be used. For computing the CrossMatches feature the ratio of the number of matches that are crossed by some other
match to the total number of matches is used.
The Node-Position feature also computes how structurally consistent a computed
similarity matrix is. Assuming overall structural similarity the path-length of matching
element pairs should be similar or differ in the range of a given delta.
The Match-Count-Ratio feature computes how many elements of the smaller
schema already found a partner. Falcon used a similar feature to assess whether to
use additional structural matchers based on the assumption that a 1:1 mapping needs
to be computed.

4.3.4

Matrix Similarity Features

Table 4.4 lists all matrix similarity features. Currently, only two of such features
are provided. For combining similarity matrices as done by the Combine operator a
number of combination strategies were proposed. In order to select an appropriate
combination strategy the input similarity matrices can be analyzed according to their
commonalities and complementarity.
Commonality
The Commonality feature is able to rate how common a set of matrices is. In order to
measure the commonalities the most trustful mapping pairs from each input matrix
are computed. Trustful pairs with high precision can be acquired by applying a
THRESHOLD selection with high threshold value followed by a MAX-N and EXACT
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Figure 4.17: Example matching process with conditions
selection. For trustful pairs the agreement between all input matrices is computed.
High values of the Commonality feature imply that all matrices agree on many pairs
whereas no agreement would lead to a small value.
Complementarity
Complementarity is introduced since a low Commonality feature value does not directly suggest that the matrices should not be combined. It happens that different
matchers compute similarities for different parts of a schema. If those mapping fragments are to be combined, their commonality is low, but they could be complementary.
This means that pairs could complement each other instead of conflict. Pairs are
conflicting if they point to the same source element but to different target elements
or if they point the same target elements but different source elements. From that
assumption the Complementarity feature is derived. It also relies on selecting the
trustful pairs from every input matrix. The ratio of conflicting pairs to all other pairs
then computes the Complementarity value. If input matrices are not common and
also do not complement each other, then some input matrices should not be included
in the subsequent combination.

4.3.5

Example

By using the matching process operators including the Condition construct, a simplified version of the internal process RiMOM can be modeled that selects a structural
matcher based on the Structural-Similarity feature. (see Figure 4.17). To illustrate
the use of matrix features, a condition is added that relies on the Noise feature. Such
conditions are newly introduces in this thesis and were not part of internal processes
of existing matching systems.
The matching process relies on two matchers which is a Name matcher and
Similarity-Flooding as structural matcher. Initially, schemas are imported and an
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empty similarity matrix is initialized. Then the Match operator A and Condition A
are executed. Condition A computes the Structural-Similarity feature value. Due to
the low structural similarity of the two input schemas the Condition evaluates to
false. The subsequent branch with the Match operation C is ignored. The result of
the Match operator A contains many low similarity values. The subsequent Condition
computes the Noise feature and evaluates to true, since the Noise is bigger than the
given 0.8. The branch following on the false output is set to ignore, the branch that
follows the true output is left unchanged. The subsequent selection is executed with
a low valued threshold of 0.15. Finally, the Combine operator combines the results
of the three different branches. Two of these branches are ignored. The selection
extracts pairs with similarity above a given threshold. Afterwards, a mapping could
be created by using the Create-Mapping and Export-Mapping operators.

4.4

Matching Process Design Patterns

The presented model enables a user to build tailored problem-specific matching
processes. This involves choosing appropriate operators, their ordering and parameterizations which is mostly based on experience. However, such experience is often
hidden in the internal processes of existing systems. From analyzing these systems a
collection of so-called process design patterns can be identified as was described by
the author [133]. The idea of a matching process design pattern is similar to design
patterns in software engineering. They should help a designer to develop strong
matching systems with small effort that are adapted to a given use case or domain.
In this section, some of the most relevant patterns from [133] are described
shortly. Also the results of comparing the behavior of different patterns are briefly
summarized.

4.4.1

Identified Set of Patterns

The parallel, sequential and iterative topologies that were described in Section 3.1
already form a basic set of design patterns. This set was extended by Peukert [133]
with a number of patterns such as Conditional Execution, Skimming, Refinement or
Divide and Conquer. The Conditional Execution was already introduced in Section
4.2.3 without calling it a matching process design pattern. The other three patterns
Skimming, Refinement as well as Divide and Conquer are described in the following.
Refinement is can be used to improve the results of a matcher within subsequent
matchers in a process as proposed within COMA [11]. It is applied if matchers
produce mappings with typically high recall but low precision. Refinement starts the
process with a matcher producing high recall and increases the precision by using
subsequent matchers that are based on other schema element attributes. Refinement
is constructed with Filter operators (see Figure 4.18). The result similarity matrix
SM1 of the first matcher m1 is filtered using some filter strategy f such as a threshold.
For all entries of the first similarity matrix that have a value smaller than a given
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Figure 4.18: Refinement Sequence pattern

Figure 4.19: Skimming Proccess pattern example
threshold the comparison matrix entry is set to false. The new comparison matrix
CM1 is then put into a second matcher m2 to refine the found correspondences. In
practice, the result of the first matcher is often reused within a subsequent Combine
operator in order to not throw away computed similarity values. In COMA a separate
operator called refine was used to put node-based and structure-based matchers
in a sequence. Also, the performance improvement approach that is described in
Chapter 6 strongly relies on the refinement pattern. It automatically transforms
parallel patterns into refinement patterns, without loss of quality.
The rationale of Skimming is to extract the most probable correspondences from
every matcher individually. These correspondences are “skimmed”. This approach
is useful if individual matchers or selection strategies are known to achieve a high
precision for a domain of mapping problems. The Skimming pattern consists of
multiple Match, Filter and Select operators. Figure 4.19 shows a skimming pattern
with three matchers. The results of individual matchers are selected with high
precision selection strategies such as high threshold. The selected result is directly put
into the final result combination. This lowers the risk to lose correct correspondences
in subsequent operations. All other comparisons are filtered with a Filter operator
and left for matching with the next matcher. Filtering means that comparisons for
skimmed correspondences can be set to false in the comparison matrix which reduces
the search space and helps other subsequent matchers to focus on the “harder”
comparisons. Again, the result of that second matcher is selected and put into
the final result. Skimming can also be used to prune out comparisons where no
correspondence is expected upfront. This also reduces search space and increases
precision of the overall process. The intention of skimming has some similarities to
the rationale of “Boosting Schema Matching” from Marie and Gal [109]. In their
work, machine learning is used to iteratively add matchers to an ensemble based on
a computed error. From the error a weight is computed that is later used to combine
a matcher in a parallel composition. With each iteration, the weights get lower.
The higher the weight of a matcher the more correspondences are “skimmed” from
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Figure 4.20: Decision tree example

Figure 4.21: Decision tree represented as matching process

that matcher result. Skimming was also applied internally within Falcon where good
results of node level matchers are directly added to the final result. If correspondences
are still missing, a structural matcher is executed that adds further matches to the
final result.
The Divide and Conquer pattern is used to divide the set of comparisons based on
some condition and distribute these comparisons to the most appropriate, possibly
different matchers. For instance, matching ontology properties could be done differently from matching classes or instances. Processes that heavily rely on Divide and
Conquer are decision trees. Decision trees can be manually defined, but are often
constructed by using machine learning techniques. Figure 4.20 shows a decision
tree as it could be learned within MatchPlanner [43]. Such trees can be represented
as a matching process by using operators of the matching process model and the
comparison matrix from above (see Figure 4.21). First, a matcher m1 is executed.
The filter operator sets all entries in the comparison matrix CM1 to false if the filter
condition f1 is not met. This comparison matrix is then input to the next matcher
m2 . In a decision tree the filter condition f2 is typically the negation of f1 (f2 = ¬f1 ).
Thus, for all other entries the lower branch with matcher m3 is executed. All Match
operators recompute the similarity matrix and do not include constituent match
results. The final result is constructed by combining all selected correspondences
from the leaf nodes of the tree. The bottom-most matchers actually compute the final
similarity value.
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Figure 4.22: Comparing complex patterns and their combinations

4.4.2

Evaluating Patterns

In [133] an evaluation of the abovementioned matching process design patterns and
their combinations was performed. As data set the mapping problems from Section
2.5 were used. In the experiments seven matchers were taken to construct different
matching processes that rely on one of the patterns from above. In Figure 4.22 the
results of comparing individual patterns and their combinations with each other on
each data set are summarized.
Surprisingly, among the individual patterns, the process that applies the Parallel
pattern returns best f-measure results with all data sets. The Skimming-based process
is often able to return higher precision at the cost of recall which is characteristic for
Skimming. The precision is mostly higher than the recall. In contrast to Skimming
the recall in the Refinement-based process is higher, as expected. The decision tree
process performed best on mapping problems that are similar to the problems that
were used for training.
In a further experiment, the strength of different patterns were combined and
compared on the OAEI Benchmark. A combination of Parallel and Skimming (P+S),
Skimming with Refinement (S+R) and a combination of all three patterns (P+S+R)
was created. In Figure 4.22 the result of that evaluation is shown. As expected, the
precision of the Parallel process can be improved by skimming correspondences with
very high similarities beforehand (P+S). Also the recall improves. Combining all
three patterns further improves the recall and precision. However, a strong process
should always include parallel components since a combination of Refinement and
Skimming (S+R) is still inferior to Parallel (P).
In a final experiment the similarity values of found correspondences using the
different process patterns on an exemplary mapping problem from the PO set (see
Figure 4.23) was investigated. The Parallel process returns correspondences with
low but similar similarity values (a). This low level of similarity can be explained
by an Instance and an Annotation matcher that do not return values on the PO
dataset and therefore lower the average that is computed by the Combine operator.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.23: Comparing result similarity values of matches computed with different
patterns
The Skimming (b) only takes correspondences with high value from each matcher.
Therefore the final results are mostly between 0.8 and 1. However, the overall
number of correspondences is typically lower which reduces the recall. The decision
tree (c) shows a characteristic behavior. Only the similarities of the bottom-most
matcher in the decision tree are taken for the final result. The effect is that some
correspondences have values that are close to 0. The interpretation of these similarity
values for later use is problematic. Obviously, the result does not follow statistical
monotonicity [107] which restricts reuse of match results for further operations.
Statistical monotonicity measures how well the similarity values of correspondences
correlate with the probability of being a correct result.
Refinement also returns rather low similarities, since again the last matcher
defines the similarity, which not necessarily gives good estimates.
The presented set of patterns already shows the strength of the matching process
model to build very different processes with different properties and quality goals.
The evaluation shows that there is some potential to improve the matching quality
by solely changing the structure of a matching process.

4.5

Matching Process Execution Framework

A Matching Process Execution Framework is introduced that is able to execute
matching processes and also tries to foster reuse. The overall architecture is shown
in Figure 4.24.
The system gets a source and target schema as input and computes a mapping as
output. The core of the framework is an operator library consisting of the operators
mentioned above such as Match, Combine or Select. For each operator, specific
implementations of Matchers, Selection and Combination strategies can be added
as loosely coupled plug-ins. Plug-ins implement a thin adaptation layer that calls
components of existing systems and converts inputs and outputs of these components
into internal framework formats. In Figure 4.24 some exemplary plug-ins are shown
which could be matchers from the Falcon or COMA system, the OWA combination
strategy or the MAX-DELTA and MAX-N selection strategy from COMA. Using the
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Figure 4.24: Matching Process Execution Framework
above mentioned set of operators together with the registered matchers and strategies,
matching processes can be defined that combine components from different matching
systems. The created matching processes are executed by the Process Execution that
calls the respective operators from the library as is described in the next section.

4.5.1

Matching Process Execution

When executing matching processes that contain a Condition operator special attention has to be put on the execution algorithm of the matching process. Instead
of changing the data (similarity matrix, comparison matrix, schemas or mappings)
that flows through the matching process, the Condition influences the control flow.
Some branches in the process are not executed if a condition expression evaluates to
false. The Condition construct has an important relation to the Combine operator:
A branch after a Condition is ignored until the end of the matching process or if it
ended in a Combine operator that has input from a branch that is not ignored. The
Combine operator treats the input similarity matrix as not existing and only combines
the remaining ones. Thus, the Combine operator always closes the branch that was
created by a Condition if there is an input branch to the Combine operator that is not
ignored.
The Process Execution component implements the ExecuteProcess-algorithm from
Algorithm 4.1. The algorithm relies on a stack that is filled with not yet executed
operators while processing. It ensures that operators only execute when all incoming
operators were already executed which is marked by a state EXECUTED or if they
are in IGNORED state.
Initially, an operator, if possible a Schema-Import operator, is pushed to the stack
(Line 2) and the execution starts by calling ExecuteNext (Line 3). In Line 7-8, the
operator that is on top of the stack is analyzed. The function CanExecute() checks
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Algorithm 4.1 ExecuteProcess
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

E x e c u t e P r o c e s s ( M a t c h i n g P r o c e s s m)
s . push (m. o p e r a t o r s [ 0 ] )
ExecuteNext ( s )
END
ExecuteNext ( S t a c k s , M a t c h i n g P r o c e s s m)
c <− s t a c k . pop ( )
I F CanExecute ( c ) THEN
I F NOT a l l I n c o m i n g I g n o r e d ( c u r r e n t ) THEN
c . execute ()
c . s t a t e <− EXECUTED
I F c . t y p e=C o n d i t i o n AND c . r e s u l t=f a l s e THEN
c . s t a t e=IGNORED ;
ELSE
c . s t a t e <− IGNORED
s t a c k . push ( c . f o l l o w i n g )
I F NOT s . empty ( ) THEN}
ExecuteNext ( s , m)
ELSE
s . pushToBottom ( c u r r e n t )
s . push ( c . p r e d e c e s s o r )
ExecuteNext ( s , m)
END
CanExecute ( O p e r a t i o n o )
f o r e a c h p IN c . p r e d e c e s s o r
I F NOT ( p . s t a t e=EXECUTED OR p . s t a t e=IGNORED) THEN
return f a l s e ;
return t r u e ;
END
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if all predecessors are either EXECUTED or IGNORED. Line 9 checks that not all
incoming operators are ignored. In case all incoming operator are in IGNORED state,
the current operator is also set to IGNORED. The IGNORE state is propagated to the
current node if all incoming nodes are not ignored. If there is at least one incoming
operator that is not in IGNORED state then the operator is executed in Line 10 and its
state is set to EXECUTED (Lines 11). Hence, if a combination node has multiple input
edges and one of these input edges is not in IGNORED state then the Combination
can be executed. This closes the ignore branch that was opened by the condition.
If the current operator $c that was executed is a Condition that evaluated to false
(Line 7) then the positive output node is set to IGNORE. In Line 16, all following
nodes of the current operators are pushed to the bottom of the stack. If the stack is
not empty, ExecuteNext is called recursively (Lines 17-18). In case the operator could
not be executed due to not yet executed incoming operators it is pushed back to the
bottom of the stack together with all its predecessors and ExecuteNext is called again
(Lines 19-22). The process ends when all operators of the matching process were
executed or ignored.

4.6

Advances over Related Work

The introduced matching process model improves existing process models from Lee
et al. [98] and Pirra and Talia [139, 24]. It also goes beyond the set of operators
from existing matching process models [183, 104, 178] in a number of dimensions.
First, the proposed set of operators is more complete and allows modeling the
behavior of a variety of existing matching systems by using a Filter, Condition, Loop
and For-Each. The Condition operator introduces means to model adaptive behavior
of a matching process. This allows modeling the internal process of existing matching
systems and reoccurring matching process design patterns that are used in Falcon or
RiMOM. This was not possible with existing proposals for matching processes. Even
decision trees can be represented as a matching process. Still, these trees can get very
complex and unreadable for a matching process expert. An important contribution are
the set of presented features. In particular the matrix and matrix similarity features
are novel. They can be used to let a process adapt to properties of intermediate
results.
Second, the introduction of a comparison matrix together with a Filter operator
allows to improve performance of a matching process. In Chapter 6 this Filter operator
is extensively used to automatically optimize the performance of a matching process.
Finally, the matching process model allows for reuse of existing matching components. When experimenting with the proposed plug-in architecture, a number of
existing components (matchers, selection strategies, combination strategies, features)
from COMA, Rondo, Falcon and others could be integrated for evaluation purposes
into the framework as loosely coupled plugins without touching the original components. It is now possible to build a matching process that relies on components from
these different matching systems.
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Still, the Condition introduces further complexity in modeling a matching process.
The more matchers a matching process contains the more conditions could be created.
It is already obvious that it is impossible to create the perfect matching process that
contains many conditions to let the process adapt to any input schema type or
behavior of matchers and their intermediate results. Furthermore the conditions and
their expressions need to be parameterized which is difficult, even for a matching
expert. Obviously, some graphical support in modeling matching processes is needed
as is described in the following Chapter 5. Moreover, automating parts of the matching
process construction would be helpful. Such automation is the major focus of the
second part of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Graphical Modeling of Schema
Matching Processes
The matching process model that was introduced in the previous chapter allows a
user to model complex domain specific matching processes. Still, the construction
of these processes is mostly done programmatically. This can be cumbersome in
particular with large size matching processes that consist of many Conditions, Loops
and For-Each constructs. Intermediate results are not easy to investigate since these
are typically represented as 2 dimensional arrays of float values. Often this has to be
done with a debugger on the programming level.
In this chapter a graphical user interface, the so-called Matching Process Designer,
is described. The Matching Process Designer visually supports the construction and
tuning of matching processes. Intermediate results can be analyzed by using multiple
visualization techniques. A process can be executed in a step-wise way and parameters
can be changed on the fly. In addition to the modeling features, the Matching
Process Designer consists of a component for comparatively evaluating manually
built matching processes. This helps to assess the behavior of processes when solving
different mapping problems. Since the Matching Process Execution Framework from
above allows integrating matching components from different matching systems, a
comparison of the behavior and match quality of different matchers, combination
and selection strategies as well as blocking methods can be done visually.

5.1

Graphical Modeling of Processes

Matching processes are modeled in a graphical process editor by dragging operators
from a tool-box of operators onto a design surface and by connecting them. A screen
shot of the toolbox and process editor is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Toolbox and graphical process editor

The implementation of the tool was done using the Eclipse Rich Client Platform1
and the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)2 .
Simple graphical representations were defined for the operators of the matching
process model. Each operator has specific input and output ports that can be connected to other operators. They are marked as small attached boxes. For instance, the
Match operator could get the source and target schema, or an input matching result
as input. The output of the match operator is a similarity matrix. The positioning of
the boxes allow a user to model a matching process in horizontal as well as vertical
direction. Operators are connected through arrows that represent the data-flow in
the matching process. An arrow combines a similarity matrix, a comparison matrix
and also the source and target schema. Individual parameters of operators can be set
directly in the graph as shown for the Select operator in the screen shot. The screen
shot also shows a simple and complete matching process. In that process, schemas
are imported and an empty matching result is initialized. Two Match operators are
executed and the matching result is selected with a THRESHOLD selection strategy.
Finally, the result mapping is created.

1
2

http://www.eclipse.org/home/categories/rcp.php
http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmp/
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Figure 5.2: Mapping visualization

5.2

Tuning of Matching Processes and Analysis of Intermediate Results

In addition to modeling, the built matching process can be executed within the tool
to test and tune its parameters. A schema view represents schemas as trees that could
have multiple root nodes. Source and target schema fragments can be selected and
a chosen matching process can be executed. If a mapping between both schemas is
given, the result quality is automatically computed as precision, recall and f-measure.
Moreover, a matching process can be executed in a stepwise way. The user can
step forward and backward in the process or set breakpoints. The currently executed
operator is highlighted and the intermediate matching result is shown for analysis.
The tool provides three mapping visualizations that complement each other. A tablebased visualization (see Figure 5.2), which shows source and target elements grouped
by source elements together with computed similarity values and their relation to an
optionally given correct mapping. Source and target can be exchanged so that also
groupings by target elements are possible. The grouping helps a user to investigate
multi-mappings.
Secondly the mapping is visualized as connecting lines between elements in
the source and target tree views. If elements or lines are selected the respective
correspondences in the table-view are selected too. Correspondences that are correct
according to a gold standard have darker color. The two aforementioned visualizations
help the user to investigate computed similarities of individual schema element pairs.
When investigating intermediate (not yet selected) matching results with thousands
of correspondences, line-based and table-based visualizations provide too much
information for the user. For that reason a new visualization of intermediate results is
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proposed (see Figure 5.3 for examples). It reuses the Lego-Plot Demo from FreeHEP,
which is a 3D visualization framework 3 that allows plotting three dimensional graph
data. When applied for visualizing similarity matrices a novel kind of interaction with
intermediate mapping results is possible.
It represents an intermediate matching result as a cube that can be moved,
zoomed and turned around in 3D with the mouse pointer. The x- and y-axis represent
the source and target elements and the z-axes represents the similarity values. The
cube gives an aggregated representation of mapping pairs. It turned out to be
quite intuitive for analysis of large intermediate results. The user can analyze the
overall distribution of similarities of matching results. Also, conclusions about the
selectivity of the results can be drawn. A selective result consists of a number of steep
peaks whereas a non-selective result produces flat blocks. In many cases the cube
representation produces steps that give a good indication of possible thresholds for
later selection and filtering. At the bottom of the top-left example cube of Figure 5.3
many low-valued similarities can be found that were classified as noise in Section
4.3.3. A number of similarities are higher than 0.9 and only few more are higher than
0.6. These values can be taken as threshold in the Select and Filter operator. Each
matcher produces a characteristic representation in the visualization that tends to
be similar for different test cases. Some matchers produce results that show a big
variance of similarity values (see top-left cube in Figure 5.3 of the Name matcher
result), whereas for other matchers like the Path matcher the variance is much smaller
(see top-right cube in Figure 5.3). The cube at the bottom shows a Name matcher
result of a larger mapping problem.
The combination of step-wise execution, intermediate result analysis and direct
parameter changes allows a user to easily tune a matching process for a given
mapping problem. However, in order to build robust matching processes a user
needs to evaluate a modeled matching process on sets of mapping problems which is
supported by the following evaluation component.

5.3

Comparative Evaluation of Matching Processes

The Matching Process Designer offers a component for evaluation. In that component,
a number of matching processes can be selected to compare their quality on a selected
set of mapping problems. The tool then directly starts an evaluation, computes
precision, recall and f-measure and visualizes the results. An exemplary evaluation
is shown in Figure 5.5. On the left a number of test mappings from the COMA
evaluations and six different matching processes are selected.
On the right, the evaluation result is visualized. Such visualizations are directly
generated within the tool. As can be seen, the result quality of the individual processes
on the given data set is quite different. A user can now pinpoint shortcomings of the
selected matching processes if a gold standard exists. As described in Section 4.5 the
3

http://java.freehep.org/
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Name-Matcher

Path-Matcher

Figure 5.3: Cube of similarities
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Figure 5.4: Configuring evaluation of matching processes

Figure 5.5: Exemplary evaluation result of matching processes
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Matching Process Execution Framework is able to integrate individual components of
different matching systems. Thus, components originating from different matching
systems can be compared. This helps the user to better understand the behavior of
these systems at the level of individual matchers, selection or combination strategies.
The exemplary evaluation from Figure 5.4 and 5.5 helps to demonstrate that feature.
The results are described below.
One observation that could be made is that many matching systems implement
their own name-based and structural matchers. Thus, almost no reuse is done across
matching systems. The evaluation from Figure 5.5 compared different simple matching processes consisting of a Name matcher and a MAX-N-Selection operator (N=1).
The processes only differ in the used name-based matcher and the following implementations were tested: Falcon-String, Falcon-VDOC, AMC-Name [135], AMCNameWeighted [138], Rondo-String, COMA-Name. As can be seen, the result quality
of the individual matchers on the given data set is different across the basic Name
matcher implementations. In comparison to the others, the AMC-Name matcher
was the favorable matcher for the given test cases. However, the other matchers are
closely following. In some cases the Falcon-String matcher had difficulties to compute
a good matching result. These are often cases where a token-based matcher is more
appropriate. The VDOC matcher from Falcon performed even worse. VDOC collects
labels, documentation of an element and its neighbors into a text document and
applies a TF-IDF like approach to compute similarities. The matcher has problems
with the given task since it only looks for exact word matches which are rare in many
XSD-schema mapping problems. The Rondo-String matcher did also have problems
with some test-cases. With the help of the process designer the intermediate results of
the Rondo-String matcher could be investigated further. Since also other components
can be integrated in the Matching Process Framework more advanced evaluations
are possible that compare blocking operators such as COMA++ Fragmentation [11]
and Falcon partitioning [77] or propagation-based structural matchers like Similarity
Flooding [117] or Falcon-GMO [77].

5.4

Advances over Related Work

The introduced Matching Process Designer contributes to a research area where not
much work has been done before. With the proposed tool, individual matching system
development changes from programming on the code level to graphical dragging
and dropping operators on a surface. This significantly simplifies and speeds up the
construction and tuning of a matching system. The process model is made explicit
and the process structure as well as parameters can be graphically manipulated to
create a variety of matching processes for different domains. The proposed model and
visualization seems to be more intuitive than the existing cell-based visualizations
from Bernstein et al. [24]. The UFOMe system [139] allows a user to graphically
model matching processes on a similar abstraction level. However, the choice of
operators is limited and adaptivity as well as performance aspects cannot be modeled.
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Moreover, the system lacks facilities for tuning and debugging which is crucial for
improving the quality of a modeled process.
With regards to visualizations of intermediate results only one group published
similar work. Cruz et al. [32] very recently introduced a visual analytic panel that
shows similarity values of a matcher in a matrix and marks correct and incorrect
matches. The cube-based visualization within the Matching Process Designer is
superior to existing approaches since it relies on a third dimension within the z-axis
to represent similarity values. Moreover, by synchronizing a table- and line-based
view the best of two visualization approaches os exploited with the Matching Process
Designer. Finally, the evaluation facilities for comparing existing matching processes
and components of existing systems are novel. They help to investigate the quality
of existing matchers on given mapping problems which could foster reuse when
constructing new matching processes. This feature goes beyond the state of the art
that typically compares whole systems with default configurations with each other.
In such approaches the shortcomings and strength of individual systems cannot
be identified. Some systems perform well due to their combination and selection
methods whereas others have very strong matchers.
Still, some issues remain. Constructing a matching process still requires expert
knowledge about schema matching. Matching processes can get large, in particular if
conditions are used to select or unselect parts of a process. What is still missing is
automatic optimization of manually designed matching processes. Such mechanisms
are investigated within the third part of the thesis. There, a rewrite-based approach
is used to automatically improve the performance of a matching process. In a second
step complete matching processes are constructed fully automatically.
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Rewrite-based Process Tuning and
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Chapter 6

Performance Oriented Matching
Process Rewrite
In this Chapter the Filter operator and its filter strategies are investigated more
thoroughly. A number of filter strategies are described in Section 6.1. With the help
of these strategies sequential combinations of existing matchers are evaluated in
Section 6.2. From these evaluations a new generic rewrite-based approach for significantly improving the performance of matching processes is derived. The approach
is presented in Section 6.3 together with a simple cost model to compute the relevance of so-called matching rules. The chapter closes with a comparison of the new
rewrite-based optimization to existing work.

6.1

Comparison Filtering

In Chapter 4 the comparison matrix and the Filter operator were introduced. They
can be used to model performance aspects on the process level. Figure 6.1 gives
an example of applying the comparison matrix in a sequential matching process.
Initially, two schemas are matched using the Name matcher. Within the Filter operator,
element pairs with a similarity lower than 0.2 are pruned out by setting the cell in the
comparison matrix to false (visualized as a cross in the bottom matrix). The following
Namepath matcher is only computing similarities for the remaining comparisons that
are still in the comparison matrix. In the example, more than half of the comparisons
are pruned out. Note that possible matches might be pruned out early even though
they could be part of the overall mapping result. This behavior could drop recall
but could also increase precision. An optimal filter would maximize the number of
pruned element pairs and at the same time minimize the number of wrongly pruned
comparisons that are part of the final mapping. The optimal solution would only
drop comparisons that lost the chance to survive a later selection. In the following,
different filter strategies are discussed in detail.
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Figure 6.1: Example of filter process and its comparison matrix

Figure 6.2: Threshold-based filter

6.1.1

Static Threshold-based Strategy

The simplest filter condition is based on a threshold that was also used in the
example above. The threshold-based static filter f ilterthreshold sets a comparison
matrix entry to false, if a similarity value sim(x, y) of an element pair in the input
similarity matrix is smaller than a given threshold. In the example from Figure 6.2
the resulting comparison matrix after filtering is shown. In a potentially following
matcher operation, s1 would be compared to all target elements whereas s2 would
only be compared to t1. As with static thresholds for the selection operator a single
threshold for all pairs of elements can be problematic. The absolute similarity values
often do not give enough evidence for filtering and selection.

6.1.2

Relative Threshold-based Strategy

The threshold of f ilterthreshold can also be formulated as a threshold relative to the
maximum achievable similarity values for a schema element as was similarly done
with maximum-based selection in Section 2.4.2. Figure 6.3 illustrates the behavior of
the relative threshold-based filter f ilterrelative . The relative Forward and Backward
similarity matrices are computed as described by Melnik et al. [117] within their
Perfectionist Egalitarian Polygamy. The threshold filters pairs with low similarity.
Finally, all pairs that remain part of the selected similarity matrices will get a true
entry in the comparison matrix.
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Figure 6.3: Relative threshold-based filter

Figure 6.4: TopN N = 2 filter strategy

6.1.3

Static TopN Strategy

Similar to the relative threshold, a filter could restrict the number of comparisons
based on a top-N condition. This ensures that each element is compared to the
best N candidates from the first matcher in a sequential process. The TopN filter
strategy f iltertopN relies on a MAX-N both selection that selects the N best pairs of a
similarity matrix from a Forward and Backward selection. All identified pairs are part
of the resulting comparison matrix. Figure 6.4 illustrates the behavior of the TopN
filter with N=2. The resulting comparison matrix again shows a good distribution
of comparisons. Each element will be compared with at least two elements in the
source or in the target. For comparison filtering in a real world setting higher N
values (e.g. N=20) need to be used to not prune pairs that are potentially correct
correspondences. Also the N value should be higher for larger mapping problems.

6.1.4

Dynamic Threshold-based Strategy

Up to now, all presented filter strategies could prune element pairs that are potentially
candidates of the matching process without filtering. Thus, by filtering with the
presented strategies the recall could be reduced. The dynamic filter strategy that is
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presented below is different. If adapts itself to the already processed comparisons
and mapping results. Recall that many matching processes consist of a number of
Match operators, a Combine operator and a Select operator as shown in Figure
6.5 (a). The idea of a dynamic threshold strategy f ilterdyn−threshold is to filter out
comparisons that already lost its chance to survive the final selection. Assume, a
process consists of a set of Match operators {m1 , ..., mn } that are contributing to a
single Combine operator C and Select operator S. Each matcher ma ∈ {m1 , ..., mn }
has a weight wa and computes a result similarity value sima (s, t) for each element
pair (s, t). The combination operator C applies the WEIGHTED combination strategy
from Section 2.3.2 and as selection strategy the THRESHOLD strategy selectthreshold
is used. The chance of not being pruned out can be computed after a matcher mx has
been executed. Given the threshold th of the final selection S the following condition
can be evaluated:
P

{m1 ...mn }/mx



wm ∗ simm (s, t) + wx ∗ simx (s, t)
P

k=1...n wk

< th

(6.1)

If a matcher is not yet executed, the maximal possible similarity simm (s, t) = 1 is
taken. If the computed combined similarity is smaller than th then the comparison
can be pruned by setting the respective cell in the comparison matrix to false. When
more matchers are already executed, the actual similarities of matchers simm (s, t)
are known so that it will be much more probable that an element pair will be pruned.
The dynamic filter condition ensures that the result of a filtered execution will not
differ from a parallel execution. However, in most cases the dynamic filter does only
begin pruning element pairs after some matchers have been executed.
Example: Imagine three matchers with weights w1 = 0.3, w2 = 0.4 and w3 = 0.3
that contribute to a WEIGHTED combination strategy and a following THRESHOLD selection with th = 0.7. If the first matcher computes a similarity for two
elements sim1 (s, t) = 0.2 then the dynamic filter will not prune the comparison
((0.4 ∗ 1 + 0.3 ∗ 1) + 0.2 ∗ 0.3) = 0.76 > 0.7. The more matchers are involved, the
more unlikely it is that an element pair will be pruned early on. If the second matcher
results in sim2 (s, t) = 0.35 then the element pair can be pruned since it will not
survive the selection. ((0.4 ∗ 0.35 + 0.3 ∗ 1) + 0.2 ∗ 0.3) = 0.5 < 0.7. This dynamic
strategy can be softened by setting the worst case result similarities smaller than 1:
simm (s, t) < 1 for matchers that have not yet been executed. However, this could
again reduce recall.
The f ilterdyn−threshold strategy makes some assumptions about the structure of a
matching process of having a number of parallel matchers, a WEIGHTED combination
and a selection operator at the end. However, the approach could also be applied
(with adaptations) in cases where other combination strategies and matchers and
selections are applied in sequence. The dyamic filter operator would then have to
pre-compute the chance of surviving a final selection by pre-computing all operators
on the path to the final selection.
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6.1.5

Dynamic Delta-based Strategy

The f ilterdyn−threshold strategy is interesting since it filters comparisons without
changing the quality of the matching process. However, if many matchers are involved,
the filtering begins rather late. Also, the dynamic threshold-based filter can only
be applied if a THRESHOLD-strategy is used for selection and a combination of
THRESHOLD and MAX-N or MAX-DELTA strategies are much more commonly used
since they typically achieve better quality. Therefore a f ilterdyn−maxdelta strategy
is proposed. The strategy collects for each source and target element the maximal
values in each column and row. These arrays maxRow and maxColumn are initially
empty and are of size |S| and |T | respectively. With each newly incoming similarity
value sim(s, t) the maximum of the column of t and the maximum of the row of
s can be updated. Again, assuming a process consists of a set of Match operators
{m1 , ..., mn }, a Combine operator C with WEIGHTED strategy and Select operator
S with MAX-DELTA strategy. Each matcher ma ∈ {m1 , ..., mn } has a weight wa and
computes a result similarity value sima (s, t) for each element pair (s, t). The chance
of not being pruned out can be computed after a matcher mx has been executed. A
projected combined similarity value pSim can be computed as above:
P

pSim =



{m1 ...mn }/mx

wm ∗ simm (s, t) + wx ∗ simx (s, t)
P

k=1...n wk

(6.2)

Given the delta value of the final selection S the following condition can be
evaluated:

pSim ≤ maxRows − delta ∗ maxRows ∨

(6.3)

pSim ≤ maxColumnt − delta ∗ maxColumnt
The more conditions are evaluated the higher the maximum values in the arrays
maxRow and maxColumn get. Thus, the probability for a pair of being pruned
increases with execution.
Example: Imagine two matchers with weights w1 = 0.7, w2 = 0.3 that contribute
to a WEIGHTED combination strategy and a following MAX-DELTA selection with
d = 0.1. If the first matcher computes a similarity for two elements sim1 (s1 , t1 ) = 0.7
and maxRows1 as well as maxColumn1 are empty nothing is filtered. The projected
similarity after the combination is pSim = (0.7 ∗ 0.8) + (0.3 ∗ 1) = 0.86. The value for
maxRows1 is computed as (0.7 ∗ 0.8) + (0.3 ∗ 0) = 0.56. It assumes that the second
matcher will return a similarity value of 0. If the first matcher then computes a
similarity for two elements sim1 (s1 , t2 ) = 0.1 then pSim = 0.7 ∗ 0.1 + (0.3 ∗ 1) = 0.37.
The value is smaller than maxRows1 −maxRows1 ∗0.1 = 0.504 so that the comparison
can be prunded for the second matcher.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.5: Parallel and sequential process

6.2

Evaluating Sequential Matcher Combinations

With the Filter operator, sequential matching processes can be constructed that
potentially perform much faster than their parallel equivalent. Figure 6.5(b) shows
a matching process that executes a Name matcher and a Namepath matcher in
sequence. Executing a label-based matcher before executing a structural matcher
is quite common in sequential matching systems as was discussed in Section 3.1.2.
We evaluated the quality and performance of both processes with different pairs of
matchers from a small library [134]. The library contained the following matchers:
Name (NM), Namepath (NPM), Children (CM), Parent (PM), Data-type (DTM) and
Leaf (LM). For all pair-wise combinations of these matchers a parallel combined and a
sequential combined process was created (see Figure 6.5(a) and (b)). For evaluation,
the purchase order dataset from the COMA evaluations was used. In order to be
comparable, the selection thresholds, the filter thresholds and combination weights
for both processes where tuned automatically to achieve the best quality possible.
A huge space of parameter settings was tested in high detail with a brute-force
approach. From the best performing configuration the fastest ones where taken
and analyzed. The results can be found in Figure 6.6. It shows average execution
times for matching a set of schemas with a combined and a sequential process
using the matcher pair on the x-axis. In a number of cases the sequential process
performed faster than its combined equivalent. However, in some cases the sequential
processes performed slower. The reason is that the best quality configuration for the
sequential and combined process was compared. For some pairs the filter threshold
had to be 0 since any comparison filtering would prune correct correspondences. The
achieved f-measure of such sequential processes is equal to the combined equivalent.
However, they perform slower than the combined ones since they have to cope with
the additional overhead of the Filter operator. Yet the majority of combinations used
a filter threshold that was bigger than 0. The execution times of those sequential
processes are significantly smaller than the combined ones. In some cases a significant
part of comparisons was dropped out after the first matcher executed. Obviously
there are some matchers that have better “filter-properties” whereas others should
not be used as filter matcher.
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Figure 6.6: Comparing execution time of best strategies
The goal in the following sections is to automatically transform a parallel combined matching process into a sequential process without losing quality. For that
purpose a formal representation (the Incidence Graph) of the pairwise evaluation
results is introduced. Based on this Incidence Graph rules are constructed that automatically rewrite a parallel matching process.

6.2.1

Incidence Graph

In order to make the observations of sequential matcher pairs reusable a so-called Incidence Graph is introduced. Such graph represents the well-performing combinations
as a graph data structure.
Definition 15. (Incidence Graph) The Incidence Graph is a directed graph that describes incidence relations between matchers m from a matcher library M for a given
set of mapping problems. The graph vertices represent matchers. The mapping problems
are executed with a parallel matching process and its sequentially filtered equivalent.
If a significant average speedup (> 20%) can be achieved with sequentially executing
matcher mx and matcher my an edge (mx , my ) is added to the graph. Each matcher mi
is annotated with the average time Ri to execute the matcher on the given set of mapping
problems. Edges are annotated with the filter threshold that was found for the filter
operator in the sequential execution example. They also store the average percentage
of the achieved speedup Pxy when executing matcher mx before matcher my . Pxy can
be computed as follows: Pxy = 1 − (Rseq /Rcomb ) with Rseq being the run-time of the
sequential process on the given mapping problems and Rcomb being the run-time for the
combined process. The higher the value Pxy is the better the sequential speedup is.
Sometimes two edges (mx , my ) and (my , mx ) between two matchers mx and my
are put into the graph. This happens if two matchers behave similarly and therefore
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Figure 6.7: Incidence Graph example containing only individual run-times and the
achieved speedup
serve as good filter matchers for one another. Figure 6 shows the computed graph for
the given matcher library. For simplicity the found filter thresholds are omitted. An
edge from the Name matcher to the Leaf matcher states the following: The run-time
of sequentially executing the Name matcher before the Leaf matcher was 71% faster
than the parallel combination of these matchers (Pxy = 0.71). The average run-time
Rx of the individual matchers on the given mapping problem is associated to the
corresponding node. It can be observed that the combinations that are encoded
in the graph are quite stable for a given matcher library and different mapping
problems. Also the computed filter thresholds that do not deteriorate quality were
similar. However, the graph should be recomputed for each new matcher library and
problem domain since these properties are not generalizable. The information about
the achieved relative speedup and the individual run-time of matchers is later used
to decide, which sequential combination of two matchers is the best. The information
in the graph will be an integral part of a simple cost model when automatically
changing matching processes.

6.3

Matching Process Rewrite Technique

As said, parallel matching processes shall be rewritten to its sequential equivalent
to improve performance. For that purpose a novel graph-based rewrite technique is
presented. The rewrite technique generalizes any process changes with the help of
rewrite rules. Given a matching process, the decision of change could depend on the
current process structure and properties of individual operators. A matching process
rewrite rule is defined as follows:
Definition 16. (Matching Process Rewrite Rule) A matching process rewrite rule
describes how to change a matching process. It consists of three parts:
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Figure 6.8: Rule notation (left) and example matching rule (right)
• A process pattern p
• A relevance condition r
• An action a
The pattern p describes parts of a process where the rule can be applied to. The relevance
condition r defines when the respective rule should be applied for a found pattern
instance p. It can be used to decide whether a rule should be executed or not. This
decision can be based on some external knowledge like execution times of operators. The
action a describes how to change instances of the found pattern p. This includes additions
and changes of one or many (additional) operators to a process. It is represented as a
process structure with references to the original pattern p but could also be extended by
a function that computes the new process structure and necessary parameters.
Later, in Chapter 7 this matching process rewrite rule definition is extended so
that the relevance is also computed from features of intermediate results or the input
schemas to support adaptivity.
A simple notation for illustrating matching process rewrite rules will be used
within the following chapters. The notation containing pattern, condition and applied
change is shown on the left in Figure 6.8. If the condition evaluated over a found
pattern instance is true, the changes below the horizontal bar are applied to the
pattern instance. On the right of Figure 6.8 a sample rule is shown. The rule describes
a pattern of two succeeding matchers x and y within a given process graph. When
the condition conditionA evaluates to true, it adds a filter operator in between all
found pairs of these matchers to reduce the search space for matcher y. In this chapter
we focus on filter-based rewrite rules. Yet, a number of other rules involving other
schema and mapping operators are feasible.
Based on rules, rewrite-based process optimization can now be defined:
Definition 17. (Matching Process Rewrite Technique)
Given:
• A matching process M P as defined in Section 4.1.
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Figure 6.9: Filter-based rewrite rule (Rulethreshold )
• A set of Rewrite Rules RW that transform a matching Process M P into a rewritten
matching process M P 0
The goal of rewrite-based matching process optimization is to create a new matching
process M P 0 by applying rule rw ∈ RW onto a matching process M P written as
rw(M P ) = M P 0 so that the performance and/or the result quality of a matching
process improves.
In this Chapter a few rewrite rules are introduced that improve the performance of a
matching process. In Chapter 7, rewrite rules will also focus on improving quality.

6.3.1

Filter-based rewrite rules

The example rule from above adds a filter operator in between a found pair of matchers to reduce the search space for the second matcher. The rule can be generalized
to more complex patterns involving several matchers. The observation from above
that can be utilized is that matching processes are typically finished by selections
to select correspondences exceeding a certain similarity threshold as likely match
candidates. From that knowledge, a rewrite rule for matching processes that consist
of parallel matchers mx , m1 , ..., mn can be created. The rule relies on a relevance
condition conditionP rof it that utilizes a relation <prof it over a set of matchers
M. A set of matchers Mp = {m1 , ..., mn } profits from a matcher mx ∈
/ Mp written as Mp <prof it mx if the following holds: There is a an edge in the incidence
graph from mx to each mi ∈ Mp . Based on that relation a filter-based rewrite rule
Rulethreshold can now be defined as shown in Figure 6.9. The condition is defined as
conditionP rof it = {m1 , ..., mn } <prof it mx .
An operator with * references any operator that provides similarity matrices
and/or comparison matrices. The pattern on top of the bar describes a part of a
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Figure 6.10: Filter-based rewrite rule (Ruledyn )

matching process that consists of a set of matchers {m1 , ..., mn } plus a matcher mx
that is executed in parallel. Their result is combined with a WEIGHTED combination
and selected with a THRESHOLD strategy. The conditionP rof it evaluates to true, if
a set of matchers profits from mx written as {m1 , ..., mn } <prof it mx . The applied
rewrite below the bar adds a filter operator after matcher mx . The used filter strategy
is f ilterthreshold with a static threshold. Alternatively also one of the other filter
strategies can be used. The input of all matchers {m1 , ..., mn } will be changed to
CM1 . The filtered result of mx will be added to the combination. All matchers
mi ∈ {m1 , ..., mn } that do not profit from mx remain unchanged.
The use of filter-based rewrite rules is analogous to the use of predicate pushdown rules for database query optimization which reduce the number of input
tuples for joins and other expensive operators. The filter-based strategy tries to
reduce the number of element pairs for match processing to also speed up the
execution time. In particular, rewrite rules could lead to changes in the execution
result of a matching process while database query optimization leaves the query
results unchanged. Each Filter operator in a matching process could get different
threshold-values that are adapted to the mapping they need to filter. When the rewrite
rule is applied, the annotated incidence graph that stores a filter threshold for each
edge is reused. If there are multiple outgoing edges from matcher mx a defensive
strategy is applied: The threshold is set to the smallest threshold of all outgoing
edges in the incidence graph from mx to matchers of {m1 , ..., mn }. Since applying the
dynamic filter condition can be done between arbitrary matchers without changing
the final result a further rewrite rule Ruledyn−threshold is introduced (see Figure 6.10).
Whenever two matchers mx and my are executed in parallel, these matchers are
applied in sequence and a Filter operator is put in between them with a dynamic filter
such as f ilterdyn−threshold . The f asterT han condition defines that the execution time
Rx of the first matcher is smaller than the execution time Ry of the second matcher.
Similarly a rule that relies on f ilterdyn−maxdelta can be defined that is called
Ruledyn−maxdelta . Typically dynamic rewrite rules will be applied after Rulethreshold
has already been executed.
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6.3.2

Applying Filter-based Rules

To apply matching process rewrite rules for filtering an algorithm is needed that
is able to find suitable patterns for adaptation in order to improve performance.
The algorithm applyRule (see Listing 6.1) takes an incidence graph IG, a matching
process MP and a specific rewrite rule R as input. Initially, all matching pattern
Algorithm 6.1 ApplyRule
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

ApplyRule ( I n c i d e n c e G r a p h IG , M a t c h i n g P r o c e s s MP, R e w r i t e Rule R)
MPNew ← MP
p a t I n s t a n c e s ← f i n d P a t t e r n s (R ,MP)
costMap ← ∅
FOR EACH p i n p a t I n s t a n c e s
c o s t ← computeCost ( p , IG , R)
costMap . put ( p , c o s t )
I F costMap . s i z e > 0
b e s t ← costMap . minimum
MPNew ← r e w r i t e ( b e s t , R)
MPNew ← a p p l y R u l e (MPNew, IG , R)
END

instances are identified in the given process (line 3). In line 6, for each pattern
instance the cost C is computed as described in the following paragraph. The cost
estimates are stored in a map (line 7). If the costMap is not empty, the best pattern
instance is selected in line 9 and rewritten in line 10. The function applyRule will
be called recursively in line 11 in order to iteratively rewrite all occurrences of the
given pattern. The algorithm terminates when the costMap is empty and all possible
pattern instances are rewritten (see line 8).
A simple cost model based on the incidence graph is used to decide which pattern
instance to rewrite for Rulestatic and Ruledyn .
Given:
• The incidence graph that contains individual run-times of matchers Rx for all
matchers mx ∈ M.
• The percentage of relative speedup Pab between two matchers ma and mb as
defined above. If there is no edge in the incidence graph from ma to mb then
Pab = 0.
The cost Cx,{1..n} of executing matcher mx before a set of matchers {m1 , ..., mn } can
be computed by:
Cx,{1..n} = Rx +

X

(1 − Pxa ) ∗ Ra

(6.4)

a=1,..,n

The rationale behind this cost-model is the following: The first matcher mx must
be executed, hence its full run-time Rx is considered. All matchers that have an
incoming edge from mx add a fraction of their run-time cost to the overall cost that
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Figure 6.11: Falcon Partitioning rule
depends on the anticipated relative speedup Pab . Computing the cost of a parallel
execution of the given matchers is straightforward. Only the run-time costs of all
individual matchers need to be summed up.
Example: Taking the values from the example incidence graph above the computed cost for first executing the Name matcher and then executing all other matchers
is: 20+((1−0.55)∗10)+((1−0.6)∗50)+((1−0.71)∗80)+((1−0.75)∗80)+((1−0.69)∗
40) = 100.1. Whereas first executing the Namepath matcher would generate higher
cost: 40 + ((1 − 0.49) ∗ 10) + ((1 − 0.59) ∗ 20) + ((1 − 0.55) ∗ 50) + ((1 − 0.49) ∗ 80) + 80 =
196.6.

6.3.3

Further Rules

Further rules can be defined that increase the performance of a matching process.
For instance, with the rewrite approach a partitioning technique as it was introduced
within Coma [142] or Falcon [77] could be expressed as a rewrite rule. If the schema
size exceeds a certain threshold a given matching process could be wrapped into
a For-Each operator. The rule is shown in Figure 6.11. The main purpose of the
partitioning in Falcon was to compute smaller mapping problems that are easier to
compute with restricted memory. The approach also prunes comparisons of computed
blocks which could increase performance on bigger mapping tasks.
Another area where performance of matching processes can be increased is to
avoid repeated executions of the same matchers. This happens if the same operator
with equal parameters is used multiple times within a single process. However, only in
specific cases this can be done. If two Match operators with equal matching strategy
do have no input mapping or equal input mappings and equal input comparison
matrices, then one of the operators can safely be replaced. If the two matching
operators have different input comparison matrices more advanced rewrites would
be needed. Three cases could occur: The comparison sets could overlap, one set
could be fully included in the other set or two operators have no comparisons in
common. In Figure 6.12 (left) a rule is shown that rewrites the process to reuse
one Match result. If a comparison matrix CM is treated as a set of comparisons
then the condition can be formulated as follows: ConditionX = CMx ⊂ CMy . For
reusing a match result a simple matching strategy is introduced that is called “None”.
The matching strategy simply takes the similarity values from the input constituent
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Figure 6.12: Reusing Match operators with differing comparison matrix input

Figure 6.13: System architecture
similarity matrix and takes them as output values if the respective comparison matrix
entry is set to true. The rule could be extended to also cope with cases where
the comparison sets only intersect. An appropriate condition ConditionY can be
formulated as (CMx 6⊂ CMy ) ∧ (CMy 6⊂ CMx ) ∧ (CMx ∩ CMy 6= ∅). The resulting
rule is shown in Figure 6.12. If the intersection of comparisons is very small, the
additional overhead of combining comparisons and additional Match operators with
the None matcher strategy would not pay off.

6.3.4

Matching Process Rewrite System

Based on the concepts of rewrite-based matching process optimization a new component for rewriting matching processes was developed. The architecture in Figure 6.13
illustrates how the new rewrite-based approach embeds itself into the components
that were presented until now.
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The matching process modeling tool that was presented in Chapter 5 directly
interacts with the new Matching Process Rewrite component. Matching processes
are defined at design time by using the operators from the matching process model.
While modeling, the designer could ask the rewrite system to tune the performance
of his process. Automatic rewrites can be confirmed or rejected by the user. The
rewritten graph can then be further extended or changed before finally storing it in
the process repository.

6.4

Advances over Related Work

In comparison to all existing approaches that were presented in Section 3.4 for
improving the performance of a matching system, the presented approach is the first
one that tries to generically improve performance on the process level. Analogous to
cost-based rewrites in database query optimization, the performance improvement
problem is treated as a rewrite problem on matching processes. This allows expressing
performance and quality improvement techniques by special rewrite rules. Note
that the rewrite approach is orthogonal to existing techniques for improving the
performance of matching systems. The concept and some filter rules could already
be published as a conference paper [134]. Within this chapter, the definitions of
rewrite rules were refined and additional filter strategies and rewrite rules were
presented. In particular the dynamic filter strategy that can be used with MAX-DELTA
selections is a major step forward since many well-performing matching systems rely
on MAX-DELTA instead of a simple THRESHOLD strategy.
Still, some issues remain. The incidence graph is computed in a training phase,
thus correct reference mappings are needed that are similar to the mapping problems
to be solved. The simple cost model for choosing rules only relies on pairs of matchers.
Certainly, longer sequences of matchers can be constructed and the cost for choosing
rewrite rules could differ from the measured costs in these sequences. And finally, the
order of applying rewrite rules must be defined. Currently, rules are given priority, so
that first the static filter rules are applied before applying the dynamic rules.
As can be shown later in the Evaluation (Section 8.2), the rewrite-based approach
to increase performance is effective. In the next chapter the rewrite rule approach is
extended to also improve the quality of a matching system.
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Chapter 7

Adaptive Schema Matching based
on Rules
This chapter introduces an approach that automatically selects and executes rewrite
rules when matching two input schemas to increase matching quality. A preliminary
version of the approach could already be published on the ICDE conference [136].
Based on the presented rewrite-approach from Chapter 6, a matching process is
created adaptively. A set of rules is collected and exemplary executions of the adaptive process are described. The chapter closes with a discussion of the presented
contributions and a comparison to similar or related approaches.

7.1

Rule Definition

Recall from the previous chapters that the choice of matchers, combination and
selection strategies that can be applied for solving a matching problem is big. In
addition, different matching process patterns can be combined which leads to a huge
space of possible matching process configurations. Currently, the internal matching
processes of matching systems are mostly built manually based on experience. When
to apply a pattern or operator is mostly implicit matching knowledge. For instance,
iterations and similarity propagation should only be applied for mapping problems
with high structural similarity of the input schemas and in cases where basic matchers
are not able to identify many seed matches. The skimming or refinement patterns are
valuable, but should not be used for all possible mapping problems. It can be observed
that such matching knowledge is often hidden in code within research prototypes.
The matching community tends to rebuild whole matching systems for implementing
and evaluating a minor improvement to a specific operator. Reusing algorithms
and matching knowledge from such black box matching system implementations
is complex and often impossible. It can also be observed that many authors of new
matching, selection or combination algorithms analyze in their evaluations for what
types of schema mapping problems their algorithms are appropriate and when they
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should not be applied. Sometimes, also the relation to schema features is explicitly
given in textual form. But still, the textual representation is often vague and the
features of the mapping problems are often not quantified.
Obviously, a standardized representation of matching knowledge would be valuable. With the help of the Condition construct and the presented features from
Chapter 4, such matching knowledge can be represented. However, the more knowledge about when to use matchers, selections, combinations or patterns are included
in a manually modeled matching process the more complex a process gets. Clearly,
it is not feasible to build an allround matching process that contains all kinds of
matching knowledge. It would be desirable to encode matching knowledge into
smaller building blocks.
Surprisingly, the matching process rewrite rules from Chapter 6 with minor
extensions do serve well for that purpose. Recall that a process rule consists of a
pattern p, a relevance condition r and an action a. The relevance condition r can
be based on features that are computed from the input schemas and intermediate
results of executing an input matching process. The action a of such rules describes
how to change found instances of a given pattern p in a matching process. This can
be extended by additional functions that compute parameters of the changed process
or the process structure. These additions allow capturing design decisions a matching
process expert would take to increase the quality and performance of a matching
process for a given mapping problem. A new matching system is proposed that is
able to execute and combine rules adaptively based on the features of the input
schemas and on intermediate results of executing process parts. This adaptive process
is similar to what a matching expert would do to build a matching system manually
by using the proposed tools from Chapter 5. A process is constructed, then executed
and intermediate results are analyzed. Based on that analysis, the process is changed.

7.2

Adaptive Process Construction

The general structure of a matching rule enables users to define arbitrary rules with
complex patterns, conditions and actions. A single rule could add single operators
or create a complete matching process. The question is how to combine rules automatically to adaptively build a matching process. The naive approach of letting all
rules compete to be executed is not feasible. This leads to problems of order and
missing control. Also, termination could not be ensured. In his diploma thesis that
was run in the context of this doctoral work, Julian Eberius [48] was able to identify
an initial set of complex rules that were combined within a stepwise process. Due
to the complexity of rules that can add and remove multiple matchers to a process,
side-effects of rule application occured. It could be learned, that rules need to be
simplified and the rule selection must be strongly controlled.
In order to restrict the complexity of rule choice and execution only a small set of
rule types is introduced in the proposed adaptive matching system. Moreover, the
application of these rules is only performed within a fixed number of stages. In the
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following, the general workflow of executing rules in stages is introduced before the
rule types are described in detail.

7.2.1

Staged Execution

As a starting point the order of executing matching operators within existing matching systems was analyzed. An often used approach is to first execute basic matchers,
combine their results, then execute structural matchers and finally select most promising correspondences to compute a mapping. This typical approach is generalized
as five stages of rule application that are Initialize, Refine, Combine, Rewrite and
Selection. In each stage all used matching operators are chosen adaptively. This also
includes the Combine and Select operators and their strategies. Moreover, the Refine,
Combine and Rewrite stages are executed iteratively.
The stage-wise execution of rules is illustrated in Figure 7.1. On the right, the
construction and stage-wise change of the matching process is shown schematically.
The most recently added matching operators are grey boxes. The process starts with

Figure 7.1: Stagewise execution of rules
the Initialize stage that creates an initial empty matching process with operators for
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importing the source and target schema and an operator that initializes a mapping
(Initialize operator). In the following Refine and Combine stages the process is
extended at the nodes that do not have any following operators. Such operators are
called dangling operators. Dangling operators are marked with a white cross pattern
in Figure 7.1. The Initialize stage only creates one dangling operator. In the Refine
stage so-called refine rules add matching operators or other process substructures to
the latest dangling node. Each refine rule could create one or more new dangling
nodes for the next stage. In the first iteration they mostly add basic matchers whereas
in later iterations they could add structural matchers that rely on a similarity matrix
as input.
In Figure 7.1 three dangling operators were created in the Refine stage. Note,
that the rules that add basic matchers and structural matchers are subsumed into one
stage since a basic matcher also refines the current intermediate result which is empty
in most cases. However, the system could also start with a given user defined input
mapping so that a first refinement could also execute structural matching operators.
The following Combine stage adds operators that combine all dangling operators
from the Refine stage to a single operator. In each Combine stage only one so-called
combination rule can be executed.
Afterwards, in the Rewrite stage the newly created operators from the current
iteration can be rewritten without changing the dangling operators. Operators can
be reordered, new ones can be added or parameters of operators can be changed.
The changes of the Rewrite stages are executed and evaluated using matrix features
that project mapping quality. No operator is executed twice and only newly added or
changed parts are executed. For evaluating the quality of the most recent iteration,
the Monogamy feature is used. If the evaluation shows improvement of quality, then
a new iteration is started that again executes Refine, Combine and Rewrite stages. In
the schematic example process the second iteration adds two dangling operators in
the Refine stage, combines them and does not perform any rewrites. If an evaluation
does not identify improvements in the Monogamy the Selection stage is started. If
the projected mapping quality measured by Monogamy does not increase then the
effects of the most recent iteration can be ignored and therefore reverted.
The Selection stage executes selection rules that add Select operators to the
most recent dangling node. Each selection rule appends a new dangling node. Note
that also the dangling nodes from each iteration can be included in the selection
process. This allows Selection rules to implement the skimming pattern. Finally, a
Create-Mapping operator is added to the last Select operator, all the newly added
operators are executed and a computed mapping is returned.
Obviously each stage executes a different type of rule. Rules rely on the process
that was created in a previous stage. Four types of rules can be distinguished, each
belonging to an execution stage.
Refine rules extend an input process by adding new operators to the dangling
nodes of the process. These added operators should increase result quality. This can
be achieved by adding Match operators with new matching techniques that exploit
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not yet processed schema information. However, if a particular matching technique
adds misleading evidence the result quality could also decrease. The decision of
applying a particular refine rule depends on schema features but also on the features
of intermediate execution results of a matching process. For instance, some refine
rules add structural matchers to a matching process to propagate already found
similarity values and identify additional structural matches. Propagation exploits
the fact that two elements are similar if their neighboring elements are also similar.
However, this evidence of neighboring element similarity does only help if the two
schemas to be matched are also structurally similar. That structural similarity can be
measured by features as described above.
Combination rules add Combine operators to a process and combine dangling
operators from a matching process. Dangling operators have been created by refine
rules. A multitude of combination strategies were described in Section 2.3 each with
advantages and disadvantages. However, also trees of Combine operators could be
created to combine the dangling operator results. The problem of combination is to
assign weights to the different dangling outputs from the Refine stage. In order to
find the most appropriate combination strategy matrix similarity features can be used
within the relevance conditions of combination rules.
Rewrite rules take a non-empty matching process that was created by refine and
combination rules as input and rewrite the process to a new matching process MP’.
Rewrite rules change the structure of a given process without changing dangling
output operators. For instance, the order of operators could be changed or additional
operations such as Filters can be added in between others.
Selection rules are applied before finalizing a matching process. They are used
to add Select operators to the last dangling node of the current matching process.
As with the Combine operator, a number of selection strategies were presented in
Section 2.4 that need to be chosen adaptively based on features of the schemas and
intermediate results.
Due to the different predefined stages, termination can be ensured and side-effects
of rule execution can be minimized. In the Refine stage, individual rules only add
operators to the process. Such rules cannot influence the effects of other rules. In the
Combine stage only one combination rule is executed. The only remaining problem
is to choose the most appropriate rule for a given set of intermediate results from
a Refine stage. The Rewrite stage is more critical. Rules could potentially influence
each other so that the order of execution could make a difference. However, each rule
can only be executed once which ensures termination. The order of how rewrite rules
can be applied is predefined and can for instance be defined based on the number of
changes a rule performs. This ordering or prioritization is a typical approach to cope
with side-effects of rewrite rule execution which is similar to graph transformation
rules [33]. Finally, in the Selection stage each selection rule can only be executed
once. Since selection rules could also append operators to existing operators created
by other selection rules the order of rule execution matters. Therefore selection rules
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are ordered on how strong they filter matching results. The most restrictive selection
rules should be performed latest if they are relevant.

7.2.2

Executing a Stage

Within each stage of the process a predefined rule execution process is started (see
Algorithm 7.1 ). The ExecuteStage algorithm gets as input the name of the current
Algorithm 7.1 ExecuteStage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

E x e c u t e S t a g e ( Stage s , R u l e s r s e t , MaxCount N, M a t c h i n g P r o c e s s MP)
d <− c o l l e c t D a n g l i n g ( )
i <− 0
FOR EACH r i n r s e t
I F i>=N return ;
I F r . m a t c h e s P a t t e r n ( d ,MP) AND r . r e l e v a n t ( d ,MP)
r . apply (d)
e x e c t u t e S t e p p i n g (MP)
i++
END
END

stage, the set of rules for the given stage and the maximal number of rules that
should be executed. The process begins with collecting all current dangling nodes
(Line 2). Then, for each rule its rule pattern is matched to the matching process and
the relevance condition is evaluated (Line 6). If a rule is relevant, it is applied to the
matching process. Applying a rule implies changes to the current matching process.
The Combine stage only allows for one rule execution so that N is 1. All other rules
are applied until N rules were executed.
Note that it must be ensured that there is at least one selection and one combination rule as fallback that rate itself as relevant. The fallback combination rule should
add a Combine operator with an AVERAGE strategy and the fallback selection rule
should add a Select operator with a DELTA strategy. Both strategies showed to be the
most robust ones in the evaluations from Section 2.5.

7.2.3

Termination and Iteration

As described previously, after the rewrite stage the intermediate result is evaluated to
finish the iteration. In Section 4.3 some features were presented that could be used
for building a termination condition. However, the Monogamy feature shows to be
most appropriate. It measures how close a result is to a 1:1 mapping. In principle,
also other features with different tuning goals might be used instead. For instance,
the matching system could try to ensure that all source elements find at least N
partners. A quality criterion could then measure the overlap of top-N sets.
Typically, iterations run as follows. A first iteration identifies basic matches without
considering structural aspects. Subsequent iterations propagate these matches to
other element pairs based on structural information. This propagation is similar
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Figure 7.2: Stepwise execution of changed process parts
to what was intended with Similarity Flooding [117]. The difference is that no
stable state is reached after multiple iterations and the direction of propagation is
found adaptively. After each iteration, the Monogamy feature is computed. If the
propagation reduces the computed Monogamy value by destroying basic matches
then the process terminates. In cases of high structural similarity and limited seed
matches from the basic matchers multiple iterations of Refine, Combine and Rewrite
might be necessary.

7.2.4

Stepwise Matching Process Execution

A crucial element of the rule based execution is that rules may rely on intermediate
results and their features to compute its relevance. For that reason every change of
the matching process triggers the execution of newly added operators. If rewrite rules
change the input to already executed operators then a re-execution of process parts
might be necessary. In order to achieve re-execution of operators, the execution state
of downstream operators is reset. When executing the process using the algorithm
from Section 4.5.1, the already executed operators are skipped and operators with
execution state NONE are executed. Figure 7.2 illustrates that behavior with a small
example. A process (a) is given and all operators are executed as marked with the
cross-pattern. The process is rewritten so that two operators are removed and a
new edge is added to operator B (b). Operator B changed its input and needs to be
recomputed as does C. After the step-wise execution (c) a refine rule is executed
which adds operator D to the process (d). This time only the newly added operator
needs to be executed.

7.3

Rule Collection

In the following section, specific rules and their rationale are described. The introduced rules are listed in Table 7.1. Some selected rules are presented in more detail
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Rule-Type

Rule

Rule-Type

Rule

Refine (basic)

Add-Name

Rewrite

Noise-Filter

Add-Complex-Type

Blocking-Filter

Add-Statistics

Weight-Name

Add-Annotation

Combination

Add-Instance

Average-Combine

Add-Restriction
Refine

OWA-Most-Combine

Selection

Complex-Delta-Select

Add-Path

Skimming

Add-Children

Max1-Select

Add-Sibling

Adaptive-Threshold

Add-Leaf

Restrict-to-N:N

Table 7.1: Rules introduced in this thesis

Figure 7.3: Refine rule pattern in the first iteration

whereas the others can be found in the Appendix B. The rules are grouped by the
different stages that were presented above.

7.3.1

Refine Rules

Initially, refine rules are described that are used in the refine stage after startup of
the adaptive process construction. In that stage, the rule selection solely depends
on schema or schema similarity features since there are no intermediate similarity
matrices that can be analyzed. Rules that trigger on startup have as input a matching
process that only consists of Schema-Import operators and an Initialize operator with
an empty output similarity matrix. The rule input and output patterns are illustrated
within a rule template in Figure 7.3. The output pattern of most refine rules that
trigger on startup from the Table 7.1 equal the one in Figure 7.3. A Match operator is
added to the process that gets as input the comparison matrix CM. The operator does
not rely on a constituent similarity matrix SM. However, also more complex process
structures could be added within the first refine iteration as will be shown within the
next paragraphs.
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Add-Name Rule
The Add-Name rule adds a name-based matcher to the process. The rule tries to
formalize a heuristic which helps to decide when to use the token-based Name or the
Edit-Distance matcher or none of them. The relevance condition of the Add-Name

Figure 7.4: Add-Name rule
rule first assesses if there are names present in both the source and the target schema.
If names are present which can be computed with the Name-Existence feature the
information contained in the element names is evaluated. This can be done with
the Name-Variance feature. If the Name-Variance is very low (< 0.1) in one of the
input schemas then the information contained in the element names most probably
does not help to compute trustful similarity values. All this can be formulated as a
relevance condition:

ConditionAddN ame = ¬(N ameExistence(S) = 0 ∨ N ameExistence(T ) = 0)
∧(N ameV ariance(S) > 0.1 ∧ N ameV ariance(T ) > 0.1)
(7.1)
If the condition evaluates to true, a name-based matcher is added. The rule choses
between the token-based Name matcher and the Edit-Distance matcher. For that
purpose, the Element-Token-Ratio feature can be used. It assesses whether names
consists of multiple tokens. An Element-Token-Ratio close to 1 implies that most
element names only consist of one token. In such cases an Edit-Distance matcher
can be more appropriate. Even if the token ratio is low the Name matcher might not
perform well since some token overlap between the source and the target schema
should be measureable. This can be done with the String-Token-Overlap feature. The
resulting condition when to use the token-based matcher is shown below:
useT okenM atcher = Avg(ElementT okenRatio, S, T ) ≤ 0.9

(7.2)

∧ StringT okenOverlap(S, T ) > 0.05
If the condition ConditionAddN ame and useT okenM atcher evaluate to true then
a Match operator is added to the process parameterized with the Name matcher. If
only the useT okenM atcher condition is false, an Edit-Distance matcher will be used.
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Figure 7.5: Add-Complex-Type rule
The thresholds for the individual features in the conditions are set tentatively
from analyzing a small set of mapping scenarios. However, as will be discussed later,
these values could also be automatically set using machine learning techniques.

Add-Complex-Type Rule
When analyzing the behavior of the (Data-)Type matcher as it was proposed by [35]
some observations could be made. The matcher is very restrictive in that it relies on
a mapping table of known types. If two types are unknown and their names differ
a similarity value 0 is returned. In particular XML-based schemas contain complex
types that are constructed from a number of basic types. It can be observed that a
combination of a Type with a Children matcher is able to identfy similarities between
such complex types much better than a simple Type matcher.
Accordingly, the Add-Complex-Type rule adds a sub-process to the matching
process. It consists of a Children matcher that takes the output similarity matrix of a
Type matcher as constituent input. The rule is shown in Figure 7.5. For defining the
relevance condition the Type-Existence feature is used. Moreover, the Type-Variance
value should be high. A Type matcher can only return reasonable similarity values
if the Type sets of the two schemas to be compared overlap. For that purpose, the
schema similarity feature Type-Set-Overlap is used within the relevance condition:

ConditionComplexT ype = ¬(T ypeExistence(S) ≤ 0 ∨ T ypeExistence(T ) ≤ 0)
∧T ypeV ariance(S) > 0.1 ∧ T ypeV ariance(T ) > 0.1
∧ T ypeSetOverlap(S, T ) > 0.3
(7.3)
Still, using the Children matcher requires that the two schemas are structurally
similar. If they are not, which can be measured with the Structural-Similarity feature,
a simple Type matcher is added.
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Figure 7.6: Refine rules
Other Basic Refine Rules
Some matching systems from the ontology matching domain have matchers in their
matching library that solely rely on structural statistics like the number of child
and parent elements or the path length (see RiMOM or Falcon). For this thesis, a
Parent- and Child-Count matcher was constructed that can be combined to a Statistics
matcher. The Add-Statistics-Matcher rule adds such construct to the matching process
(see Appendix Section B.1.1). The other refine rules that trigger in the first refine stage
Add-Instance (Section B.1.3), Add-Annotation (Section B.1.2) and Add-Restriction
(Section B.1.4) simply add a single matcher to the matching process as shown in
the rule-template of Figure 7.3. They all primarily rely on the Attribute-existence
features to formulate the relevance condition. The Add-Annotation rule additionally
also measures the Attribute-Variance and String-Token-Overlap.

7.3.2

Refine Rules

After the first iteration of the staged execution, rules can trigger that depend on a
constituent input matrix and computed matrix as well as matrix similarity features.
Such rules mostly add structural matchers to the process as illustrated with the rule
template from Figure 7.6. But also more complex structures could be added.
Add-Path Rule
The Add-Path rule adds a Path matcher to the matching process (see Figure7.7).

Figure 7.7: Add-Path rule
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The Path matcher computes the similarity of two elements based on the constituent input similarity from the previous iteration. Typically, a Path matcher reduces the number of multi-mappings that may be created by basic matchers. This
property was also exploited for large schemas in COMA++ with the Refine construct [11]. However, for smaller matching problems the Path matcher is always
used in COMA++. Multi-mappings are often created when there are many repeating
fragments in the source or target schema.
The relevance condition of the Add-Path rule relies on the Structural-Similarity
feature that was described in Section 4.3.2. Since the Structural-Similarity values do
not imply that the paths are similar (Structural-Similarity only measures similarities
of node statistics) additional features such as Schema-Depth and Path-Variance are
included to compute the relevance of the rule. From preliminary evaluations it could
be observed that the Path-Variance seems to be a good indicator for using the Path
matcher. In particular if the source and target structures differ the Path matcher could
be helpful. Also if one of the schemas contains repeating fragments the probability
of multi-mappings increases and therefore the Path matcher should be used. The
relevance condition can then be formulated as follows:

ConditionAddP ath = AV G(SchemaDepth, S, T ) > 0.2

(7.4)

∧F S(P athV ariance, S, T ) < 0.75
∧F S(RepeatingF ragments, S, T ) < 0.95

Add-Children Rule
The Add-Children rule adds a Children matcher to the process. Note, that even though
the Children matcher might have already been added with the Add-Complex-Type
rule, the two Children matchers have different input and therefore compute different
results. Again, the Structural-Similarity feature is a good indicator for adding or
not adding a Children matcher since it directly corresponds to the behavior of the
matcher. However, child count statistics as measured by the Structural-Similarity
feature are not sufficient to select or unselect the matcher. False mappings could be
created due to switches in hierarchy levels so that a child in the source schema is
a parent element in the target schema. To measure this, the Cross-Matches feature
can be used. For each correspondence c between elements s and t Cross-Matches
checks whether child elements of s also match to parent elements of the element t or
vice versa. Crossing matches are rare but if they appear the Children matcher should
not be used. A second indicator that could be used is the Schema-Depth feature and
its similarity in the source and target schema. If the difference between the values
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computed for the source and target is high, then the Children matcher should not be
applied. The resulting condition is shown below:
ConditionAddChildren = StructuralSimilarity(S, T ) > 0.25

(7.5)

∧CrossM atches(SM ) < 0.05
∧F S(SchemaDepth, S, T ) < 0.5

Other Refine Rules
The Add-Sibling (see Section B.2.2) rule relies on a Sibling matcher specific feature,
the Sibling-Distribution. The rationale is the following: If two matches point to
siblings in the source they should also point to siblings in the target. The more such
match pairs an input matrix contains, the more likely it is that applying a Sibling
matcher is appropriate.
The Add-Leaf rule (see Section B.2.1) currently solely relies on the feature. A
high feature value gives some indication whether to use the Leaf matcher or not.
However, Leaf matcher specific features should be defined in future. For instance, a
feature could take the input mapping from a basic matcher as indicator. If there are
many non-leaf matches where the leafs of the source and target element also match
then applying the Leaf matcher could be recommended.

7.3.3

Rewrite Rules

The set of rewrite rules is restricted to rules that optimize quality of the process.
Rules for optimizing the performance are not included since all operators are already
executed when the rules are applied and thus no additional performance improvements can be achieved. However, if the finally generated output process should be
reused as a static process afterwards then such rules could be added to optimize the
performance.

Noise-Filter Rule
The Noise-Filter rule is concerned with so-called noise that can appear in a similarity
matrix. It can be observed that combination strategies can have problems to cope with
such noise. However, filtering noise should only be applied under certain conditions.
In order to decide when to apply the Noise-Filter rule the Noise feature values
of all inputs to the Combine operator need to be computed. If one of the inputs
contains noise (ConditionN oiseF ilter = N oise(SM ) > 0.3), then the Noise-Filter rule
is applied. The Noise-Filter rule adds a Select operator with a TRESHOLD selection
strategy between the input operator that produces noise and the Combine operator
as shown in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8: Noise-Filter rule

The selection threshold for the THRESHOLD selection is automatically computed
with a function cT hreshold similar to the Noise feature. Details can be found in the
Appendix Section B.3.1.

Blocking-Filter Rule
The Blocking-Filter rule changes the order of operators to increase precision. Blocking
is a well-known technique in the Object Matching area to reduce the number of pairwise computations [16]. As could be shown in [134] some precision improvements
can be reached by filtering comparisons. The Blocking-Filter rule statically blocks
computations of pairs by type. This is in line with observations from Giunchiglia
et al. [66] where type similarities are used to correct computed mappings. The
Blocking-Filter rule assumes that there was at least one Type matcher added to the
process within a previous Refine stage. The Type matcher result is taken and all
pairs below a given threshold are filtered. The goal is to execute all other operators
only on the filtered set of comparisons. In order to prevent re-execution of operators
None matchers are added that take the results of operators as constituent input and
forward similarity values only for the pairs where the comparison matrix entry is
true. The input pattern and applied changes are shown in the Blocking-Filter rule
within Figure 7.9.
As with other rules, the Blocking-Filter rule should only be applied if certain
relevance conditions hold. First, there should be a Type matcher in the current
process. Secondly, it must be measured if the Blocking could have negative effects on
recall. For that purpose a combination of all input similarity matrices SM1 , . . . , SMN
without the Type matcher result SMdt is computed. Then, the combined result is
selected with a very restrictive set of selection strategies to compute a high precision
result. If there are many pairs in the high precision matrix with similarity value > 0
that are low-valued in the Type matcher result (we refer to as countNegative), then
the type blocking should not be done. This can be formulated as a relevance condition
below:

ConditionBlockingF ilter =

countN egative
> 0.01
M in(|S|, |T |)
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Figure 7.9: Blocking-Filter rule

Weight-Name rule

Peukert et al. proposed in [138] to weight tokens in the Name matcher when the
Element-Token-Ratio is low. Token weighting can help to cope with schema mapping
problems where the set of words that are used to name schema elements is much
smaller than the actual number of elements. This reuse of words leads to incorrect
matches when using the common token-based Name matcher due to ambiguities
introduced by frequent tokens. The Weight-Name rule simply replaces the Name
matcher matching strategy with a NameWeighted matcher (see Figure 7.10). The

Figure 7.10: Weight-Name rule
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relevance of the rule can be computed from the Element-Token-Ratio, RepeatingFragments and the TopN-Overlap.

ConditionW eightN ame = AV G(RepeatingF ragments, S, T ) > 0.85

(7.7)

∧(ElementT okenRatio(S) < 0.7 ∨ ElementT okenRatio(T ) < 0.7)
∧T opN Overlap(1, SM1 ) < 0.5
Note that the decision to use the NameWeighted matcher also relies on a matrix
feature which could not be computed within the starting rule that adds the namebased Matcher.

7.3.4

Combination Rules

In Chapter 2 a number of different combination and selection approaches were presented. The combination rules that are described below only add a single Combine
operator to a process. They differ in the chosen combination strategy and the relevance condition. However, also more complex combination approaches are feasible
that consist of multiple combinations.

OWA-Most and Average-Rule
The main observation in the evaluations of combination strategies from Section 2.5
was, that in most cases the AVERAGE combination returned best results. Only in
some cases the OWA strategy was able to compete. The problem is to choose the most
appropriate strategy for a given mapping problem. Surprisingly, also the authors of
OWA [88] discuss that the OWA strategy cannot be the same for all possible mapping
problems and used matchers. They describe that the most appropriate strategy could
be chosen by observation instead of training. The user should take several schema
element pairs and evaluate the similarity values that are returned by the matchers
to be combined. Based on how many of these matchers return a similarity value
greater zero they propose to select the most appropriate OWA operator. If almost
every similarity measure computes a value bigger 0 the OWA Most operator should
be used. The Commonality feature from Section 4.3.4 automatically measures that.
It computes how big the agreement between similarity matrix inputs to a Combine
operator is. From experimenting with different values of the Commonality feature an
appropriate relevance condition for the OWA-Most-Combine rule could be derived:
ConditionOW AM ost = Commonality(SM1 . . . , SMN ) > 0.4
In all other cases the Average-Combine rule is used by default.
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Figure 7.11: Complex-Delta-Select rule

7.3.5

Selection Rules

After the final iteration of the stage-wise execution, selection rules can be executed
that append Select operators to the matching process. Some of the listed selection
rules from Table 7.1 are described in detail whereas others can be found in the
Appendix B.4.

Complex-Delta-Select Rule
In Section 2.5 also selection strategies were analyzed. The most robust selection
strategy was the MAX-DELTA strategy. The Complex-Delta-Select rule adds a Select
operator with such a selection strategy to the matching process. However, it extends
that selection with a complex subprocess that consists of further select operators
and a Filter operator that help to increase recall and precision. The complete rule is
shown in Figure 7.11.
The rationale is the following: The input result is selected with a very low
threshold close to 0. The following EXACT selection (see Section 2.4.2) restricts the
result to the 1:1 matches. As was discussed in Section 2.4, the 1:1 matches often
have a higher precision. For all other pairs that do not involve 1:1 matches the
MAX-DELTA selection result with higher threshold is computed. The Filter operator
together with the None matcher allows extracting the other pairs. Finally, the 1:1
result and the MAX-DELTA result is combined. Currently, the Complex-Delta-Select
rule always triggers so that the relevance condition ConditionComplexSelect is true.
However, in future this could be changed by measuring the probability that a mapping
problem requires a 1:1 mapping result such as size differences or the amount of n:m
correspondences.
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Skimming Rule
In Section 4.4 the skimming pattern was described that takes a union of the most
probable correspondences from multiple iterations of selection and match. With
the Skimming rule this behavior is implemented as a selection rule. The input to
the selection is the most recently selected node and all result mappings of previous
iterations that ended with a Combine operator. The most probable results of each of
these Combine operators are skimmed with a high precision selection. The skimming
results and the selection result of the most recent selection are then combined using
a Combine operator (see Figure 7.12).

Figure 7.12: Skimming-Select rule
The skimming is particularly helpful if the intersection of mapping results from
later iterations differ strongly with mapping results from early iterations. this can
happen if basic matches are propagated by structural matchers to other element
pairs and the original element pairs do not have high structural similarity. Without
skimming the potential correspondence candidates could get lost. Such differences
can be identified with the Commonality feature. The resulting relevance condition is
defined as follows:
ConditionSkimming = Commonality() > 0.3

(7.9)

Further Selection Rules
In many mapping scenarios only the top-1 result for a selection is needed. In particular
if schema elements and fragments do not repeat, the top-1 result should contain
the correct match. The Max1-Select rule (see Appendix Section B.4.1) adds a single
Select operator with a MAX-N selection strategy to the process. It can be observed that
for many mapping problems it is possible to measure with the Repeating-Elements
feature what selection strategy should be chosen. If elements are not repeating in the
source and target schema then a MAX-N selection with N=1 is could be beneficial.
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The Adaptive-Threshold rule (Appendix Section B.4.2) adds a Select operator
with THRESHOLD strategy to the most recent selection. A problem in many matching
systems is the definition of appropriate thresholds. The Monogamy feature value
is used to compute such a selection threshold from the input mapping by testing
different thresholds with a default MAX-DELTA selection. The threshold that results in
the highest Monogamy value is then taken as threshold for the THRESHOLD strategy.
The Restrict-to-N:N rule (Appendix Section B.4.3) restricts the cardinality of a
mapping. In particular if schemas contain repeating substructures it is more probable
that the correct match results contain multi-mappings that need to be restricted. It
could also add a Select operator with the EXACT selection strategy. This is relevant
if the mapping tends to be a 1:1 mapping and there are still some multi-matches
included in a matrix.

7.4

Adaptive Execution Examples

For illustrating the interplay between the staged execution, features and rules three
detailed examples of adaptive process execution are given. To simplify the presentation all selection rules except the Max1-Select and the Adaptive-Threshold rule are
left out when running through the examples. The first example relies on an artificial
simple mapping problem between two order schemas. The second example also relies
on the artificial problem with slightly changed schemas. The third example uses the
ANATOMY mapping problem from the OAEI evaluations.

7.4.1

Simple Order Example

Two given schemas represent orders from different companies. They are trees that
contain element names, types and annotations. The schemas and the correct mapping
are visualized in Figure 7.13.
The source order schema is structured into a header part (Hdr) and a contact
part (Cnt). Element names of the source are short and cryptic. The annotations of the
source schema elements are meaningful. The target schema is similarly structured.
The element names are longer and meaningful. The annotations of the target elements
are machine generated text that does not give any value for matching.
The adaptive process starts with the Initialization stage where an Initialize operator is added to the process. Afterwards, the first iteration of Refine, Rewrite and
Combine starts. In the Refine stage only the Add-Complex-Type and the Add-Name
rule trigger (see matching process in Figure 7.14a). The Type and Children matcher
are added since the StructuralSimilarity between the source and the target schema
is high (= 0.9). Since all elements in the source and target schema contain names,
the Name-Existence value is 1. For name matching the Edit-Distance matcher (ed)
is selected since the computed Element-Token-Ratio is 1 for both schemas which
means that there are no tokens reused in the schemas. Moreover no overlap of name
tokens can be measured. Even though the Annotation-Existence value is high for both
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Figure 7.13: Mapping example

Figure 7.14: Example: Adaptive construction of a matching process
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schemas a low Annotation-Variance (0.31) in the target schema is measured and
therefore the relevance condition of the Add-Annotation rule computes to false. Since
there are no instances, cardinalities or restrictions available, the Add-Instance- and
Add-Restriction rule do not trigger. As combination strategy the OWA-Most strategy
is chosen since the computed Commonality of both matchers from the refine stage
is 0.66 which is bigger than 0.4 as required by the relevance condition of the OWAMost-Combine rule. As rewrite rules, the Blocking-Filter rule and the Noise-Filter rule
are executed. The Weight-Name rule does not trigger since no token-based Name
matcher exists and there are no repeating tokens in the element names of both input
schemas. The Blocking-Filter rule is applied since the comparison of the Type matcher
result and a high precision selected Name matcher result did not reveal any false
negatives. Since both matchers were already executed the results of the Edit-Distance
matcher and the Type matcher are filtered by using the None matcher. It forwards
similarity values of the constituent mapping if a comparison matrix entry is true. The
Noise-Filter adds a Select operator after the None matcher that results from filtering
the Edit-Distance matcher. The rewritten process is shown in Figure 7.14b. After that
a selection is performed on the output and the Monogamy value is computed which
is 0.85. This is due to ambiguity of the “telnum” and “num” element in the source
schema that match to “phonenumber” and “ordernumber” in the target.
Figure 7.14c shows the matching process after the next iteration. Due to high
Structural-Similarity of the two input schemas 4 structural matchers where added.
The Noise-Filter rewrite again added Selection operators for the Path matcher and the
Leaf matcher result due to high computed noise. As combination strategy AVERAGE
is selected when adding a Combine operator. Again a selection is performed and
the Monogamy value is computed. This time, the Monogamy is 1 so that a further
iteration can be started. In that iteration again a number of structural matchers are
added. The computed Monogamy value of that iteration also computes to 1. Since no
improvement could be measured the iteration is reverted and a final selection phase
is started.
The Adaptive-Threshold and the Max-1 Select rule trigger and add Select operators (see Figure 7.14d). The Max1-Select-rule is triggered since the schemas do
not contain repeating elements and the intermediate result does not consist of multimappings. The process is finished by adding a Create-Mapping operator and the
Export-Mapping operator. The finally achieved FMeasure is 1 since all matches were
identified correcly.

7.4.2

Simple Order Example - Changed Structure

The second small mapping problem is constructed by changing the structure of the
target schema. The target schema now only contains a single root element with all
other elements grouped below as shown in Figure 7.15.
The adaptive process again starts with adding an Initialize operator. Then, the
Type and Edit-Distance matchers are added. This time, only the simple Type matcher
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Figure 7.15: Example mapping problem with low structural similarity
is added since the Structural-Similarity is low (0.25). As combination rule OWA-MostCombine is chosen and the Blocking-Filter rule as well as the Noise-Filter rule are
executed similar to the example above. The resulting process after the first iteration
is shown in Figure 7.16b. The computed Monogamy value after the iteration is 0.66.
In the following refinement stage, only a Path matcher operator is added (see AddPath rule) since the average Schema-Depth is greater than 0.2 and the difference of
Path-Variance is smaller than 0.75. The Noise-Filter rule triggers, a Combine operator
with AVERAGE strategy is added. The computed Monogamy value decreased after
the iteration so that its result is reverted. Finally, the Selection stage starts and
adds similar Select operators as before. The process was not able to correcly match
telnum to phonenumber and num to ordernumber with the available meta-data
which resulted in a lower f-measure. However, a synonym-based matcher could be
used to improve that.

7.4.3

Example 3 - Mouse-Anatomy to NCI Thesaurus

The Mouse Anatomy to NCI-Thesaurus ontology mapping is part of the OAEI evaluation. When executing the adaptive process with the ANATOMY mapping problem the following process is performed. As with the previous example a Type
and a Name matcher is selected in the first Refine stage (see Figure 7.17a). In
contrast to the previous example a Name matcher is selected since the reuse of
name tokens is high within the ANATOMY schemas (ElementT okenRatio(S) =
0.59, ElementT okenRatio(T ) = 0.66). In the Rewrite stage the Blocking-Filter and
the Noise-Filter rule are executed to filter the Name matcher result. The computed
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Figure 7.16: Stagewise construction of process for example 2

Monogamy value after the first iteration is 0.52. In the Refine stage of the following
iteration only the Add-Sibling rule triggers. This is due to low a Structural-Similarity
(StructuralSimilarity = 0.34) and a high Repeating-Fragments value
(RepeatingF ragments = 1). Also the resulting mapping from the first iteration does
contain a number of crossing matches which effects that the Children matcher is not
added. The Add-Sibling rule triggers since the Structural-Similarity is greater than
0.3 and the Sibling-Distribution feature value of the mapping computed in the first
iteration is lower than 0.3. The computed Monogamy value at the end of the iteration
slightly decreased to 0.51 so that the iteration is reverted and the Selection stage is
started. A small Multi-Mappings value and high Repeating-Fragments value leads
to choosing the MAX-1 selection strategy. The achieved F-Measure is 0.83 which is
lower that the achieved F-Measure from AgreementMaker in the OAEI contests but
similar to the result Falcon achieved.
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Figure 7.17: Stagewise construction of process for example 3

7.5

Adaptive Matching System

An adaptive matching system was built that incorporates the above presented concepts. It consists of an adaptive process construction component and a process
execution engine similar to the one presented in Section 4.5 (see Figure 7.18). To
solve a mapping problem, the matching system obtains two schemas as input and
returns a mapping as output. Ideally, no further parameterization input should be
needed. All necessary parameters should be defined automatically. The system consists of a registry that contains a number of features, matching rules as well as a
component library that contains all necessary operators and strategies in particular
the matchers, combination or selection strategies. The core component of the system
is the adaptive process construction that basically implements the proposed staged
rule application approach. In a preprocessing step all schema features of the input
schemas are computed and cached to avoid double computation. After every change
of the process the matching process execution is called to execute the new operators. This creates new intermediate similarity matrices that can be analyzed with
subsequent matrix features. Currently, the adaptive execution always starts with an
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Figure 7.18: Adaptive matching system architecture
empty process and no input mapping is provided. However, it is possible to extend
the approach so that an existing mapping can be providd which is then refined by
the adaptive process construction.
Rules are implemented as plain JAVA-classes. It was also considered to use a
graph rewrite system like AGG [160] to perform rewrites. Such system could be
used since a rule execution is very similar to in-place graph transformations [33]. In
particular matching the input pattern with the current process and finding instances
of the pattern is well supported. However, the additional conditions that need to be
executed onto found pattern instances imposed bigger changes to the execution of
the AGG-engine. Since in the current system the rule set is restricted and the rule
execution time is not an issue, a plain JAVA implementation of rules is sufficient. The
integration of an in-place graph transformation engine is left open for future work.

7.6

Discussing Design Decisions

In the beginning of the chapter, it was argued that a single set of rewrite rules would
compete if treated equal. For that purpose a staged execution of rules with special
rule types was introduced. The structural diversity an adaptively created process
can then have is limited. This simplifies the rule selection process significantly. The
restrictions made it possible to build a highly adaptive schema matching system while
ensuring control and termination. Also problems with the order of rule application
are tackled.
Another question that could be discussed is why manual tuning of rules should be
better than tuning an existing matching system and its parameters. The assumption
that is made is, that rules are more stable in their parameters and should not need
tuning for new mapping problems. Most of the presented rules do encode heuristics
that are valid in different domains of mapping problems.
A further point to discuss is the dependency on the Monogamy feature for finishing
iterations in the staged process or for finding thresholds in the selection phase. This
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favors matching processes that produce 1:1 mappings. In principle other quality
measures and matching goals of the overall system would be feasible as already
shortly pointed out above. For instance, instead of returning 1:1 mappings, the
system could return the top-N matching candidates for each element of a source or
target schema. The quality measure could be changed to a feature that measures how
close a similarity matrix is to the intended top-N mapping. However, also changes
to the refine, combination and selection rules would be necessary so that they favor
selection and combination strategies that optimize towards a topN result as was
proposed with the overlap reduction by Peukert et al. [138]. For instance, an overlap
reducing combination would be feasible.
Furthermore the execution time can be an issue. Schema features are computed
upfront. That could easily be changed to on-demand computation. It only needs to
be ensured that they are not computed multiple times. Operators are not executed
twice unless their input changed and required additional execution. Also reverting
effects of a whole iteration is not helpful. However, executing and analyzing the
intermediate results of operators is crucial for automatically choosing additional
rules and computing their relevance. Note that there is a tradeoff in how to define
relevance conditions. A relevance condition can be defined in a way that an operator
or pattern is added to the process in most cases. Only in cases where a quality
decrease is expected the rule computes to not being relevant. This could work, since
combination and selection strategies are relatively robust to additional inputs. Still, it
results in more operator executions and decreased performance. On the other hand
the performance could be increased significantly if rules are less probably executed,
by being optimistic. The drawback is that it may lead to missing a matcher that relies
on a certain schema attribute and thus it may lead to reduced quality. In general, a
good rule should consist of a relevance condition that correlates well with the quality
improvement a rule could achieve.
Another approach to increase performance is restricting the number of rules that
can be applied in a stage. Too many rules could hurt performance. However, the
relative importance of rules cannot be computed easily. Thus, the user needs to define
prioritized lists of rules to be applied. To increase performance, the list of rules can
then be cut. For big lists of rules the cutting should also be done before computing
the relevancies to reduce effort.
In Chapter 6 rewrite rules were introduced for increasing performance of a given
matching process. This concept is not directly compatible with the adaptive rule
selection approach. The reason is the following: In the adaptive system the choice
of rewrite rules relies on intermediate matching results. Therefore, in the Rewrite
stage all matchers are already executed once. Hence, changing the order and filtering
comparisons cannot increase performance any more. Since after the rewrite phase no
selection operator is present a selection push-down as advertised is not possible. Only
the Blocking-Filter rule can be classified as performance increasing rewrite rule. Still,
if the output process of the adaptive system should be reused, then a post-processing
step could perform performance-oriented rewrites. Alternatively for large schemas,
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a user could be asked to select sub-schemas for which a process is constructed
adaptively. The created process could then be rewritten to be performance-optimized
and executed on the complete schemas.

7.7

Improvement over Related Work

The presented rule-based approach to adaptively create a matching process while
execution goes beyond the current state of the art in a number of areas. First, features
in the newly presented system are treated as first class citizens which makes a
major difference to some presented automatic configuration approaches that were
presented in Section 3.2. The eTuner system [98] only relies on a synthetically
generated reference-mapping to tune a given fixed process without considering
features of the schemas. Eckert et al. [49] were the first to recognize that features
are crucial for improving the robustness of a matching process. Still, only schema
and schema similarity features were included in a learning process of decision trees
which according to the authors tend to overfit. Recently, Cruz et al. [30] presented
an extension of AgreementMaker that also relies on schema and schema similarity
features to learn the selection of the most appropriate matching process from a
set of given processes. Like all learning-based approaches they still heavily rely on
given reference mappings for training which is often not present for new mapping
problems. In the approach presented in this thesis no reference mappings are needed
for training. Moreover, also matrix and matrix similarity features are used to define
rules.
The insight that rule-based selection of whole matching processes [121, 56,
139, 30] or selecting parts of existing matching process [99, 77] could help to
build robust matching systems is not new. Some years ago the RiMOM and Falcon
system already contained two fixed conditions for selecting and unselecting certain
matchers within their fixed matching processes. Within the approach presented in this
thesis such conditions can now be represented as generic refine rules. Mochol and
Jentzsch [120, 56] focused on recommending the use of complete matching systems
which is similar to the approach from Cruz et al. that tries to recommend a complete
matching process in the AgreementMaker system. Still, the approach presented in
this thesis is more ambitious. It tries to further disassemble the individual building
blocks of strong matching processes as rules. It makes a feature-based selection of
these rules while constructing a complete matching process. The only system that
follows that path is the UFOMe system [139]. They also rely on fine-grained rules.
However, their workflow seems to be fixed and restricted to a small set of rules that
adapt the rules presented with RiMOM and Falcon. Used rules only rely on schema
and schema similarity features. Due to the limited number of rules there was no
investigation of how to represent rules, when to trigger rules and in what order to
execute them. This thesis goes beyond that work in a number of areas. First, rules rely
on matrix and matrix similarity features or intermediate results in addition to schema
and schema similarity features. A staged rule execution approach is presented that
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describes when to choose what type of rule and in what order to cope with possible
conflicts. Rules are presented in a semi-formal way that allows for reuse. This has
some commonalities with defined rules that were presented by Ryu et al. [148] for
selecting similarity measures for similarity search.
Still, the presented approach could be extended in a number of areas. Since the
thesis pioneers the representation of matching process building-blocks as rewrite rules,
further rules can certainly be found and can be integrated in the adaptive process.
As described above, rule execution can be supported by a graph transformation
engine to simplify the implementation of rules containing complex patterns and
actions. The presented approach is orthogonal to learning approaches in that the
parameters of rules could be learned from training data to further adapt the rules to
specific domains. First experiments were made within the diploma thesis of Julian
Eberius [48] that was done in the context of this doctoral work to learn parameters
of complex rewrite rules by using the weka library.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation
This chapter evaluates the rewrite-based approach for performance optimization and
for adaptive matching process construction. Initially, the rule-based performanceoptimization approach is evaluated by considering the following aspects:
• Can significant reductions of the overall execution time be achieved by rewriting
a matching process?
• In comparison to that, what can be achieved with preprocessing for a matching
process with name-based matchers?
• What is the influence of schema size on the achievable optimization?
• What can be achieved with the dynamic Filter operator if the final selection
uses a THRESHOLD or a MAX-DELTA strategy?
• How does the number of matchers and the type of selection influence the
performance optimization potential?
• What is the optimal setting of the threshold when using a threshold-based Filter
operator and how does that influence result quality?
In the second part of the evaluation the adaptive matching technique from Chapter
7 is evaluated. In particular the effectiveness and robustness of the approach is
analyzed. For that reason the effectiveness of the adaptive schema matching system
is compared to currently known alternative approaches. Moreover, the behavior of
individual rewrite rules is assessed and the diversity of used matching configurations
is analyzed. The following questions drive the evaluation of the adaptive schema
matching approach:
• Is the proposed rule-based matching approach robust, so that it returns good
results for very different mapping problems?
• How do individual rules contribute to the overall quality of the adaptive matching system?
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• How diverse are automatically computed matching processes? If only one type
of matching process is constructed the need for adaptivity could be questioned.
• Does the Monogamy feature help to terminate iterations of the rule selection
and execution process?
All evaluations are performed with a large set of diverse schema mapping problems
for which reference mappings exist. These reference mappings are initially described
in detail. Then, each evaluation part describes a setup and evaluation results. Finally,
all results are summarized and the aforementioned evaluation aspects are discussed.

8.1

Data Set

The following evaluations rely on five different sets of mapping problems that are
listed in Table 8.1. These sets contain a wide range of problems containing large- and
small-sized schemas, schemas with cryptic element names, some with instances and
some with flat or deeply nested structures.
To be comparable to existing work some publicly available mapping data sets are
used in the evaluation. For instance, the Purchase Order (PO) data set consists
of 5 schemas and 10 mapping problems. It was used in the early evaluations of
COMA [35]. The schemas of the PO set are small- to medium-sized. Element names
are human-readable and often consist of multiple tokens. The schemas do not contain
annotations and instances. The OAEI 2010 Benchmark [53] consists of 110 synthetic
mapping problems. The Benchmark mappings were created by perturbing existing
schemas of a single mapping between two small ontologies. Names are removed
or replaced by random strings, structure is flattened and instances are removed.
Even though the data set offers a huge variety of mapping problems the actual
mappings are rather artificial. Many systems that take part in the OAEI contest
seem to tune specifically towards this data-set with design decisions that might not
work for real world mapping problems. This will be discussed within the subsequent
evaluation. The OAEI contest also offers real world mapping problems of large scale.
From those problems the ANATOMY mapping problem is used in the evaluation.
The mapping scenario is large-sized with high schema similarity. That means that
about 60 percent of correspondences are trivial due to a very high name similarity.
Instances are not contained. The Enterprise Services (ES) data set was created from
extracting mappings from an SAP PI System [169]. It contains a variety of small to big
mappings between service interfaces that are contained in the SAP Enterprise Services
Repository. The schemas are heterogeneous and stem from different type systems
such as SAP Intermediate Document Format (IDOC), Electronic Data Interchange for
Administration, Commerce and Transport (EDIFACT) or XSD. In particular within
IDOC schemas, names are often cryptic. Most of the schemas contain annotations that
can be used for matching. The EDIFACT set consists of a number of mappings that
were created manually for an evaluation of the so-called Warp10 mapping repository
within SAP [151].
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OAEI Benchmark (OAEI)

110

53/84/112

29/71/97

OWL, perturbed names & structure

Purchase Orders (PO)

10

46/108/72

36/56/85

XSD, readable names

Enterprise Services (ES)

48

5/137/1307

4/119/1307

Edifact (EDI)

6

62/152/293

4/29/81

Edifact/IDOC, cryptic names

Mouse - NCI Thesaurus (ANA)

1

3005

1516

Taxonomies, readable names

Mapping Data Set

Description

XSD, IDOC, Edifact, cryptic names

Table 8.1: Schema matching evaluation data set
Table 8.1 lists the considered mapping sets together with some statistics. The size
of the mapping problems ST size is represented by the square root of the cross product
p
size:ST size = |S| ∗ |T |. For each set, the minimum, average and maximum ST size is
shown. Also the minimum, average and maximum numbers of correspondences
within mapping problems of a set are added. In addition, a short textual description
of each data set it given. For example the ES data set consists of 48 mappings. The
average size of the square-root of the cross-product size is 137. However also some
mappings with ST size up to 1307 are contained. On average each mapping consists
of 119 correspondences. Again, a number of larger mapping problems do contain
more correspondences. In the Appendix C a complete list of mapping problems
together with further statistics and computed schema feature values are given.
For the performance evaluation all mapping cases are put into four groups:
• SMALL: The size of the cross product of small mapping problems is smaller
than 1000.
• MID: Mappings that require less than 10000 comparisons are mid-sized mappings.
• LARGE: Mapping that require up to 100000 comparisons are classified as large
mappings.
• XLARGE: All mapping cases with a cross-product size greater 100000 are
classified as extra-large.
The subsequent performance evaluation is done per group in order to assess what
influence the schema size has on the ability to improve the performance by pruning
comparisons.
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Figure 8.1: Parallel matching processes

8.2

Evaluating Rewrite-based Performance Optimization

Three parallel matching processes P1, P2 and P3 where created (see Figure 8.1 for
P1 and P3). P1 consists of 8 matchers (Name, Namepath, Leaf, Children, Annotation,
Type, Instance, Sibling). Their results are combined with a WEIGHTED combination.
Each matcher gets equal weights assigned. The result is selected using a THRESHOLD
strategy with a rather low threshold of 0.4. This low threshold is necessary since a
number of the mapping problems above do not have any instances or annotations so
that the respective matchers contribute with zero similarity to the combination which
leads to mostly smaller similarity values. P2 is similar to P1 but an additional MAXDELTA selection is added that returns better precision with slightly decreasing recall.
MAX-DELTA is commonly used in practice. With P3 a matching process is created
that only consists of three matchers (Name, Namepath, Leaf) and a threshold-based
selection to show possible performance improvements with only few matchers.
The incidence graph from Section 6.2.1 is computed on a subset of 10 schemas
from the ES data set for a matching library of 7 matchers which consists of the
Name, Namepath, Leaf, Child, Sibling, Type and Annotation matcher (see Appendix
C.2). Then, three different rewrites are executed and new matching processes are
generated accordingly. First, the filter-based rewrite rule Rulethreshold is applied
onto each process (P1, P2, P3) which adds threshold-based static Filter operators
for filtering intermediate results. The created processes are called SEQ TH(P1),
SEQ TH(P2) and SEQ TH(P3). Secondly, the same rule with a dynamic Filter operator
is executed which creates processes SEQ DYN(P1), SEQ DYN(P2) and SEQ DYN(P3).
All processes SEQ DYN and SEQ TH still contain parallel parts. With the third test
the remaining parallel parts within the SEQ TH processes are sequentialized with
a dynamic filter rule. The resulting processes SEQ DYN TH(P1), SEQ DYN TH(P2)
and SEQ DYN TH(P3) do not contain parallel parts except from matchers that are
not part of the incidence graph. The rewritten matching processes for P3 are shown
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Figure 8.2: Rewritten matching processes for S3
in Figure 8.2. The rewritten processes of P1 and P2 can be found in the Appendix
C.3. In order to be able to compare to a performance optimization technique that is
not process-based a preprocessing step was implemented that precomputes token
similarities for name-based matchers. By computing these token similarities once,
all name-based matching can be accelerated since only existing values need to be
combined. All experiments are run with preprocessing and without preprocessing.
The rewritten matching processes are executed on the given data sets from above.
The execution time is measured in seconds. For quantifying the quality the common
precision, recall and f-measure are used. Precision represents the ratio of correct
correspondences among all found correspondences. Recall measures the ratio of all
correct correspondences to the number of intended correspondences. F-measure then
computes the harmonic mean of recall and precision.

8.2.1

Performance Comparison Results

Figure 8.3 shows execution times of P1 and its rewritten processes. Separate charts
are provided for each group of schemas that are SMALL, MID, LARGE and XLARGE.
For each group the average execution time without token preprocessing and with
preprocessing was measured. Note that the computed f-measure for each group did
not deteriorate, and only in some rare cases some comparisons were wrongly filtered.
This was achieved by using a conservative filter threshold to not prune element pairs
that might be relevant for the final result. Except for the dynamic rewrite rule the
execution times of the rewritten processes are significantly smaller. The performance
improves by a factor 4 even with increasing problem size. What can clearly be
observed is the strong effect that the precomputation of token similarities has. This
effect gets stronger with increasing schema sizes. However, the relative speedup that
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Figure 8.3: Performance evaluation of P1 and its rewritten processes
can be achieved with rewriting the process is stronger. What can be highlighted is
that both performance optimization techniques can be combined to achieve major
reductions in the execution time. Still, the missing effect of the dynamic rewrite rule
needs to be discussed since a former evaluation showed some effect with a smaller
matching process [134]. In these evaluations a 30% increase could be achieved with
dynamic filtering of a matching process with a THESHOLD selection. The reason
that this effect could not be reproduced is the small threshold of 0.4 and the higher
number of matchers. For not yet executed matchers, the dynamic filtering assumes
computed similarity values of 1. This means that more than half of all matchers need
to be executed until first comparisons could be pruned. In the example, this almost
never happens. In the experiments with the matching process P3 that has a higher
threshold and less matchers the dynamic filtering achieves the intended effect.
In the initial publication of the work [134] dynamic filtering was only proposed
for matching processes with a THRESHOLD selection strategy within the final Select
operator. In this thesis this is extended so that also a selection with a MAX-DELTA
strategy can be the final selection operator. For that reason the P2 matching process
contains a MAX-DELTA selection. As can be seen in Figure 8.4, again a significant
improvement of execution time could be achieved. Surprisingly, the newly proposed
dynamic filter for delta selection is able to also significantly reduce the execution
time. In the XLARGE mapping cases an improvement with a factor 4 could be
achieved which is significant. Note that the dynamic filtering by definition does not
change the quality of the process. Hence any parallel matching system could apply
dynamic filtering to improve performance. In this evaluation also the combination of
dynamic filtering with threshold-based filtering further improved the performance.
The maximum achieved improvement of factor 9 for extra-large mapping problems is
promising.
When evaluating the matching process P1 and its rewritten counterparts the
dynamic filtering that depends on the THRESHOLD strategy in the final Select
operator did not improve the performance. This can be explained by a low selection
threshold and the high number of matchers. P3 only consists of three matchers and
the final threshold is higher. As expected the dynamic filtering now also improves
the execution times. This improvement gets stronger with increasing schema sizes.
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Figure 8.4: Performance evaluation of P2 and its rewritten processes

Figure 8.5: Performance evaluation of P3 and its rewritten processes
Still, the improvements are not as high as the dynamic filtering with MAX-DELTA
selection. What can also be observed is that the improvements that can be achieved
with precomputing token similarities do not get stronger with filtering. This can be
explained by the fact that all three matchers, the Name, Namepath and Leaf matcher
rely on the token preprocessing whereas some matchers in the P1 and P2 process do
not benefit from that preprocessing like Instance, Sibling or Annotation matcher.
For all processes some execution time cannot be saved since the first matcher still
has to compute the full cross product of source and target schema elements since
Filter operators are applied afterwards. The token preprocessing already helps the
first matcher to improve which explains why a combination of both techniques is
beneficial.

8.2.2

Influence of Threshold on Execution Time

The threshold in the threshold-based filter rule in the last experiments was fixed
to 0.2. In this subsection the relation between the threshold value and execution
time is further investigated. For that purpose the P2 strategy is repeatedly rewritten
and executed with the static filter-based rewrite rule but with increasing thresholds.
The threshold of the filter conditions is changed from 0 (nothing is filtered) to 1
(everything is filtered). The effect is illustrated for two mapping problems in Figure
8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Execution time vs. quality

It explains the interplay of execution time and quality for a given mapping
problem. For most cases the execution time decreases already significantly with low
thresholds smaller 0.1. If thresholds increase too strongly > 0.4 relevant comparisons
are pruned and the result quality deteriorates. This can be explained as follows:
Many matchers produce many pairs with very low similarity e.g. 0.05. Thus, a very
high number of pairs can be pruned early. These pruned matches are very unlikely
to contribute to the final result. With increasing threshold the number of pairs that
can be pruned is significantly lower. Therefore performance improvements for higher
thresholds are negligible. In some cases it can be observed that the filtering could
also increase quality which is a positive side-effect. The Filter operator is able to
prune out that noise, hence a small increase of the f-measure could be measured.

8.3

Evaluation of the Adaptive Rewrite-based Schema Matching Approach

After having evaluated the performance improvements that can be achieved by rewriting a matching process the rule-based matching process construction approach is
now analyzed. At first, the robustness of the adaptive matching system is investigated.
A matching system is robust, if it performs well for many different mapping problems
and domains. Such a system not necessarily needs to perform better than a system
that was tuned for a specific set of mappings. In order to test robustness, a comparison
is made to a number of existing matching approaches that were described in Section
3.2. Each approach and its configuration is described briefly below:
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• DEFAULT: A static matching process similar to the default strategy from COMA [35]
is used. The DEFAULT process is computed by generating all possible combinations of all matchers of the matcher library. From these combinations a parallel
matching process is created with an AVERAGE combination strategy and a
Select operator. Different selection strategies, thresholds and MAX-DELTA parameters are tested. This creates a huge space of settings that is evaluated with
the PO reference mappings. The strategy with the highest achieved f-measure
is taken as best configuration. Computing the best configuration takes days to
finish and highly depends on the number of available matchers and parameters of the selection strategy. The finally computed DEFAULT process consists
of matchers NameWeighted, Path, Children, Leaf, Sibling and Type. The best
selection strategy found was parameterized with MAX-DELTA and a delta value
of 0.021 as well as a threshold of 0.5.
• META-LEVEL: A decision tree is learned as proposed with Meta Level Learning [49]. The approach includes schema features in the learning process to
increase adaptivity of the finally computed decision tree. Again, the PO mappings serve as training set. The weka [173] library is used to train a J48 decision
tree with a minimal number of objects per trained node of 10 to reduce overfitting. Also a re-sampling of the input mappings to increase importance of
correct matches in the training set was considered. The learned tree from weka
is taken and translated to a matching process without loss of information.
• OAEI-TUNED: As the third approach a matching process is manually constructed
for the OAEI Benchmark. It is highly tuned to the OAEI specifics to achieve maximum possible f-measure. With appropriate selection thresholds, the precision
can be tuned to be almost 1 which is a characteristic of most good performing
matching systems that compete in the OAEI Benchmark.
• FALCON: The Falcon system [77] is taken as is. Since it relies on conditions
with schema features it provides some adaptivity. An adapter was written that
converts all schemas from the internal schema representation of the presented
matching process execution framework into OWL. Mappings are converted into
the RDF-based AlignmentAPI. Hierarchies can be converted to class or property
hierarchies as proposed by [171] and both options returned similar results.
By using the conversion to OWL it was possible to run Falcon on all schema
mapping problems from the above data set.
• AGREEMENT: The AgreementMaker [30] system is also used for comparison.
It computes schema features and learns which matching strategy to select
from a set of good performing manually tuned strategies. Similar to Falcon
the conversion to OWL and AlignmentAPI mappings was used to run the
experiments. Since AgreementMaker relies on a learned model the original
authors where consulted to provide the model that was used in the OAEIevaluations from 2011.
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• ADAPT: The rule-based approach from Chapter 7 together with the whole set
of presented features and rules is compared to the other listed approaches and
processes.
All these different approaches are executed to match the mappings of the test data
set. As quality measure precision, recall and f-measure are used. In order to measure
the effect of individual rules the adaptive system is executed with two additional
settings. One setting always triggers rules as relevant if the input process matches
to the structural pattern of a rule. In a second setting individual rules are excluded
from the rule set. It can be expected that in many cases, excluding a rule will reduce
quality. Also, there should be some differences measurable between always executing
a rule and choosing a rule adaptively through a relevance condition.
The adaptive process generates different combinations of matchers, selection
and combination strategies for each use case based on the analysis of the input
schema features and intermediate results. In order to measure such heterogeneity,
the distinct processes are counted. Since some rules adaptively compute parameters
the probability that many similar processes are generated that only differ in a single
parameter is high. For that reason it is tracked which rules trigger in each iteration.
This creates a profile of triggered rules that could differ from case to case.
Finally, the value of the Monogamy feature for measuring the fitness of an iteration
needs to be looked into. The number of iterations used for individual mapping
cases is counted. The Monogamy-based termination condition is then replaced by
a fixed iteration-counter assuming that always one, two or three iterations should
be performed. Two iterations will certainly be the best iteration count since many
matching systems first compute basic matches that are propagated in a second
iteration. However, with Monogamy it should be possible to identify cases where
more or less iterations would improve the quality.

8.3.1

Robustness of Overall Matching Approach

The results of comparing the different matching approaches are presented in Figure
8.7 (see Figure 8.8 and 8.9 for precision and recall). It shows the achieved f-measure
for the individual data sets as well as a combined f-measure value (ALL) for all
mapping problems which is the average of all average results for ES, OAEI, PO and
IDOC. The ANATOMY case is not included in the average since the execution of
the OAEI-TUNED and the META-LEVEL process was not possible due to memory
problems in the current implementation of the matching process execution engine.
The number of computed intermediate results in both processes simply consumed
too much memory.
Overall, the ADAPT approach performs well in all mapping scenarios which was
intended. It achieves best results in the ES and the IDOC data set and is close to
the best f-measure values in all other scenarios. As expected, the adaptive approach
is not able to be better individually than approaches that are tuned for specific
mapping problems or domains. For instance, for matching the OAEI Benchmark
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Figure 8.7: Comparing robustness (f-measure)

Figure 8.8: Comparing robustness (precision)
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Figure 8.9: Comparing robustness (recall)

schemas, FALCON and the OAEI-TUNED approach perform better. However, systems
that participate in the OAEI contest tend to rely on assumptions about the correct
correspondences that do not hold in other data sets. For instance, if the basic matchers
like Instance, Name or Annotation return a value close to one for a pair of elements,
then the pair is in most cases a correct match. When Falcon participated in the first
OAEI Contest 2005[58] it was among the best performing systems for the Benchmark
track. In the years until 2010 the Benchmark track was yearly extended by additional
synthetic mapping problems that are comparable to the ones from 2005. When
Falcon participated the last time in 2010 it had problems to achieve top ranked
results. Surprisingly, by correcting an error in the importer of Falcon within the
evaluations in this thesis 4 percent higher FM values were achieved than Falcon could
publish in the contest version from 2010 [53].
The DEFAULT process performs well with the PO data set since this set of mappings
was used to compute a best configuration. In order to be comparable an Instance
and Annotation matcher was added to the DEFAULT configuration. Surprisingly, this
extended process also performed well in all other data sets which shows that the
COMA approach of computing a default parallel matching process is quite strong.
As could be shown in Section 2.5 the AVERAGE combination and the MAX-DELTA
selection help to build a robust matching system.
The META-LEVEL process performed best on its training set but had severe
problems in all other data sets. Here the problem of overfitting became obvious and
also the original authors (Eckert et al.) already acknowledged that [49]. A number of
parameters were tested to reduce the overfitting, but no bigger improvements could
be achieved.
The OAEI-TUNED process returned best results with the Benchmark data set, as
expected. However, it is not able to return good mapping results in the other use
cases. As discussed already the OAEI-TUNED process strives for precision so that the
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precision is good in almost all data sets except for IDOC and ANATOMY where no
mapping could be computed.
The FALCON system performed well in the ANATOMY test but was below average
in all other cases. The matchers of Falcon strive for equality of name tokens which
is a characteristic of the OAEI Benchmark and ANATOMY mappings for a number
of correspondences. In particular within schema-based mapping cases FALCON has
problems with the name matching. But also the structural matching approach of
FALCON expects high structural similarity for being helpful. In the ANATOMY cases
the structural matcher is automatically deselected through a condition on a structural
similarity feature.
Finally, AgreementMaker was included in the evaluation since it was recently
published as a novel adaptive matching technique. The AGREEMENT approach
performed very good in the ANATOMY and OAEI cases where it was already used for.
On schema-based mapping tasks AgreementMaker revealed some problems. But, it
still managed to perform better than the Falcon system. What was interesting was the
behavior of AgreementMaker in the ANATOMY case. AgreementMaker automatically
selects the most appropriate matching process by profiling the input schemas. Since
this automatic selection must be trained the original authors were contacted to
provide the learned model that was used for the OAEI evaluations. However, by using
their trained model a suboptimal matching process was chosen which resulted in
an f-measure of 0.86. Assuming that a proper configuration of the AgreementMaker
system could be achieved, the better f-measure above 0.9 was included in the charts.

8.3.2

Influence of Individual Rules

After having seen that the rule-based approach performs robust, the influence of
individual rules needs to be assessed. For that purpose individual rules are removed
from the rule library and adaptivity is switched off. In that setting rules always decide
to be relevant. To reduce run-time and memory consumption the ANATOMY case was
excluded from the further evaluation. The result of that experiment can be found in
Figure 8.10. The “Adaptive” bar shows the average achieved f-measure of the system
without any changes. “Always” reflects that an individual rule is chosen no matter
what the relevance condition would recommend and “Never” removes the rule from
the library. Additionally in Figure 8.11 the number of applications of individual rules
is compared to the maximal number of possible rule applications. The second figure
illustrates that the number of rule applications can be reduced to less than half of the
possible applications as shown for rules like Weight-Name, Add-Statistics, Add-Leaf
or Add-Annotation. The reasons are manifold. Not all schemas carry textual element
annotations or instances that can be used for matching. For instance, the Add-Instance
rule only triggers for half of the use-cases. This can be explained by the fact that
not all schemas have instances to match on. A Leaf matcher and a Statistics matcher
should only be used for mapping problems with high schema similarity which is also
not given in all test cases. And finally, weighting tokens within the Name matcher can
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Figure 8.10: Evaluating individual rules

Figure 8.11: Number of applications of individual rules
only be done if element names consist of tokens and the Element-Token-Ratio feature
value is low. Some rules are applied within almost all test cases. And some rules that
add crucial operators like the Add-Name rule the number of rule applications is not
reduced significantly.
Starting refine rules mainly add basic matchers. If rules like Add-Name, AddInstance and Add-Annotation add matchers that are crucial for many mapping
problems they should not be removed. However, always executing these rules may
lead to smaller f-measure values which shows that adaptivity has some benefit. The
benefit is smaller for rules that help to solve almost all mapping problems like AddName and Add-Complex-Type. In contrast to the Add-Name rule, the Add-Restriction
and Add-Statistics rule do only significantly contribute to a small set of mapping
problems. In particular in the OAEI cases a Restriction matcher is helpful and is able
to identify additional correspondences. Still, the profit of choosing a rule adaptively
in comparison to always executing it seems rather small. This can be explained by
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the robustness of the AVERAGE combination and MAX-DELTA selection which could
already be shown in the pre-evaluation from Section 2.5. Still, if too many matchers
provide 0-similarity input the combination and subsequent selections do run into
problems. All small improvements from choosing rules adaptively do (partially) add
up to improve the quality for the whole system. Moreover, adaptivity could help to
reduce execution times of a system since unnecessary matcher executions can be
saved.
The outcome differs a bit with refine rules that add structural matchers. Not executing a structural matcher or always executing it has a smaller effect on f-measure.
Surprisingly, the Add-Path rule is only rarely chosen. This can be explained by the
many Benchmark cases where a Path matcher is not helpful. If the rule triggers it
contributes to improve the quality. Again, the combination is robust so that always
triggering the Add-Path rule does not significantly reduce result quality. In contrast to
the Add-Path rule the Add-Sibling rule triggers very often. Obviously, the distribution
of siblings that can be computed from intermediate similarity matrices rarely happens.
Still the relevance condition is able to filter out those cases where the Add-Sibling
cannot contribute which can be seen from the comparison to the “Always” bar. The
Add-Leaf rule is rarely selected. Its influence on quality is limited. Thus, the relevance
condition that solely relies on structural similarity still needs improvement.
The OWA-Most combination rule is also rarely chosen. If chosen, it only little contributes to the overall result quality. From the measured numbers one could conclude
to not include the OWA-Most rule at all. As discussed the Average rule is always
chosen as fallback.
Another contribution to quality comes with rewrite rules. The Noise-Filter rule is often
chosen, since most matchers produce noise. The individual effects are small but they
add to a measureable average improvement. The Blocking-Filter rule is rarely chosen
due to a very pessimistic relevance function. If wrongly blocked correspondences can
be found in the high precision selection result, the rule is not applied. Moreover, the
rule can only be chosen as often as there is a Type matcher present in the current
matching process. Due to the rare applications of the Blocking-Filter rule, the average
quality improvement is small. Similarly, the Weight-Name rule is chosen rarely. The
OAEI test cases do not contain multi-token element names and they make up more
than half of all test cases. The relevance condition of the Weight-Name rule seems
appropriate to select the most relevant cases where improvements can be achieved.
This can be seen by comparing to the “Never” bar. Always executing the rule seems
unpractical since token weighting could also decrease quality if applied for the wrong
cases.
Finally, the selection rules also help to improve the quality of the adaptive matching
system. The Select-Complex-Delta rule is always chosen, since it is used as the default
fallback selection approach. It adds a complex combination of Select, Filter and Combine operators to the process which shows to be quite robust. The Skimming rule only
contributes with small improvements of mainly recall. The Max1-Select rule is chosen
in cases where 1:1 mappings are assumed and the relevance condition computed to
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Figure 8.12: Variance of generated processes
true. The Adaptive-Threshold rule is always triggered and achieves small average
effects. In some individual cases, up to 4 percent improvement could be achieved.
And finally, the Restrict-to-N:N rule often triggers. Its relevance condition relies on
the average number of repeating components N and M in both input schemas. It
then adds a matcher that restricts multi-matches to N:M matches which can improve
precision. In many cases an EXACT selection is added that restricts to 1:1 matches.
In particular in the OAEI cases this can help to improve the precision.

8.3.3

Process Heterogeneity

The number of rule applications already shows that for each mapping problem
different rules trigger. In order to show that only a small set of similar matching
processes is generated the number of distinct processes is computed. As can be seen
in Figure 8.12 almost every test case of the 175 cases gets a unique process generated
by the adaptive execution. However, due to operators that compute thresholds or
other parameters only minor differences might exist between processes. If only rule
applications are tracked per test case still 90 different processes are generated. Due to
the heterogeneity of test cases in the ES set more variance in generated processes can
be observed. The OAEI-set contains many similar problems with only minor changes
in specific schema attributes. Therefore, less different processes are generated for
those use-cases.

8.3.4

Monogamy-based Termination of Iterations

Finally, the iteration condition that is based on the Monogamy feature is analyzed.
For that purpose the adaptive system is executed with a fixed number of iterations
between one and four iterations for the ES, PO and OAEI dataset. The result is
compared to the adaptive approach based on Monogamy. Moreover, the upper limit
(MAX) is computed by taking the maximal achievable f-measure values from each
test case to identify the optimal solution. The result of Figure 8.13 illustrates that the
best iteration count is two in most cases as expected. However, there are cases where
more iterations improve the result. The major outcome is, that adaptively terminating
iterations is better than the fixed iteration count. Moreover, the adaptive solution is
close to the optimal solution which is encouraging.
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Figure 8.13: Evaluating the termination condition to stop iterations

Figure 8.14: Correlation of Monogamy with f-measure on the PO set

In order to further back the application of Monogamy additional experiments were
done with finding best matcher combinations which is similar to evaluating the result
of a refine phase. Eight medium sized mapping cases from the PO set were taken
and all possible matcher combinations were computed. Parallel matching processes
were constructed by using the MAX-DELTA selection and the AVERAGE combination.
Each process is executed on the individual cases and the f-measure and Monogamy
value is measured. Both values are plotted in a chart for each mapping problem
and process which are shown in Figure 8.14. Obviously, there is a strong correlation
of the f-measure with the computed Monogamy value. In cases where many multimatches are contained in the gold standard, the correlation is less strong. This can
be explained by the fact that Monogamy favors 1:1 mappings over multi-mappings.
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8.4

Summary of Evaluation

The evaluation proves that both presented approaches are effective with a number of
heterogeneous mapping problems. It could be shown that the rewriting of matching
processes with Filter operators significantly reduces execution times in particular
when the final Select operator relies on a MAX-DELTA selection strategy. Dynamic
filter conditions are particularly interesting since they are able to reduce execution
times without changing the quality of the process which is similar to rewrite-based
performance optimization in database queries (predicate push-down). However, they
were not always effective, in particular if a large number of matchers is used.
The cost model seems sufficient for the filter-based rules and their performance
improvement goal. The rewrite-based approach on the process level is orthogonal
to existing preprocessing techniques like precomputing token similarities. Also clustering strategies could be used in addition to further improve the execution times
significantly. Filter-based rewrite rules have initially not been intended to improve
the quality of the process. But, rewrite rules allow a user to execute more matchers
within a given time-frame which then could improve quality.
For improving matching quality, the adaptive rewrite-based process construction
approach has proven to be effective. The system robustly constructs a good performing
matching process that fits to the specifics of the input mapping problem. The influence
of individual rules differs. Some rules could always trigger without influencing quality,
whereas others improve the quality by beeing triggered adaptively. Surprisingly,
choosing appropriate combination rules that select optimal combination strategies
is still problematic. Finding a generic relevance condition and appropriate matrix
similarity features still remains open for future work. Finally, the evaluation of the
termination condition shows that Monogamy is appropriate for that task. But, its
application is not limited to that use-case since it well correlates with f-measure for
1:1 mapping cases. It could also be used for finding good matcher combinations or
for finding optimal thresholds of a THRESHOLD selection strategy.
While evaluating large mapping problems, major issues arose with memory
usage. This is partly an implementation issue of the matching processes that store
intermediate results as similarity matrices. However, some matchers also store some
information internally that requires more memory with increasing schema sizes.
This could certainly in future be improved by using less memory-intensive data
structures. Also the run-times of the adaptive system are higher than the system
that executes a performance-optimized matching process. This could be tackled by
performing the adaptive process construction on smaller pairs of sub-schemas. The
constructed process can then be rewritten and executed on the complete schema
mapping problem.
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Summary and Outlook
9.1

Summary

The thesis investigated the problem of configuring schema matching systems that
are used to partially automate the process of finding mappings between schemas.
In the first part fundamental concepts of schema matching where introduced and
an overview to the existing body of work was given. In particular approaches that
support manual tuning and that (partially) automate the configuration and construction of schema matching systems were reviewed. The second part of the thesis
then introduced a new matching process model that supports adaptivity as well as
tools and a framework for manual matching process construction. The third part
finally introduced novel rule-based techniques for automating the construction and
configuration of matching processes.

9.1.1

Process-based Schema Matching

Initially, the concept of adaptive matching processes was defined. The presented
matching process model formed the basis for subsequent contributions within this
thesis. Matching processes can be used to model the execution order of operators in
a schema matching system. Operators were presented for im- and exporting schemas
and mappings, for matching, combination and selection as well as for filtering match
comparisons which can be used for increasing the run-time performance of matching
processes. Moreover, some control structures like Condition, For-Each and Loop were
presented. In particular, the Condition operator together with a number of newly
introduced schema and matrix features can be used to implement adaptive behavior
of a matching system and to increase its robustness. A number of features were
described that can capture characteristics of mappings and input schemas. A core
feature that was presented was the Monogamy feature that sometimes correlates
well with the final mapping quality for mapping results without having a reference
mapping at hand. This works primarily for one-to-one mapping problems. With the
help of the presented operators, the internal workflows of most existing matching
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systems can be represented. An execution framework was presented that is able
to execute matching processes. Through a plug-in architecture, components from
different matching systems can be integrated and matching processes consisting
of parts from multiple systems can be constructed which fosters reuse of existing
matching components.
In order to ease development and configuration of matching processes a graphical
modeling tool was presented. It allows a user to construct matching processes by
using a drag and drop metaphor. Moreover, it visually supports the tuning process
by providing novel visualizations for analyzing intermediate mapping results. The
tool also offers means to evaluate and compare multiple matching processes with
provided reference mappings to support the user in selecting appropriate matchers,
selection or combination strategies. From analyzing internal matching processes of
existing systems so-called matching process design patterns where identified and
their advantages and disadvantages where compared.

9.1.2

Automatic Configuration and Construction of Matching Processes

Even with tool support, the configuration of matching processes remains a complex
task. In the second part of the thesis a novel approach was presented that relies
on so-called rewrite rules, features and filter strategies. Initially such rewrite rules
were only used for improving the performance of a schema matching process. By
sequentializing parallel matching processes with filter-based rewrite rules significant
run-time performance improvements (up to a factor of 9) could be achieved. In
particular together with a dynamic filter strategy improvements were achieved
without changing the quality of a schema matching process.
A second contribution adopted the concept of rewrite rules for constructing an
adaptive schema matching system. It applies rewrite rules to automatically construct
matching processes tailored to given mapping problems. These rewrite rules rely
on analyzing the input schemas and intermediate results while executing a process
and rewrite the process to better fit to the problem at hand. For that purpose the
previously introduced features were used. Based on these features, various rewrite
rules for adding matchers, combination or selection operators to a process or for
rewriting a given process were presented. The evaluation showed that the proposed
approach can be used to construct a robust schema matching system that is able to
achieve good matching quality across a number of heterogeneous use-cases. The final
system is self-configuring so that is does not need other input than the input schemas
to compute a mapping. However, additional synonym dictionaries or thesauri could
be given as parameters to existing matchers.

9.2

Outlook

Within the thesis a number of further research directions could be identified that
either extend the proposed solutions or provide potential for increasing the quality
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of semi-automatic schema matching systems. This section describes four possible
directions in more detail.
Distribution and Parallelization The evaluation of run-time performance optimizations were promising. But still for large size mapping problems in particular
in life-sciences the execution times need to be further reduced significantly. In
particular, memory consumption is a major issue in schema matching when
many large sized similarity matrices are produced as intermediate results. This
problem can partly be alleviated by alternative data structures for intermediate
results that only store correspondences above a given threshold [68] or by
partitioning the input schemas into smaller blocks [77]. But still, approaches to
increase performance by distributing the execution of matchers onto multiple
nodes would be necessary. The authors of [69] speak of inter- and intra-matcher
parallelization. Intra-matcher parallelization distributes comparisons of a single
matcher onto multiple nodes whereas inter-matcher parallelization distributes
complete matchers on individual nodes. The matching process model could be
extended by performance aspects such as marking operators for inter- or intraoperator parallelization which describes how to distribute certain operators
in the process. The matching process could then serve as an input script for
parallelization.
Further Rules for Adaptive Combination The adaptive rewrite-approach relies on
a number of different rules for choosing appropriate matchers. Yet, only two
combination rules are part of the rule library with the Average-Combination
rule as fallback that always triggers if the other option (OWA-Most-Combination
rule) is not relevant. The evaluations for that rule were not yet convincing.
Given the high number of existing combination approaches [137] some work
still needs be done to identify appropriate matrix similarity features that can
be used for relevance conditions of combination rules. Also other types of
rules can still be added. The set of rewrite rules is still limited and could be
extended with further matching knowledge by other researchers. For instance,
adaptive matching process construction mostly relies on schema-level information and matrix features. Since the metadata provided in schemas is often
weak instances should be increasingly used. However, for matching instances
a number of different approaches where presented in literature, choosing the
most appropriate one for given instances is challenging and could be done in
analogy to the presented feature-based approach.
Standardization and Implementation Reuse When analyzing related work on schema
matching it became obvious that more effort needs to be invested into a standardization of existing matching system components. The proposed matching
process model with its set of operators could serve as a starting point for such
standardization. Current initiatives try to compare whole matching systems
with each other. For instance, the SEALs platform offers an interface to a Matching system that can be implemented by participants. In an evaluation phase
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all participating systems are called through that interface and a diverse set
of mapping problems are executed. However, these evaluations do not give
evidence about what actually makes up a well performing system since that
depends on a number of factors like selection strategies, combination strategies
conditions and matchers. In order to foster reuse the evaluations should be
done by operator so that only selections, combinations or specific types of
matchers are compared separately.
Change to Top-N Results Most schema matching systems strive for a single shot
matching approach where one complete mapping recommendation is computed
once. Within all evaluations of this thesis there were always some test cases
with f-measure values lower than 0.5 so that the effort to correct computed
mappings is higher than manually defining a mapping from scratch. But, this
approach does not fit to the need of a mapping designer that manually defines
mappings. What is needed is an incremental matching approach that computes
multiple matching candidates for selected elements. The set of candidates
can be called Top-N sets. Within preliminary experiments it was possible to
show that 90% of the correct matches where included in the Top-10 result for
many mapping problems. Hence, even for hard to match problems schema
matching could help if matching systems and mapping UIs would support Top-N
results. Top-N matching creates a number of new interesting problems. When
computing new Top-N sets, candidates that were already selected or rejected
for other source elements can be incorporated for computing further candidates.
In preparatory work for this thesis further opportunities were found to optimize
the Top-N selection strategy [138]. The idea is to reduce the overlap of Top-N
sets which then could increase recall. Overlap refers to candidates that are
contained in Top-N sets of many source elements, even though an element
can only be a match for single elements. By reducing the degree of overlap
additional candidates can be added to Top-N-sets. The Top-N problem also
involves changes to user interfaces on how to best present a set of candidates
and how to simplify selection of the correct candidate. Moreover, the adaptive
rewrite-based matching system could be changed to optimize towards a Top-N
result. In that case, combination, selection and relevance conditions could favor
reduced overlap or other to be defined features of Top-N mappings.
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Feature Collection
A.1
A.1.1

Schema Features
String-Meaningfulness Feature

Some string similarity measures rely on language models or directly consume background thesauri for computing string similarities such as the Wordnet matcher from
RiMOM. In the OAEI Benchmarks, some schemas were artificially changed by scrambling labels. Based on a Wordnet lookup, RiMOM was able to entirely skip any name
matching in such cases. However, the Wordnet lookup is very restrictive with regards
to English. Also terms that are technical but carry a meaning would not be found
in Wordnet. In order to be able to measure how meaningful names or annotations
of a schema are, a generic approach is presented. It is based on querying a search
engine such as Google1 . The assumption is that Google-queries have a high total
result number if a term is meaningful. Meaningful does not necessarily mean that a
term is natural language. Many search results could also imply that many people use
a term and assign a meaning to it. Certainly, this assumption does not hold for all
terms used in a schema. But, on average for all terms of a schema a meaningfulness
value can be derived. The String-Meaningfulness feature is defined as follows.
StringM eaningf ulness (S) =

median (sg(x1 ), . . . , sg(xn ))
max

(A.1)

with sg(x) being the total number of search results when searching with the
search key x. The term x can be a name or an annotation of an element e. The totals
of different search terms vary strongly. For that reason the median is computed from
all search totals of all elements of a schema. For big-sized schemas, searching for
every term could be time-consuming. Therefore, a sample of terms (100) is taken
and a median is computed. The resulting feature values vary slightly with each new
computation which is acceptable in most use-cases.
1

www.google.com
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A.1.2

Element-Token-Ratio Feature

Element-Token-Ratio is a feature which is very specific for term/token-based schema
element names. In real-world use-cases it can be observed that schema elements are
often named or annotated with a combination of a very small set of terms. Schema
designers sometimes only use a small set of terms and concatenate them to name
schema elements. A string similarity measure like tri-gram would have problems
to cope with the ambiguity introduced from such reuse of terms and tokens for
different schema element names or annotations. For identifying such schemas the
Element-Token-Ratio feature can help. It relies on a function tokenize(q) that collects
all terms or tokens of a given string q. Then, all tokens Q from attribute x of all
schema elements {s1, . . . , sn } of a schema S are collected:
Q = tokenize(s1 .x) ∪ . . . ∪ tokenize(sn .x)

(A.2)

For each token the ratio of occurrences in each schema element is summarized.
The sum of these ratios is then divided by the number of all tokens of a schema. The
Element-Token-Ratio for an attribute x can then be written as follows:
1
t∈Q |{a∈S | t∈tokenize(a.x)}|

P

ElementT okenRatiox (S) =

|Q|

(A.3)

If all tokens of a schema are only used once within a schema then the ElementToken-Ratio value is 1. The more reuse of tokens is done, the smaller the ElementToken-Ratio value gets. With the help of the Element-Token-Ratio feature, an appropriate matcher can be chosen that tries to include the relative importance of terms
into the computation of name or annotation similarities.

A.1.3

Repeating-Elements Feature

The Element-Token-Ratio feature would also have high value if whole elements or
fragments of a schema are reused which is not related to the problem of reusing
tokens. For that purpose, the Repeating-Elements feature was introduced. It measures how often element names and their content are repeated within a schema. In
particular in XSD schemas types are often reused which creates ambiguity and high
values in the Repeating-Elements feature.
RepeatingElements (S) =

A.1.4

|distinct({s1 , . . . , sn })|
|S|

(A.4)

Repeating-Fragments Feature

The Repeating-Fragments feature measures how often small fragments and their
properties are repeated within a schema. For computing the feature value the smallest
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fragment possible, a pair of nodes in parent/child relation P CP air, is considered. If
such pairs occur repeatedly within a schema, reuse of fragments can be assumed.
|distinct (P CP airs(S)) |
|P CP airs(S)|

RepeatingF ragments(S) =

A.1.5

(A.5)

Schema-Depth Feature

Many schemas are tree-structured or are at least tree-like, so that by removing few
edges a minimal spanning tree could be computed. From a tree, structural features
can be computed such as the average path length. If paths are short the schema is
not deeply structured and structural matchers will have lesser influence.
leaves(S) = {s ∈ S | s.children = ∅}
P
l∈leaves(S)

SchemaDepth(S) =

(A.6)

|path(l)|

|leaves(S)|

maxDepth

(A.7)

The Schema-Depth feature has a similar goal like Inheritance Richness from [162]
which measures the average number of subclasses per class.

A.1.6

Path-Variance Feature

In particular when matching relational or XSD schemas the Path matcher is often
very effective. It is a structural matcher that considers the path similarity to compute
the similarity of schema elements. However, not for every schema the Path matcher
is appropriate to be used. Therefore, a Path-Variance feature is proposed. It identifies
all leaf elements of a schema and enumerates their paths up the parents (parentPath)
of the individual leaf elements. The ratio of the number of all distinct paths and the
number of all leafs leads the Path-Variance feature value:
S

P athV ariance (S) =

l∈leaves(S) parentP ath(l)

|leaves(S)|

(A.8)

If all paths are distinct then a high path variance is given. In such cases a Path
matcher can well disambiguate. If only a single path leads to all leave elements as in
flat relational schemas, path matching will not perform well.

A.2

Schema Similarity Features

A.2.1

Feature-Similarity and Average

Two things have to be taken into account when combining feature values. First,
the difference of the feature values for the source and the target schema can be
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computed and second the average is a good indicator. Getting the average value is
trivial. For computing the difference Cruz et al. [30] proposed to compute a so-called
Feature-Similarity (FS) value:
F S(f1 , f2 ) =

min(f1 , f2 )
max(f1 , f2 )[log(max(f1 , f2 ) − min(f1 , f2 ) + 1) + 1]

(A.9)

The more similar the two input feature values are the closer the FS-value is to 1.
Depending on the use case either the Average value or the Feature-Similarity value
can be used.

A.2.2

Similar-Language Feature

(see Section )
The Similar-Language feature computes the probability of a text {t1 , . . . , tn }
being of some given language L with the help of a language identification function
liL : {t1 , . . . , tn } → [0, 1]. All strings of an attribute x from all elements of the schema
S are collected and the probability of being of language L is computed.
languageL (S) = liL ({s1 .x, . . . , sn .x})

(A.10)

This function can be extended to return the top-N languages a text could belong to
together with their probabilities. By comparing the top 3 proposed languages for
the source schema with the languages proposed for the target schema the SimilarLanguage feature value can be computed.

A.2.3

Structural-Similarity Feature

Structural-Similarity is a measure to compute how similar the structural shapes
of two schemas are. A high structural similarity is an indicator to increase the
relevance of structure-based matchers. In RiMOM, a feature that was called Structural
Similarity Factor was used to compute structural similarity of two schemas. Two
schema elements are similar if their child concept counts are similar and their paths
to root have similar length. The number of so-called common concepts is divided by
the maximum number of non-leaf elements in the source or target schema. Later, the
RiMOM feature was extended within UFOMe. UFOMe refers to the element statistics
as Intrinsic Information Content lc(s) of a schema element s.
log(Sub(s) + 1)
(A.11)
log(|S|)
where Sub(s) computes the number of child nodes of an element s.
The number of common concepts and the Structural Similarity feature can then
be computed as follows:
lc(s) = 1 −

common = {(s, t) ∈ S × T | ∃(s, i) : |path(s)| = |path(i)| ∧ lc(s) − lc(t) < th}
(A.12)
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StructuralSimilarity =

|common|
min(|S|, |T |)

(A.13)

Within this thesis, this feature was reused since it showed to be a good indicator
for selecting matchers.

A.3

Matrix Features

A.3.1

Selectivity Feature

Selectivity tries to evaluate the confidence of a result matrix that was computed by
a matcher or subprocess. It computes the distance of the top-1 entry in a row or
column to the next highest entry in the same row and column. The rationale is that
a high distance of the best candidate match to the next possible matches implies
that the candidate match is certain. A low distance on the other hand shows more
uncertainty. The Selectivity feature was formalized by Eberius [48] as follows. For a
vector V sorted in descending order (so that V0 is the similarity of the best, and V1 of
the next best candidate) we compute the selectivity of the vector as:
(

selectivity(V ) =

0
V0 − V1

if V0 = 0,
else.

(A.14)

For a similarity matrix SM with N ∗ M entries the selectivity value can be
computed as follows:
PN

Selectivity(SM ) =

+ M
j=1 selectivity(SM∗,j )
|N | + |M |

i=1 selectivity(SMi,∗ )

P

(A.15)

SMi,∗ refers to the vector of values in the i-th row of a similarity matrix SM.
All selectivities of rows and columns are summed up and divided by the number of
candidate entries in the matrix. If the selectivity is very low, the likelihood that after
a selection many 1:N, N:1 or N:M matches will result is very high. For example, a
high selectivity could indicate to use a MAX-1 selection when a selection strategy
needs to be defined.

A.3.2

Cross-Matches Feature

The Cross-Matches feature computes how structurally consistent a computed mapping
is, i.e. how structurally close the matching target elements and source elements are. A
low structural consistency is an indicator for low precision mappings. For computing
the Cross-Matches feature the ratio of the number of matches that are crossed by
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some other match to the total number of matches above a given threshold th is
computed.

CrossM atches(SM, S, T ) =
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th ∧ ∃(x, y) ∈ SM with x ∈ leaves(j, S), y ∈ path(i, T )}|
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th}|
(A.16)
The function leaves(j, S) computes the set of leaves of an element j. The function
path(i, T ) computes the set of elements in the path of an element i.

A.3.3

Node-Position Feature

The Node-Position feature also computes how structurally consistent a computed
similarity matrix is. Assuming overall structural similarity the path-length of matching
element pairs should be similar or differ in the range of a given delta. The NodePosition feature is then defined as follows:

N odeP osition(SM, S, T ) =
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th ∧ |path(i, S)| − |path(j, T )| > delta}|
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th}|

(A.17)

If the path-length differs significantly for many matches, then either the structural
similarity is low or the precision of the matrix is low.

A.3.4

Multi-Matches Feature

The Multi-Matches feature represents the ratio of N:M matches to the number of
1:1 matches within a similarity matrix. This feature can be used to compute the
relevance of rules that reduce the multi-matches in order to increase quality. First, all
1:1 matches O(SM ) are computed for a similarity matrix SM.

O(SM ) = {(s, t) ∈ SM | sim (s, t) > 0 ∧ (@ (s, j) ∈ SM : sim (s, j) > 0 ∧ j 6= t)
∧(@ (i, t) ∈ SM : sim (i, t) > 0 ∧ i 6= t)}
(A.18)
Then the Multi-Matches feature is computed as follows:

M ultiM atches(SM ) =

|O(SM )|
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > 0 ∧ (i, j) ∈
/ O(SM )}|
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A.3.5

Sibling-Distribution Feature

A similarity matrix and the correspondences computed from it can give a good
indication about structural similarities. For instance, the Sibling matcher relies on
the siblings of a source and target element to derive a similarity value. However,
if the structure is dissimilar then the Sibling matcher would compute misleading
results. With respect to the siblings of elements a so-called distribution of matches
can be observed. If two correspondences link sibling elements in the source schema
and also link to sibling elements in the target schema then a structural similarity
of the respective fragment can be assumed. If many such sibling correspondences
exist within a mapping then a high structural similarity can also be assumed for the
mapping. Based on that observation a Sibling-Distribution feature can be defined
as follows. All mapping pairs siblingP airs above a given threshold are enumerated
that possess at least one sibling correspondence.
siblingP airs = {(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th ∧ ∃(x, y) ∈ SM,

(A.20)

with sim(x, y) > th, x ∈ siblings(i, S), y ∈ siblings(j, T )}
Sibling-Distribution can then be computed from the following ratio:

SiblingDistribution(SM, S, T ) = 1 −

|siblingP airs|
|{(i, j) ∈ SM |sim(i, j) > th}|

(A.21)

High values of Sibling Distribution imply a low structural similarity. If Sibling
Distribution is low then most correspondences are sibling correspondences. In such
cases, applying a Sibling matcher could be useful.

A.4
A.4.1

Matrix Similarity Features
Commonality Feature

Input similarity matrices SM1 , ..., SMx can be analyzed according to their commonalities. The Commonality feature rates how common a set of matrices is. In order to
measure the commonalities the most trustful mapping pairs are extracted from each
input matrix SMy . Trustful pairs with high precision can be acquired by applying
a selection with backward and forward direction like selectdelta,both (SMy ) and an
additional EXACT restriction to the 1:1 matches of the selected matrix. Then all
selected matrices Qy are combined with a MAX combination to Q.
Then, a vote v for each element pair (i, j) can be computed that expresses how
strong the input matrices agree on a pair. The sum of votes per pair is divided by the
maximal possible sum of votes.
Qy = selectexact (selectdelta,both (SMy ))
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Q = combineM AX (Q1 , ...QX )
PX

v(i, j) =

y=1 |{(i, j)

∈ Qy | sim(i, j) > 0)}|
X

(A.23)

(A.24)

P

Commonality(SM1 , . . . , SM|Q| ) =

(i,j)∈Q | sim(i,j)>0 v(i, j)

|{(i, j) ∈ Q | sim(i, j) > 0}|

(A.25)

High values of the Commonality feature are computed if all matrices agree on a
pair whereas no agreement on any pair would lead to small values.

A.4.2

Complementarity Feature

The Complementarity feature also relies on filtering trustful pairs from every input
matrix. The ratio of conflicting pairs to all pairs All computes the Complementarity
value.
conf licting(SM ) =

(A.26)

{(i, j) ∈ All | (∃(i, y) : (i, y) ∈ All ∧ sim(i, y) > 0 ∧ y 6= j)
∨(∃(x, j) : (x, j) ∈ All ∧ sim(x, j) > 0 ∧ x 6= i)}
Complementarity(SM ) =

|conf licting(SM )|
|All|

(A.27)

If input matrices are not common and also do not complement each other, then
not all matrices should be considered for the subsequent combination or some should
get a lower weight assigned.
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Rule Collection
B.1
B.1.1

Starting Refine Rules
Add-Statistics Rule

The Add-Statistics-Matcher rule adds a combination of a Parent-Count and a ChildCount matcher to the matching process. The combined Match operators are shown
within the action pattern below the bar of Figure B.1. For computing the relevance
of the Add-Statistics rule, the Structural-Similarity feature can be used. This feature
solely derives its value from the element path and child count statistics of source
and target elements. Thus, it serves well as an indicator of when to use the statistics
matcher. The resulting relevance condition is therefor rather simple to formulate:

ConditionStatistics = StructuralSimilarity(S, T ) > 0.5

Figure B.1: Add-Statistics rule
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B.1.2

Add-Annotation Rule

The Add-Annotation rule shown in Figure B.2 adds an Annotation matcher to the
matching process.

Figure B.2: Add-Annotation rule
The Annotation matcher relies on the Soft-TFIDF [29] measure to compute the
similarity of textual annotations of schema elements. Similar to other starting rules
the Add-Annotation rule relies on the existence and variance of annotations within
the source and target schema. Moreover, some overlap of annotation tokens should be
measurable in order to be able to expect trustful similarity values from the Annotation
matcher. However, the overlap can be smaller than the overlap needed for the Name
matcher. This can be explained by the length of possible annotations that could
contain multiple lines of text per element. This results in the following relevance
condition:

ConditionAddAnnotation =

(B.2)

¬(AnnotationExistence(S) ≤ 0 ∨ AnnotationExistence(T ) ≤ 0)
∧(AnnotationV ariance(S) > 0.2 ∧ AnnotationV ariance(T ) > 0.2)
∧ AV G(AnnotationT okenOverlap, S, T ) > 0.05

B.1.3

Add-Instance Rule

The Add-Instance rule adds an Instance matcher to the matching process if the
relevance condition evaluates to true (see Figure B.3).
The Instance matcher compares the instances of source and target elements.
In its current version it serializes the instance structures into strings and applies a
Soft-TFIDF measure to compute the similarity. Since there are currently no other
features than Instance-Existence defined to analyze instances of the source and target
schemas the following simple condition is used:
ConditionInstance = InstanceExistence(S) > 0
∧InstanceExistence(T ) > 0
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Figure B.3: Add-Instance rule

B.1.4

Add-Restriction Rule

The Add-Restriction rule as shown in Figure B.4 adds a Match operator to the process
that compares restrictions an cardinalities of source and target elements. Possible

Figure B.4: Add-Restriction rule
cardinalities of each element are collected (an element can be used multiple times
and can have different cardinalities depending on the context) and again serialized
to strings. These strings are sorted and compared using string similarity techniques.
This is a very basic version of a matcher since cardinalities and restrictions could also
be compared based on their semantics. The similarity of 1:1 and 1:2 is higher than
for instance 3:n and 1:1. Similar to the Add-Instance rule the relevance condition
of the Add-Restriction rule is defined solely with the respective Attribute-Existence
feature:
ConditionRestriction = RestrictionExistence(S) > 0
∧RestrictionExistence(T ) > 0

B.2

Refine Rules

B.2.1

Add-Leaf Rule

The Add-Leaf rule adds a Leaf matcher to the process (see Figure B.5).
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Figure B.5: Add-Leaf rule
The Leaf matcher derives a similarity value for an element pair from comparing
the leafs of both elements with each other. The path from an element to its leafs can
be long so that a high structural similarity is necessary when a Leaf matcher is used.
Therefore it should only be used if the structural similarity of the source and target
schema is high. This results in the following simple relevance condition.
ConditionAddLeaf = StructuralSimilarity(S, T ) > 0.5

(B.5)

A structural similarity higher 0.5 gives some indication whether to use the Leaf
matcher or not. However, Leaf matcher specific features should be defined in future.
For instance, a feature could take the input mapping from a basic matcher as indicator.
If there are many non-leaf matches where the leafs of the source and target element
also match then applying the Leaf matcher could be recommended.

B.2.2

Add-Sibling Rule

The Add-Sibling rule is shown in Figure B.6. The Structural-Similarity feature value

Figure B.6: Add-Sibling rule
of the input schemas should be high when adding the Sibling matcher to the process.
Additionally, a Sibling-specific feature is used that measures the distribution of
correspondences within siblings. The rational is the following. If two matches point
to siblings in the source they should also point to siblings in the target. The more such
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match pairs an input mapping contains, the more likely it is that applying a Sibling
matcher is appropriate. The relevance condition is therefore defined as follows:
ConditionAddSibling = StructuralSimilarity(S, T ) > 0.3

(B.6)

∧SiblingDistribution(SM ) < 0.3

B.3
B.3.1

Rewrite Rules
Noise-Filter Rule

If one of the inputs to a Combine operator contains noise (noise > 0.3), then the
Noise-Filter rule can be applied. It adds a Filter operator between the input operator
that produces noise and the Combine operator. The filter threshold is computed
similar to the Noise feature and the lower bound is taken as threshold.

Figure B.7: Noise-Filter Rule
Similar to the Noise feature a histogram h(SM ) of input values that consists of
B histogram buckets {h(SM )1 , . . . , h(SM )B } is created. The b-th bucket spans an
interval and it is filled with element pairs as described above. All bucket sizes starting
with the bucket b = 1 are summed up until 20% of all pairs are collected. The index
of the current bucket is kept as low.

low = {b ∈ B |

b
X

|h(SM )x | > 0.2 · |S × T | ∧

x

b−1
X

|h(SM )x | < 0.2 · |S × T |} (B.7)

x

The threshold that is taken for the Select operator is then computed as follows:
cT hreshold =

B.3.2

low
B

(B.8)

Blocking-Filter Rule

The Blocking-Filter rule is shown in Figure B.8.
To compute the relevance, the following steps are performed. All input similarity
matrices SM1 , . . . , SMN without the Type matcher result SMdt are combined. Then,
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Figure B.8: Blocking-Filter rule
the combined result is selected with a very restrictive set of selections to compute a
high precision result highP res.
comb = Combineaverage (SM1 , . . . , SMN /SMdt

(B.9)

highP res = SelectmaxN,exact,threshold (comb, N = 1, th = 0.8)
From this high precision result the number of false negatives is counted by
comparing the Type matcher similarity values smdt
i,j with the high precision matrix.
countN egative = {pi,j ∈ highP res | pi,j > 0 ∧ smdt
i,j < 0.5}

(B.10)

If there are many pairs in the high precision matrix with similarity value > 0 that are
low-valued in the Type matcher result, then the type blocking should not be done.
The resulting relevance condition is defined as follows:
ConditionBlockingF ilter =

B.4

Selection Rules

B.4.1

Max1-Select Rule

countN egative
< 0.01
M in(|S|, |T |)

(B.11)

In many mapping scenarios only the top 1 result for a selection is needed. In particular
if schema elements and fragments do not repeat the top 1 result should contain the
correct match. The Select-Max1 rule adds a single Select operator to the process as
visualized in Figure B.9.
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Figure B.9: Max1-Select rule
It could be observed that for many mapping problems it is possible to measure
with matrix and schema features what selection operator should be chosen. If the
selected mapping has a Match-Count-Ratio close to 1 and elements are not repeating
in the source and target schema then a MAX-N selection with N=1 is beneficial. The
respective condition can be written as follows:

ConditionM ax1Select = (B.12)
M atchCountRatio(M ) > 0.85 ∧ AV G(RepeatingElements, S, T ) > 0.95

B.4.2

Adaptive-Threshold Rule

Figure B.10: Adaptive-Threshold rule
The Adaptive-Threshold rule adds a Select operator with selection strategy
THRESHOLD to the most recent selection (see Figure B.9). The relevance condition
always computes to true. A problem in many matching systems is the definition of
appropriate thresholds. In this thesis, the Monogamy value is used to compute the
threshold from the input mapping by testing different thresholds and picking the
threshold that resulted in highest Monogamy. The threshold that results in highest
Monogamy is then taken as threshold for the Select operator.

mvalue(SM, x) = M onogamy (SelectT hreshold (SelectDelta (SM, d = 0.01) , th = x))
(B.13)
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computeT h(SM ) = t ∈ [0, 1] | mvalue(SM, t) ≥ mvalue(SM, y), ∀y ∈ [0, 1] (B.14)

B.4.3

Restrict-to-N:N

Many mapping problems contain schemas with repeating substructures. In these cases
it is more probable that the correct match results contain multi-mappings. However,
the cardinality of multi-mappings still needs to be restricted. For that purpose the
Restrict-to-N:N rule restricts the cardinality of a mapping by using an N-N selection.

Figure B.11: Restrict-to-N:N rule
Also, a select operator with 1:1 restriction could be added (see Figure B.11). The
selection removes the remaining multi-matches from the result to be consistent with
the other 1:1 matches. If there are some multi-mappings contained in a result and
the Match-Count-Ratio is low, meaning that the majority of computed matches are
not 1:1 matches. The relevance condition is formulated accordingly:
ConditionRestrictN N = M ultiM appings(SM ) < 0.9 ∧
M atchCountRatio(M ) < 0.9
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Evaluation Data
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ES 22
ES 23
ES 24
ES 25
ES 26
ES 27
ES 28
ES 29
ES 30
ES 31
ES 32
ES 33
ES 34
ES 35
ES 36
ES 37
ES 38
ES 39
ES 40
ES 41
ES 42
ES 43
ES 44
ES 45
ES 46
ES 47
ES 48
ES 49
EDI 1
EDI 2
EDI 3
EDI 4
EDI 5
EDI 6
ANA 1
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55
54
24
30
66
55
75
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64
52
6
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29
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29
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18
12
12
14
10
54
54
12
27
13
53
130
121
121
121
73
240
2739
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52
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6
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46
7
5
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24
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24
16
14
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7
7
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360
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4
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6
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8
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1,00
1,00
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1,76
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1,57
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0,02
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0,02
0,56
0,43
0,03
0,05
0,60
0,04
0,06
0,75
0,82
0,14
0,13
0,44
0,02
0,00
0,00
0,00
1,21
0,06

Incidence Graph from Evaluation

Figure C.1: Incidence graph used within evaluation
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C.3

Rewritten Matching Processes

Figure C.2: Rewritten matching processes SEQ-TH and SEQ-DYN for P2
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APPENDIX C. EVALUATION DATA

Figure C.3: Rewritten matching process SEQ-DYN-TH for P2
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